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another casualty
Fishing Vessel Queen MAry breaks from mooring. Washed ashore in storm of 
November 30 1963. 
One Good Reason Why Provincetown Needs a Harbor of Refuge for its fishingFleet. 
ANNUAL reports
PROVINCETOWN
1963 
It was blowing the night before but no ONE suspected tragedy. 
FORCASTS gave 35 mile winds- a half-gale warning flew white over 
red. Those ALERT to danger heard the rising wi r: d in the late evening. 
They laughed at the gale warning. SOON it was no kind of laughing 
matter. 
By Midnight and high tide it was a HEAVEY storm dead from the 
open Southwest. Fishermen and Coast Guardmen pilgrimaged to the 
wharf through driving rain. As the ebb peaked there was a firs t 
ominous sign. A loud crack heard only by THE WIND the dragge1 
Victory II parted a new mooring. Their crew and the Coast Guard 
struggled to save her from the rocks. At dawn she was damaged but 
safe. 
As the tide flowed to high course the wind rose even more. By full 
light t he East End was shrouded in spray. Fishermen on the wharf 
waited the turning of the tide again. When it came, Queen Ma.ry broke 
loose-then Revenge-then Joan & Tom. Revenge was saved by THE
Coast Guard. Nancy & Debbie made for Joan & Tom, but too soon, SHE
was on the rocks. The result for Queen Mary is your cover photo. 
Nothing could more profoundly illustrate the need of our community 
for a Harbor-of-Refuge than THIS damage to boats and property. In the 
past this has BEEN an issue fought with controversey. In order to take 
a fresh approach to this problem a Provincetown Harbor-of-Refuge 
Committee has been formed to bring together all those concerned with 
the problem and to seek to get all of the facts in order to make an 
intergrated proposal to the community. This committee's work will be 
a long hard TASK as it STRIVES to make a Harbor-of-Refuge a reality . 
ABOVE all it will need the cooperation of everyone in the community. 
At the town meeting for the coming year you will have your oppor-
tunity to help
The Town's Greatest Need is that of a Harbor of Refuge for our 
fishing fleet and a marina for local and visiting yachts and boats. 
A marina is an important community asset bringing boats, people 
and money with increased property values. 
It will help to bring back prosperity, by aiding our economy and 
providing new employment opportunity and new money to the Town. 
Proposed site and design of Harbor of Refuge and Marina Location 
for west end ofTown on land owned by the Town was given to the 
Town of Provincetown by vote of the Legislature for the purpose by 
Chapter 701 Acts of 1962, following vote of Town Meeting requesting 
Board of Selectmen and Town Manager to file legislation for the purpose. 
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town MANAGER'S report
to.the Honorable Board of Selectmen and 
citizensof Provincetown: 
As we begin a new year of T pleased to submit the annual re own government operations, I am 
Provincetown for the year 1963 ports of all departments of the Town of 
Each separate report gives a b . f ments and objectives Many of th of the major accomplish-
important problems need Ie pomt out some of the Town's 
and supervised the of ave my personal attention to 
encouraged the department h d t many of these reports and I have 
that all residents of the real facts and information 
used photographs to make the s r ou now. possible, I have 
actual conditions as I did in the mterestmg and to show 
among Towns from to 1 .Report that won first prize 
sored by the Massachusetts annual contest spon-s 
This 1962 Provincetown Re ort . papers and was shown on a t .. recognized in the news-
publicity and very favorable s owmg .on Channel 2. 
summer residents and requests mmen f was r eceived from local citizens 
th came rom many othe . . ' 
at we were unable to su 1 I . .r for 
Moses whose favorable article i yi d espe.cially mdebted to George 
most grateful to the Kendall p . s e m report. Likewise, I am 
in publishing the 1962 of Falmouth for excellent 
difficult job to gather the inf s reqmred by law, it is a very 
Report prior to a Town Meetinogrmhaldion alnd. publish the Annual Town e ear y m March. 
. reports as Town Manager ar . . in the next few pages and e year in separate por-
to what I consider the Town' are self-explanatory and are devoted 
relate to a harbor of needs and most difficult problems 
ment, advantages of good of and Manage-
and fire protection servi g, . needs for our water 
that every citizen should know Information 
and some proposals for 1964. a Ist of accomplishments of 1963, 
I want to express my person 1 th k 
excellent cooperation, understandin a s and for the 
present Board of Selectmen all to me by the 
working together for the arTe smcere men e own and 1ts 
Respectfully yours, 
WALTER E . LAWRENCE 
Town Manager 
. THE TOWN MANAGER 
The Profession of cityManagement 
We are living in an age f 1 change, increasing population o acce erating technological and social 
growth, and greater concentration and 
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movement of people. The effects of these basic forces in our society 
are nowhere more evident than in our changing cities. 
Throughout most of our nation's history, men have lived on the 
land and devoted much of their energies to agricultural and rural pursuits 
_yet in less than three generations, since 1900, we have rapidly become 
a nation of city dwellers. Today nearly two-thirds of our population is 
concentrated in 212 metropolitan areas! 
We are all being affected by these forces. Look around your city and 
you will see new homes and apartments being built while others are 
being torn down; industrial plants and shopping centers on land that 
was vacant only a few years ago; new highways and parking facilities 
to accommodate the annual production of automobiles which is expected 
to double by 1980; and more schools to meet demands for education. 
education, representative government, the arts--civilization 
itself-haVe flourished primarily in urban societies. In the past when 
life in the cities was intolerable, it wasn't long before the whole civiliza-
tion crumbled. nation's economic, cultural, and industrial foundations 
are centered primarily in our cities, and our future depends on the 
social, political, economic, and physical vitality of city life. 
The challenge to you is clearly this-what kind of community do 
you want to live in? All citizens have a vital stake in making our cities 
dynamic. Any adventurous and persevering student with an interest in 
doing something to meet these challenges has an ample opportunity to 
cut his eyeteeth on a job that will occupy his energy, dedication, and 
imagination for a lifetime-CITY MANAGEMENT. 
What Is a Manager? 
Nearly American cities have appointed city managers who are 
assisting mayors, councilmen, and citizens in meeting the growing de-
mands for solutions to problems of our changing cities. Despite a variety 
of titles, such as city, village, or borough manager; chief administrative 
officer, or city administr ator, these men have distinctive common char-
acteristics. They are: 
1. Professionally trained and experienced in city management and 
administration; 
2. Appointed by and serving at the pleasure of mayor and city 
council on the basis of merit and demonstrated ability; 
. 3: Responsible for program development, management, and admin-
of city government activities in line with policies set by the 
mayor and council; 
4. Fact finders and policy advisers to the mayor and council. 
What Is the Challenge? 
. The city manager's formal responsibilities are spelled out in the 
c1ty charter or in state law. Typical responsibilities are: 
Advising and report ing to the mayor and city council on city opera-
Ions and recommending improvements. 
Enforcing laws and ordinances. 
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Preparing the budget for all city departments for review and approval 
by the mayor and council. 
Exercising supervision and control over city operations. 
Informing council on the financial condition of the city government. 
Preparing reports and keeping the public informed on city govern-
ment operations. 
To carry out his diverse and important assignments the city man-
ager requires many professional and technical skills. He first have 
a working knowledge of the major areas of city government, such as 
city planning, finance, health and welfare services, fire and police pro-
tection, public works, and personnel administration. 
Besides technical skills, it is equally important that the city manager 
be an astute observer of local, regional, and national developments which 
affect the city in which he is employed. As a fact finder and policy 
adviser to the mayor and council, he must advise them of these develop-
ments so that they may take advantage of these trends or minimize any 
damaging effects on the city's welfare. 
Another special responsibility of the city manager is that of prop-
erly timing and undertaking diverse projects. The problems which con-
front managers are usually complex, and he must exercise keen judg-
ment, imagination, and foresight in making administrative and manage-
ment decisions. once decisions are made, the manager must assign 
priorities and schedules to projects, plan the work of the city govern-
ment's over-all organization, and allocate available personnel, finances, 
and other city resources to complete projects in the most effective and 
efficient manner. 
Is the City Manager a politician
The city manager is not a politician. He is a professional adminis-
trator appointed by the mayor and council on the basis of his qualifica-
tions as an administrator, not because of his political party affiliation. 
The manager does not run for elective office, he is not appointed for a 
fixed term, and his tenure is dependent on his continued good perform-
ance and maintenance of the city council's and the general public's 
confidence. 
This does not mean, however, that the manager is insulated from 
politics. By the very nature of his job, the city manager is involved in 
legislative and community decision-making processes. City council expects 
the manager to make recommendations on policies because he is one of 
the major sources of information on developments which have an effect 
on the city. In considering a particular problem and developing proposals 
to meet this problem, the city manager must necessarily make recom-
mendations for action to the mayor and city council on the basis of his 
best judgment. Decisions of this type have political implications and 
may even createpolitical issues in the community; however, the mayor 
and the councilas the elected representatives of the people and the final 
authority in policy matters, accept, modify, or reject the city manager's 
recommendations and proposals. 
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advantagesofCITY AND townMANAGEMENT 
The administration of local government should be basedupon the 
developed through research and proved expenence. 
best prac 
To be · successful, a city managershould have. a combination of 
. ex eriences, continued traimng, and education m government
varied
1 
t pd matters together with hard work, a deep sense of devotion
and rea e 
to duty, loyalty and good fortune. 
Every city and town managershould become a member of the Inter-
national City Managers' association
Founded in 1914 by a small group of citymanagers, theInternational 
C
it Managers' Association has developed mto a professionalgroupof 
y t 1 2 members who believe that the administration of 
appalroxima should be based upon the best practices developed 
Joe gover Th t t d e of the through research and proved experience. e a purpos 
A 
an I·ncorporated professional not for profit, 
, th increase the proficiency of city managers and to m . e Im-
of municipal administration in . 
Association holds an annual conference; offers. a 
training courses in municipal pubhshes 
ment, a monthly journal devoted to the Improvement of 
. t tion and The Municipal Year Book, an annual resume of 
statistical data of American cities; and conducts Management 
which is available to cities and on a sub-
scription basis. The purpose of the Association also is furthered 
by the work of several committees,_ such as the on 
sional Conduct; by advisory on . public Reportmg, admin-
istrative Practice, and Municipal publicrelationsandby representation
on the National Committee on Municipal Accountmg, the Amerian
Standards Association, and the National Management council.. 
the Association has had a code of ethics the violationof which
to bar a city manager from membership. Further information about the 
Association and its activities may be secured on request to the head-
quarters office, 1313 East StreetChicago. 
someaccomplishmentsof1963 
1. The 1962 Town Report published in 1963 won first prize among 
Towns from to population in contest sponsored by Massachu-
setts Selectmen's Association. 
2. Town Manager was elected President of the Massac_husetts City 
Managers' Association and elected a member of the executiveBoard of 
the League of Cities and Towns. 
3. A new Cemetery Commission was appointed and organized for 
care, maintenance and control of all Town Cemeteries. 
4. Cemetery Commission took over maintenance of Hamilton-Gifford
Cemetery for maintenance by vote of the Town as providedby law. 
5. Town improved its excellent traffic record for three years in a 
row with no fatal accidents and fewer accidents. 
6. Installed sprinkler system at the Cape End Manor. 
7. Landscaped grounds of Cape End Manor with new grass area 
and hot top drives. 
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8. Installed second septic tank for sanitary disposal at cape End 
Manor. 
9. Renovated interior of capeEnd Manor with painting of all walls, 
ceilings, etc. 
Organized school for forty local tradesmen to prepare them for 
Journeyman Plumbing License Examination to be held in May of 1964. 
New State Law requires either a Journeyman or Master License. 
11. Constructed Winthrop Street as a Chapter Project with Town 
employees, with the State paying one-half; County, one-quarter; and 
Town one-quarter of cost. 
12. Constructed Browne Street under Chapter 788, Acts of 1962, 
with State paying for work in the amount of $9457.08. 
13. Organized Provincetown-Truro Redevelopment Committee and 
prepared and published overal Redevelopment Report approved by the 
Governor and his Advisory Committee and for which we received high 
commendation. 
14. Planted new trees on Town Hall lawn. 
15. Purchased and installed coin locks for Town Hall public toilets 
and received $2472.20 in receipts. 
16. Replaced sashes of windows of Town Hall Auditorium that had 
been condemned by the State Department of Public Safety. 
17. Spot-painted Town Hall exterior at large savings to Town. 
18. Constructed new boat landing at south end of MacMillan Parking 
Lot. 
19. Constructed new drainage system through land of Alta Costen 
Alemany from Bradford Street to Waterfront off Bradford Street as a 
Chapter project and work done by Town forces at large savings in 
cost to Town with State paying one-half, County, one-quarter; and 
Town, one-quarter of the cost. 
Water Department constructed or laid at large savings to Town 
about: feet of water pipe on Priscilla Alden Road 
feet of transite pipe on Conwell Street 
feet of transite pipe on Browne Street 
665 feet of transite pipe on Bangs Street 
21. Constructed portion of Holway Avenue and Prince Street drain 
with Town forees at large savings to Town. 
22. Sold dwelling house on Town Water Department Property at 
North Truro as recommended by State Auditors. 
23. Installed combination storm and screen windows at the Town 
Library - also landscaped grounds of Library. 
24. Purchased new equipment for Town's Dental Clinic. 
25. Established a Town Conservation Commission. 
26. Major repairs to Town Hall slate roof completed. 
27. Installed safety crash bars at doors of Town Hall Auditorium. 
28. Purchased commercial type refrigerator for capeEnd Manor. 
29. Appropriated money for a Master Plan Study of Provincetown. 
Purchased and installed a new air horn warning system at 
Town Hall. 
31. Made major improvements and enlargements of Motta Field 
with large financial support from Lions club
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32. Constructed new drainage systemon Fishburn court at large 
to Town with Town forces domg work. 
p A M cMillan 33. Installed parking meters at Town ar mg rea near a 
Wharf and took in receipts totalling $15,395.6_5 for only a part of the 
t 
on Should give Town new annual mcome of 
resor sea . . 
34. Held several public meetings for discussion of survey and help 
for the fishing industry. 
35. Held a public hearing at Town Hall on October25, 1963 by the 
U of Army Engineers on a harbor of refuge, breakwater or 
for Provincetown Meeting was conducted by General P. Hyser. 
marma 
36. Town Counsel was successful in upholding Board. of 
and Town Manager on all legal action relating to the installation of 
Parking Meters. 
37. Constructed Gosnold Street drains by Town forces at large 
savings. . . 
38. Provincetown joined League of Massaehusetts citiesand Towns. 
THE townMANAGER GIVES reasons
Why Is Town Planning Necessary? 
ANSWER: The major function of planning is to enable the. officials
vested with the authority for making decisions affectmg public policy
to make informed, intelligent and responsible decisions. 
Planning is a never ending processthat calls for pe;i.odic review 
with re-evaluation resulting from changmg timesand conditions
A planning study is an inventory of the Town's liabilities and assets
It determines its shortcomings, its needs, its untapped resources and its
unmet obligations. 
It calls for initiative imagination, wide experiences, engineering 
and architectural knowledge and skills, good educational background. 
It requires hard work and many hours of dedicated service. 
It involves the gathering of all relevant data including preparation
of land use maps, the collection of population trends, analysis of eco-
nomic trends, a systematic review of the Town's financesand specialized
studies of traffic, parking, neighborhood characteristics recreatrion and 
capital improvements. 
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factsTHAT PROVINCETOWN CITIZENS should KNOW 
Taxable Valuations 
Year Tax Rates Real Personal Total 
1953 $656,325 
1954 655,415 
1955 
1956 
1957 9,293,717 665,655 9,959,372 
1958 667,315 
1959 
1961 
1962 868,835 
1963 
Year stateTax County Tax 
1955 $934.96 
1956 689.62 56,674.51 
1957 1,531.23 71,621.62 
1958 2,678.24 
2,795.48 74,735 .61 
2,226.22 75,561.51 
1961 81,432.79 
1962 86,916.27 
1963 8,352.34 
Estimated Receipts 
usedin Computation surplus
Year of Tax Rates Account Free Cash 
1955 $268,163.8'7 $48,935.37 
1956 58,462.25 
1957 357,492.32 56,643.53 
1958 79,268.73 
1959 
176,794.16 
1961 454,514.34 152,555.54 
1962 462,495.95 81,572.25 
1963 168,617.28 
1964 175,341.42 82,439.28 
January 1964-Approximately is added to the tax rate 
by an expenditure of 
January 1964-The :tax rate is decreased approximately 
by an increase of valuation of 
(assessed valuation). 
14 15 
town ofprovincetown
RECEIPT S 
Motor Vehicle 
Income Corporation Water & Parking 
Year Tax Tax Department Vessell Excise Meter Airport 
1955 $41,216.84 $23,112.67 $45,735.37 $34,136.54 $2,655.46 
31,161.79 27,352.67 62,858.18 34,758.84 2,864.56 
1957 37,(}38.76 64,787.25 4,211.22 
1958 29,472 .67 44,119.24 2,548.89 2,188.78 
1959 66,785.93 37,891.62 1,847 .68 
46,927.66 84,994.32 36,553.64 
1961 61,516.26 89,228.46 49,475 .41 1,623 .25 
1962 55,296.82 88,239.19 56,436.61 1,638.13 
1963 56,614.36 77,711.93 49,156.58 17,213 .84 
reportofassessors
valuationofassessed ESTATE 
January 1, 1963 
Value of Assessed Personal Estate 
Stock in Trade 
Machinery 
Live Stock 
All other tangible Personal Property 
Total Value of Assessed 
Personal Property 
Value of Assessed Real Estate 
Land, exclusive of buildings 
Buildings, exclusive of Land 
Total Value of Assessed 
Real Estate 
7 ,814, 
Total Valuation of Assessed Estate 
Total number of acres of Land assessed: 1,981.2 
1963 TAX RATE computation
Town Appropriations 
State Assessments 
countyAssessments 
Overlay of current year 
Gross Amount to be raised 
NON-TAX revenures
Estimated Receipts 
Overestimates (col. 4-cherry sheet) 
(a) County Tax 
(b) State parkReservations 
(c) Mosquito Control 
Amounts voted to be taken from 
Available Funds 
Total Non-Tax Revenues 
Net Amount to be raised by Taxation on 
polls and Property 
TOTAL TAX revenues
Polls, @ ea. 
Personal Property Tax 
Real Estate Tax 
8,352.34 
13,821.39 
$466,939.07 
5,175.50 
278.42 
73,257.08 
58,225.68 
$1,286,250.52 
Total Tax Revenue 
Tax Rate, per thousand of assessed valuation. 
Respectfully submitted, 
THOMAS A. FRANCIS, Chairman 
ManuelV. RAYMOND, Member 
John C. Corea Member and clerk
Board of Assessors 
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reportof THE town collector AND treasurer
During 1963 receipts totaling $2,746,102.15 were received and dis-
bursements ;for the year totaled $2,509,769.31. 
cashon hand as per Treasurer's cashBook as of December 31, 1963-
$236,332.84. 
was borrowed in anticipation of revenue and this amount 
was paid on due date. 
Trust funds held by Town: 
Cemetery Trust-Seaman's savings Bank 
Cemetery Bonds at par 
Cemetery Income Account--S.S. Bank 
postWar Fund 
Benjamin Small Fund 
Abbey Putnam Library Fund 
Anna Dolan Library Fund 
Phipps Library Fund 
Nancy W. P.Smith Fund 
transferred to Cemetery Account. 
FRANKS. BENT, 
$91,931.55 
13,541.05 
622.62 
6,447.68 
159.48 
2,071.96 
497.69 
Town Collector and Treasurer 
To the Board of Selectmen 
Mr. Ralph S. Carpenter, Chairman 
Provincetown, Massachusetts 
Gentlemen: 
January 23, 1963 
I submit herewith my report of an audit of the books and accounts 
of the town of Provincetown for the period from May 11, 1961 to Sep-
tember 24, 1963, made in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 44, 
General Laws. This is in the form of a report made to me by Mr. William 
Schwartz, Assistant Director of Accounts. 
Mr. Arthur H. MacKinnon 
Director of Accounts 
Very truly yours, 
ArthurH. MacKINNON, 
Director of Accounts 
Department of Corporations and Taxation 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Sir: 
As directed by you, I have made an audit of the books and accounts 
of the town of Provincetown for the period from May 11, 1961, the date 
of the previous examination, to September 24, 1963, and report thereon 
as follows: 
The records of financial transactions of the several departments 
receiving or disbursing money for the town or committing bills for 
collection were examined, checked, and verified by comparison with the 
reports and records in the town accountant's office. 
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The accountant's ledgers were analyzed, the appropriation accounts 
were checked with the record of town meeting votes in the office of the 
town clerk, and the transfers from the reserve fund were checked with 
the records of the finance committee. the necessary adjusting entries 
were made, a trial balance was taken off, and a balance sheet showing 
the financial condition of the town on September 24, 1963 was prepared 
and is appended to this report. 
In the examination of paid vouchers on file it was noted that several 
such vouchers lacked sufficient detail to substantiate the correctness of 
the charge, and accordingly, it is recommended that no bill be placed on
the warrant for payment unless it is fully itemized, supported by re-
ceipted vouchers wherever possible, andapproved by the proper depart-
mental officials. cash advances in anticipation of necessary traveling 
expenses should be promptly accounted for upon completion of the travel 
for which the advance was authorized. 
The books and accounts of the town treasurer were examined and 
checked in detail. The receipts, as recorded, were analyzed and com-
pared with the records of payments to the treasurer by the several 
departments and with other sources from which the town received money, 
while the recorded payments were compared with the treasury warrants 
and with the town accountant's books. 
The cash balance on September 24, 1963 was proved by verification 
of the cash and memoranda in the office and by reconciliation of the 
bank balance with a statement furnished by the bank of deposit. 
The maturing debt and interest payments were checked with the 
amounts falling due and were compared with the cancelled securities on 
file. The bond and coupon account was reconciled, and the outstanding 
coupons were listed. 
The savings bank books and securitiesrepresenting the investments 
of the trust and investment funds in the custody of the town treasurer 
were examined and listed, the income being proved and the withdrawals 
being verified. 
The records of tax titles held by the town were examined. The 
amounts transferred from the tax levies to the tax title account were 
reconciled with the collector's accounts, and the redemptions of tax titles 
were compared with the treasurer's recorded receipts. The tax titles on 
hand were listed, reconciled with the accountant's ledger, and checked 
with the records at the Registry of Deeds. 
It is again recommended that proceedings be instituted by the town 
treasurer to foreclose the right ofredemption on all tax titles held over 
two years, as required by law. 
The records of payroll deductions on account of Federal and State 
taxes, and the county retirement system, were examined and checked, 
the payments to the proper agencies being verified. 
The books and accounts of the town collector were examined and 
checked in detail. The tax, excisedepartmental, and water accounts, 
outstanding according to the previousaudit, as well as all subsequent 
commitments, were audited and proved with the warrants issued for their 
collection. The recorded receipts were checked with payments to the 
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urer the abatements were compared with the records in the depart-
treasury authorized to grant such credits, the transfers to the tax title 
men nt were verified by comparison with the treasurer's records of tax 
accou t 1' t d d titles held by the town, andthe outstandmg accoun s were 1s e an 
reconciled with the respective ledger controls. 
The outstanding tax, excise, departmental and water accounts were 
verified by mailing notices to a number of persdonfs whoshe repliesappeard
the books as owing money to the town, an rom t e rep 1es receive 
appears that the accounts, as listed, are substantially correct. 
It is again recommended that action be taken to secure prompt 
settlement of the past due tax, excise, and water accounts. 
The records of cash collections by the selectmen, the tow_n clerk, 
and the sealer of weights and measures, as well as by the police fire, 
health, school, library, and cemetery departments, and by all otherdepart-
ments in which money was collected for the town, were exammed and 
checked. The payments to the town treasurer and the cash balances were 
verified. ' 
The surety bonds of the several officials required by law to furnish
such surety for the faithful performance of their duties were examined
and found to be in proper form. 
In addition to the balance sheet, there are appended to this report 
tables showing a reconciliation of the treasurer's cash summariesof 
the tax, excise, tax title, departmental, and water accounts, together 
with schedules showing the condition and transactions of the trust and 
investment funds. 
While engaged in making the audit cooperation was received from
all town officials, for which on behalf of my assistants and for myself, 
I wish to express appreciation. 
Respectfully submitted, 
WILLIAM SCHWARTZ 
Assistant Director of Accounts 
STATEMENT of tax COMMITMENTS 
year Commitment Collected Abated outstanding Refunds Tax Title 
REAL ESTATE 
1961 $17,796.49 $14,376.62 $1,169.81 $24.94 A.A. 
1962 69,577.43 49,143.48 3,592.89 16,841.26 596.88 
1963 680,593.37 
personal property
1961 $232.47 $216.87 
1962 2,526.33 2,216.15 
1963 59,993.81 55,683.58 $1,426.43 2,986.95 A.A . $73 .00 
polls
1961 $22.00 
1962 48.00 18.00 
1963 2,172.00 1,582.00 
motor
1961 $464.37 $314.13 A.A. $167.95 
1962 9,918.69 $813.73 1,802 .32 A.A. 
1963 12,712.91 424.22 
vessel EXCISE 
1963 
FRANK S. BENT 
Tax Collector 
I am recommending that money should be appropriated for -the 
following items: 
1. To paint the fire escape. 
2. To buy tile for the Town Clerk and Assessors' offices . 
3. To replace fire exit door on west side of auditorium. 
4. To replace pipe outside to water lawn. 
5. To replace the wooden chairs in the auditorium with metal chairs. 
Respectfully submitted, 
ROBERT K . SouzaTown Hall Custodian 
REPORT ofTHE 
sealerofweightsAND measures
In accordance with the General Laws, Chapter 98, I submit my report 
for the year ending December 31, 1964. 
Weighing and Measuring Devices: 
Total number sealed 
Total number adjusted 
Total number not sealed 
Total number condemned 
8 
1 
Total Weighing and Measuring Commodities Sold or Put Up for Sale: 
Number tested 
Number correct 288 
Number over 2 
Number under 
Summary of Inspections Made: 
Peddlers' licenses 
Food packages 
Markings on bread 
Peddlers' scales 
other inspections 
Transient Vendors 
Sealing fees turned over to Town Treasurer 
Collected for Transient Vendors' Licenses 
Respectfully submitted, 
CLEMENT S. Silva
12 
75 
$ 
Inspector of Weights and Measures 
REPORT of THE town nurse
Chest clinics are held on every third Thursday of the month by Dr. 
Joel C. Gould, of Barnstable County Hospital. Appointments for the 
chest Clinics are made by your local physician or by calling the Health 
office. 
Dr. Thomas Perry was appointed as physician to the Toxoid Clinic 
held last year at the Veterans' schoolby Barnstable County Health Office. 
The three types of SabinoralPolio Vaccine were given at the same time. 
Toxoid Clinic dates for 1965 are indefinite as of now. I would recommend 
that all parents with youngsters 3 months of age and older contact their 
family physician for their toxoid injections, small pox vaccin a tion, and 
Booster Toxoid injections. 
Total Dec. 
Morbidity Nursing Service 
Admission to nursingService 8 
Nursing Visits 
Office Nursing Visits 
Acute Communicable Disease 
D. P. T . under 1 year 
D. P. T. 1 to 5 years 
D. P. T. Boosters 
Smallpox 
115 
Total 
This Year 
84 
994 
93 
Total 
Last Year 
27 
838 
22 
12 
1 43 
1 37 
Poliomyelitis oralSabinFolic Vacc. Type III 436 
oralSabinPolio Vacc. Type II 697 
oralSabinPolio Vacc. Type I 767 
Venereal Disease 
Admission to Nursing Service 
Nursing Visits 
Tuberculosis 
Admissions to Medical Service 12 
Admissions to Nursing Service 
Clinic Visits 15 
X-ray Examinations 15 
Nursing Field Visits 1 
Nursing Office Visits 
Admissions to Sanitoriwn 
other - Tuberculintine Test 
Mantoux Test 
Maternity Service 
Admissions to Nursing Service A. P. 
Nursing Visits A. P. 
Delivery Service 
Admissions to Nursing 
Service P. P. 1 
Nursing Visits P. P. 1 
21 
1 
1 
146 
1 
195 
196 
11 
53 
9 
1 
4 
4 
3 
3 
276 
248 
13 
1 
27 
1 
1 
4 
4 
Name Department 
Cordeiro, Mary C. - secretary
Elec. & Town Meetings 
F inance Committee 
Corea, John C. - Clerk & Assessor 
clerk-selectmen
Costa, William J . - school
Veteran's agent
Teller 
Couper, Marjorie - school
Crave, Jane - Manor 
Crawley, Clifton - Teller 
Crawley, Warren - Police 
Creamer, Joseph M.- Water 
Crowell, Dorothy - School 
Crowley, Joseph E. - Town Hall & Manor 
overtime
Cummings, Catherine - street Listing 
Dagle, Walter - school
Recreation 
Dahill, Edward, Jr. - school
Dahill, Catherine - school
Daigneault, Edna - Manor 
Dale, Jerome manor
Dalpe, Peter- Recreation 
Daphnis, Helen - School 
Davis, Helen - Zoning & Planning Board 
DeLotto, Na.talie B . - recreation
Dennis, Hilda school
D'Entremont, Isabel School 
DeRiggs, Delphine C. - school
DeRiggs, Elizabeth L . school
Dickey, Richard Water 
Drew, Con stance - school
Dunham, Earl, Jr. school
Dutra, Eva - school
Enos, Doris Healt h 
Enos, Edward - school
Enos, Mary - Police 
Enos, Mary S. Matron-town Hall 
Faries, Miriam - school
Fellows, Thomas - school
Ferreira Genevieve - Manor 
Ferreira, J oseph Wharf 
Ferreira, Kenneth School 
Ferreira, Rachel Manor 
Fields, Fannie School-Cafeteria 
Finch, Robert - Recreation 
Flores, Frank - Cemetery 
overtime
Civil Defense 
Flores, Paul- street
overtime
22 
24.75 
256.31 
Amount 
2,133.28 
1,662.54 
3,634.75 
6,966.64 
122.25 
5,576.67 
2,233.28 
2,748.75 
2,729.12 
3,866.31 
Name Department 
Flores, Richard - Cemetery 
Francis, Frances D. - school
. Raymond y Water Francis . 
Francis, Thomas Assessor 
Teller 
Registrar 
Emily street Listing 
Gabriel Cemetery 
Fratus, 
Fratus, 
overtime
school-custodian
Extra duties-school
Garciaz, Jaime school
Gaspa George School 
Gillies Maude Manor 
Goldman Maurice Legal Counsel 
Gonsalves Fernando Building I nspector 
Gutzler, Robert Building Inspector 
Harding, Frances Manor. 
Haymaker, Marion B. L1brary 
Heelan, William School 
Reher, John!- School . 
Henrique, Leah School-Cafeteria
Hensley, Billy M. School-Bldg. 
Hiller, David - School 
Holmes, Kittredge School 
Ingrum Martha -.Health 
Jacobs, Mary - Scnool 
Janopolis Carol - Health 
Jason Anthony- Rubbish 
Jason: Manuel, Jr. Police 
Ex. Duty-School 
Jason, Matthew P. Jr. - Cemetery 
Jenkins, Estelle - School 
Joseph, Francis - Cemetery 
Kane, Thomas school
Kenney, Burton - Teller 
King, Mary - .Manor 
Knowlton, Kendall - school
Kolz, Anton, Jr. - school
Kolz, Vivian - School 
Lane, Helen school
Lawrence, Walter E. -Town Manager 
Lema, Jessica - Library 
Lennox, James- school
Lewis, Joseph Health 
Teller 
Lewis, Mary c. - school
Leyden, George - School 
Lincoln Mary - Manor 
MacCallum, Don - school
McCaffrey, William J. - Clerk-Accountant 
Clerk-Selectmen 
Registrar 
Teller 
23 
213.73 
291.66 
Amount 
435.74 
2,835.39 
83.34 
416.66 
3,926.19 
131.25 
246.42 
4,533.28 
2,193.58 
6,333 .28 
3,733 .36 
Name Department 
McDonald, Irving T. school
McGinn, John- School 
McKain , Amy- Welfare 
McKellar, William W. Veterans' Agent 
Macomber, Elliot school
Macro, Joseph -Police 
Parking Meters 
extra duty-school
Malchman, Arthur P. school
Marshall, Francis H . Police 
Martinez, Chris Cemetery & street
Martin, Miriam - Clerk-Police 
zoning secretary
Meads, Bertha 
Meads, James- Police 
Extra Duty 
Medeiros, Amelia school
Medeiros, Arthur - Water 
overtime
Medeiros, Kathleen School 
Adult Ed. 
Merrill, Annette - School 
Merrill, John Wharf 
Mitchell Josephine - Teller 
Moore, Munro -Recreation 
Motta, Etalvina - school
Motto, Veronica - Manor 
Moulton, Christina - Manor 
Muise, Vivian school
Mulholland, Richard - school
Murphy, David J. - school
Nelson, Katharine- Manor 
O'Connor John- school
O'Donnell Katherine- Manor 
O'Donnell Marian E. - Clerk 
Clerk selectmen
shellfish
street Listing 
Olover Rosina - school
Oventhal, Greta Recreation 
Packett, Francis - street
Overtime 
Parr, James school
Patrick, Joan Cemetery & Civil Defense 
Patrick, Natalie Library 
Pena, Carlo school
Pena, Manuel- school
Penney, Elizabeth Manor 
Perry, Frank S. street
overtime
Perry, Louise Library 
24 
164.78 
Amount 
4,287.98 
3,238.61 
51.85 
1,370.94 
29.75 
6.25 
name Department 
Perry
Perry, 
Madeliene School 
Peter street
Overtime 
Insp. of slaughtering
Perry, Robert A. Rubbish 
Animal Burial 
Perry, Robert K. Rubbish 
street & Wharf 
overtime
Perry, Thomas F., M.D. Medical Director 
Peters, Edi.th - school
Peters, Eugene street-Snow
Peters, Frances V. -Clerk 
Peters, Francis- Water 
Phillips, Thomas school
Pierce, Elroy- Rubbish 
overtime
Pierce, Helen C. school
Pilla, Antonio school
Rabesa, Louis school
Ramos, Joseph- Water 
Raneo, Albert school
Raymond, Manuel Assessor 
Refs, Alice Manor 
Reovan, Emma Manor 
Rich, Mabel - school
Rivard, Herman Wiring Inspector 
Rocheteau, Albert Motta Field 
Roche, William - school
Roda, Doris J. - school
Roderick, Arthur D. - Police 
school
Motta Field 
Roderick, Joanne- Manor 
Rodriques, Francisco school
Rogers, Frank C. - Rubbish 
Rogers, Irving S. - Welfare 
Rogers, Jesse - Teller 
Rogers, Mary A. - School 
Rogers, Mildred - health
Rogers, Phebe S. school
Rowe Mary - School 
Roza, Marjorie - School 
Rush, Katherine - Recreation & Manor 
Ryan, Joseph - school
Santos, Bernard- Water 
overtime
Santos Edmund - street
overtime
Santos, Helen school
Santos James- school
25 
$4,394.88 
572.51 
31.76 
$811.25 
299.52 
4,992.39 
3,641.76 
471.75 
174.75 
238.51 
5,666.64 
5,466.64 
351.83 
3,670.92 
Name Department 
Manuel - Cemetery, Rubbish & Streets 
Sa.ntos, Richard M. - School 
Santos, Vernon - cemetery
Sants, James A. - school-custodian
Sawyer, Carl - Water 
Overtime 
Schoen, J oseph D. - Cemetery 
Seeley, Paul Jr. - School 
Sequra, Christina - Man or 
Shaw Frederick, Jr. school
Shultz, Patricia - Manor 
Silva Clement - Sealer of Wgts., & Measures 
Wharf
SilvaClifford - School 
Silva Elmer - School 
Silva Emily - Library 
Silva, Geor ge J r . - Cleaning Beaches 
Silva Irene - S'chool 
Silva, Joseph- Water & streets
Silva, Julia - Manor 
Silva, Robert - Assessor 
Silva, Robert - P olice 
extra Duty-School 
Parking Meters 
Silva,. Warren - Teller 
Registrar 
street Listing 
Smith, Edward - Water 
Smith J oseph - Water 
Smith William F. - Water 
Snader, Arthur P . - Town Crier 
Snow Oscar- Wharf 
Souza, Anthon y - Teller 
Souza, J ohn - Cemetery 
Souza, Joseph E. - cemetery
Souza, Laurentina L. - Town Hall-Matron
Souza Robert- Custodian-Town Hall & 
Keeper of Lockup 
P olice 
School 
Sparks, James E . - cemetery
st. Amand, George F. - Police 
Parking Meters 
st. Amand, Mary E. - Clerk 
Steele, Dorothy - Manor 
Steele, Francis - Moderator 
Steig Henry - school
Stillings, Mabel - Registrar 
Teller 
Sylvester Myrtle - Manor 
Sylvia, Helen M. - school
Tanibello, John - school
26 . 
192.93 
296.95 
73.75 
Amount 
643 .41 
268.63 
1,666.64 
4,133.36 
1,318.78 
326.80 
515 .25 
979.65 
. 
846.25 
4,488.25 
2,740.84 
Name Department 
Takacs, Bela - School 
Terry Mary L . - Manor 
ThimasLeonizia- Manor 
Thompson, Grace - Teller 
Tr ers Anthony V. - Welfare 
Trav to' Joseph - Wiring Inspector ova , 
Tufts, John - school
Veara Frank - Police
' extra Duty-School 
Ventura Joseph- Shellfish 
Wager, Beat rice - School 
Welsh, Robert - Legal Counsel 
westover, Donald - Insp_ector of An imals 
White, Rachel - Recreatwn 
Williams, Harold - School 
Wilson, Ruth - School 
Woods, Vilena- Teller 
Zawalick, Barbara - Cemetery & Civil Defense 
zawalick, Raymon d - School 
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Amount 
2,744.22 
FIRE DEPARTMENT payroll
Name Amount Name 
Cook, Wilbur Sawyer Carl 
Roderick, James Cook, Norman 
Andrews Joseph Steele Alden
Carreiro, Frank Costa, William 
Pierce, William Stephens, Joseph 
Rivard, Herman Edwards, John Jr. 
Costa Warren Stranger Herbert 
Volton, Frank Perry, Robert 
Meads, John Rose, Alden 
O'Donnell, John Oliver Franklin 
Aresta Manuel Alves, Anthony 
Roderick, Joseph Cabral, Lawrence, Jr. 
White, Ronald Henrique, Frank 
Merrill, Raphael Sant os, Paul 
Crawley, Joseph Cabral, William 
Trovato, Joseph Jason Manuel
Aresta, Frank Lane, Gilman Rev. 
Meads, Larry Chapman, Carl, Jr. 
Souza, Robert Cabral, Lawrence, Sr.
Brown, Manuel Santos, Anthony 
Ferreira, Jesse Atkins, Kenneth 
Pereira, Antone 66.65 Alexander, J ohn 
Santos Edmund Turner, Thomas 
Perry, Robert Crave, John 
Ferreira, Gordon Alexander, Philip A. 
Davis, Beaty 33.35 Alexander, Warren 
Roderick, Richard Jason, J ohn, Jr. 
Martin, Manuel Perry, Joseph 
Santos Manuel Silva Louis 
Morris, Leo Silva Clement
Flores, Frank Valentine, Francis 
Meads, James Dutra, Joseph 
Henrique, John Richard Allison, William 
White, Robert Santos Bernard 
28 
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reportof THE WELFARE department
This is my twelfth Annual Report as Director of Public Assistance 
and my tw.enty-third as a Town employee. In some ways this has been 
the most interesting and fruitful year of my incumbency. 
In 1963 publicAssistance began to take on a new look. The Federal 
and stategovernments sponsored conferences, seminars and group meet-
ings designed to increase social-work skills. our staff attended all of 
these and as a result we stepped up our program of extracurricular 
work with related services and agencies in multiple-problem cases. These 
multiple-problem cases, as the term implies, involve much more than 
mere cash grants. They may have any combination of the following: 
poor health, mental retardation, emotional maladjustment, marital diffi-
culties, legal involvements, inadequate education, unemployment, lack of 
work skills, unsuitable housing, lack of initiative. It may be possible to 
solve these problems but it can be done only by giving hours of time to 
meetings with related agencies or conferences with other staff members 
or even just long talks with the client himself to build up confidence 
and trust. 
In 1963 national study of Aid to Families with Dependent Children, 
made by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, rated Massa-
chusetts high in public Welfare administration. This comprehensive 
review of local case records showed a very low percentage of ineligible 
cases on our Massachusetts rolls. In fact, 99.1 percent of the 
families receiving aid met all of the eligibility factors. our excellent 
national standing must be attributed to the vigilance of local Welfare 
Departments and the excellent coordination between stateand local offices. 
The Lien Agreement in Disability Assistance was wisely nullified 
by the state Department's Advisory Board on August 8, 1963. A very 
able member of this board is Mrs. John C. Snow who was appointed 
to the position by Governor Peabody in February. The people of Prov-
incetown should feel honored to have one of their neighbors serving 
with this august body. 
on January 1, 1964, after many attempts, the archaic settlement
Laws were finally abolished in the Old Age Assistance and General 
Relief categories. Credit for repeal of these laws should be given to the 
Massachusetts. public Welfare Administrators' _Association, particularly 
its Legislative Committee. Now financial responsibility will be decided 
solely on the place of residence at time of application. The state will 
reimburse twenty percent of all expenditures, unless the recipient has 
no residence within the Commonwealth. In that case, the state will 
reimburse one hundred percent. 
Though he may be otherwise solvent, the average person can ill 
afford to meet medical-care costs for surgery or long illnesses. These 
costs wreak havoc on Welfare budgets. Hospitals and public medical 
institutions will have even higher rates in 1964 because a new provision 
of the law allows such institutions to include depreciation in their rates. 
During 1963 we were fortunately able to meet medical-payment deficits 
by transfers from other Welfare appropriations. We did, however, finish 
the year with a deficit of $6,212.19 in the Medical Assistance for the 
Aged account. (Medical vendor payments alone totalled $87,948.39 for 
fiscal year 1963.) M.A.A. and D.A., the medical assistance programs and 
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therefore the most expensive, are both showing increases in case loads. 
General Relief is still a catch-all program and its costs are unpredictable. 
We may not see any decrease in these G.R. expenditures, even with 
the abolishment of Settlements, because Section 24A of Chapter 117 
has given hospitals the right to immediately claim against the cities 
and towns of residence. 
The balance in the O.A.A. Recovery Account was $877.90 on Jan-
uary 1, 1964. We are in the process of turning over to Town Counsel three 
Old-Age lien cases, seeking to recover by enforcement of the equity 
provisions of the lien law. If permitted by the court we may recover 
some portion, by public sale or auction, of what is owed us by estates 
which the heirs show no inclination to settle. Life-tenancy liens are not 
collectible and on the death of the tenant are discharged without recovery. 
There are no liens on real estate in M.A.A., A.F.D.C., D.A. or G.R. How-
ever, Section 4A of Chapter 118A makes it possible in exceptional cases 
to bring suit to recover against the estate in M.A.A. and Section 5 of 
Chapter 117 provides for recovering in G.A. against the person or his 
estate. 
Recipients of O.A.A. M.A.A., A.F.D.C., and D.A. are entitled to 
appeal to the State when the local bureau denies or withdraws assistance, 
fails to act on an application or reduces the assistance grant. A referee 
from the State Department holds a hearing in the local office or in the 
appellant's home if he is unable to come to the office. Case records are 
reviewed by the referee and the client or his representative may submit 
additional facts. The referee's decision is final and binding on both parties. 
ourlocal staff has been urging clients to use this right of appeal when-
ever there is any doubt about the letter of the law, with the result that 
some of them have been able to increase their grants to more fully meet 
their needs. Although we insist on strict adherence to the State regula-
tions when determining eligibility, figuring budgets, et cetera, we are 
just as insistent on enforcement of the individual rights and privileges 
of our clients. 
We are grateful for this opportunity to acknowledge splendid co-
operation from the Provincetown School Department; local workers and 
Boston staff of the ShawFund; our Helping Hand Society; local branch 
of St. Vincent de Pall Salvation Army and Massachusetts Society for 
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children; our Town officers and other Town 
employees. 
Respectfully submitted, 
IRVING S. Rogers
Director of Public Assistance 
WELFARE statistics
Cases 
Category 
O.A.A.
1/1/63 1/ 1/ 64 Expenditures 
$91,548.45 
76,330.84 
82 82 
M.A.A. d fi "t) 
26 31 
(Not including $6,212.19 e c1 
A.F.D.C. 
(23 persons) 
D.A. 
G.R. 
total
8 
13 
1 
Total Costs Administration 
(Including salaries and expenses) 
Federal Receipts 
State 
Net Town Share 
O.A.A. Grants Expenditures 
(Including medical costs) 
Federal Receipts 
State 
Net Town Share 
M.A.A. Grants Expenditures 
(Including $6,212.19 deficit) 
Federal Receipts 
State Receipts 
Net Town Share 
A.F.D.C. Grants Expenditures_. 
Federal Receipts 
State Receipts 
Net Town Share 
D.A. Grants Expenditures 
Federal Receipts 
stateReceipts 
Net Town share
G.R. Expenditures 
State Reimbursements (Due in 1964 $629.01) 
Net Town Costs 
16 
2 
$15,719.09 
4,222.50 
$19,941.59 
$59,836.23 
20,221.89 
$24,306.52 
20,462.15 
$44,768.67 
6,775.87 
$7,428.85 
8,544.35 
$15,973.20 
19,581.14 
23,051.22 
$216,011.65 
$23,259.16 
19,941.59 
$3,317.57 
$91,548.45 
$11,490.33 
$87,948.39 
44,768.67 
$43,179.72 
$19,581.14 
14,328.87 
$5,252.27 
$23,051.22 
15,973.20 
629.01 
$4,870.99 
Although total costs of all public assistance, including administra-
tion, were $250,888.36 the net costs were $75,817.91 or percent. 
Administrative costs were percent. 
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report of THE BOARD of HEALTH 
Town Manager 
Walter E. Lawrence 
Dear Mr. Lawrence: 
I herewith submit my 1963 Annual Report as Health Agent forthe 
Town of Provincetown. 
Burial permits
Sanitary Licenses 
Cesspool Construction 
Funeral Directory 
Premature Births 
Lakeville Hospital 
32 
3 
31 
4 
4 
1 
The beach was patrolled by two men this year and the results were 
very satisfactory. 
All lodging houses, camps, cabins who applied for licenses were 
inspected by me. There are fifty-four (54) bars and restaurants in 
Provincetown and these were inspected monthly by myself and a County 
Inspector. Many complaints were received this year but inasmuch as I 
am employed only part-time, I am not able to devote enough time to 
investigate all undesirable conditions. 
The new sanitary and plumbing code that is now in effect utilizes 
considerable time of the Health Agent. 
The men working on the rubbish truck are doing a fine job. The 
Custodian at the dump has kept the area very clean and the people using 
the dump for their own rubbish disposal should help by dumping their 
rubbish over the bank. This would save the town the expense of having 
to hire a bulldozer to clear the edge of the bank. The dump will have 
to be converted to a land filled dump which means purchasing new 
equipment and employing more men. I would suggest regular daily hours 
at the town dump with a specific opening and closing hour for the con-
venience of our town people. 
The Laboratory at the Cape End Manor also experienced a good
year up until the time the Technician became ill and was required to 
take a leave of absence. The Laboratory has been closed temporarily 
because we were not able to hire another Technician. 
our Health Nurse with the help of the School Nurse and several 
other nurses administered Sabin oral polio Vaccine to many adults of 
the town. There is still Type III vaccine available for any adult who 
desires it. 
Respectfully submitted, 
32 
Joseph E. LEWIS, Agent 
Provincetown Health Dept. 
report ofTHE. cape end manor
The past year has been an eventful one for .us at the Cape End manor
our
physical appearance has been improved Immeasurably, both inside
building and t he grounds outside. The interior has been painted com-
throughout and many minor repairs were made, such as sticky 
windows and door s, new sash cords, .new lockson doors, et c: W e had to 
lace three ceilings beca use they were so bad plaster was m danger of 
fallingon the patients below a nd several others merelyneeded pat ching. 
The Sprinkler System was duly inst alled and after several trips 
made by the Holyoke H ydrant and Radiator Company t o make necessary 
alterations and to stop leaks, the System is in readinessto provide the 
protection we so badly needed. therewere no p rovlSlons. forheatm the 
attic for the protect ion of the sprinklersystembutthis situationwas 
taken care of by the simple processof exposing the pipesand sprmkler 
heads in the side walls of_ the atticand mstallmg registers at each end 
of the upstairs hallway. The attic was. completely insulated as well, and 
enough heat circulates through t he registersto keep t he temperat ure well 
above the freezing point. 
The grounds have beenfinished off and a fairly good lawn has been 
started, which adds greatly to our convenience as well a s the appearance. 
The paving of the parking lot has eliminated a .great many of thehazards 
that exist ed, a s regards the safety of the patientsand our visitors
ourservices at the Manor now include Extended Benefits Coverage 
under the Blue Cr oss & Blue Shield. An agreement was signed between 
the Massachuset ts Hospital Service, Inc. and t he Cape End Manor, effec-
tive August 1, 1963. This means that any of our P at ients at the Manor 
can take advantage of this service, if their policy carr ies t he Prolonged 
Illness Certificate to the same extent a s the general public. If our all'
inclusive daily rate is broken down and the charges for prescription 
drugs and Labor atory services are listed separately f r om the charge for 
board and room, BlueCr oss & Blue Shield may be permitted to pay in 
excess of per day. 
A sorely needed facility at t he Manor, which has been lackingthis 
past winter, is the Laboratory. We are so apt to t ake so many thingsfor 
granted and not realize their worth until they are no longer available
Such is the case with t he Laboratory, as far as the Cape End Manor is 
concerned. Now we must do the best we can to wat ch our Diabetic Patients 
very carefully f or any signs of distress on their part. We can't check the 
conditions of the Blood Sugar Levels, periodically. In f act , we can't check 
them at all . It seems such a waste to have the Laboratory stand idle 
for lack of someone to run it. 
The new all-inclusive per diem rate at the Cape end Manor, for the 
year 1964, a s det ermined by the State Burea u of hospital costs and
Finances and certified by the Commissioner of administration William
A. Waldron, is $9.15. This all-inclusive rate covers all care at th e Manor 
except the Patients' personal laundry and t he furnishing of whole blood 
for transfusions or Special Duty nursing service. The cost of t his extra
service, if desired or necessary, would have to be assumed by the patient
or his family. 
The Cape End Manor took care of 46 patientsduring the year 1963, 
making a total of 8,777 patientdays, which is 260 patientdays less than 
the 1962 total of 9,037, because we ran at less than full capacity for the 
first six months of 1963. During the period of September and the first 
part of October1963 we could have admitted as many as 7 more patients
if we had the room. We have had a waiting list since July 1963 and we 
still do at the present time. 
of the 46 patients cared for by the Manor, we had 11 Deaths, 
9 patientswere convalescents and, after varying periods of time, were 
well enough to be discharged to their own home and their family. The 
remaining 26 patients are residents at the Cape End Manor. Contrary 
to last year, we started 1964 with a full capacity patientcensus. 
The Cape End Manor wishes to express its thanks to the many 
organized groups, as well as individuals, who helped us out in so many 
ways during the past year. our thanks to the Rescue squad the Am-
bulance serviceand the policeDepartment during our moments of stress; 
to the streetDept. and the Water Dept. for extending a helping hand 
when needed; to the Churches and Clergy of all denominations for their 
time and attention which added so much to the Spiritual comfort and 
ease of our patients our most sincere thanks and appreciation to the 
many devoted and selfless people who worked so diligently in our behalf
this past year to make the Manor shopthe success it was last summer, 
and I'm sure it will be again. 
May we extend our warmest and most grateful thank you to all 
who did so much and gave so much of themselves and their worldly 
goods to make such a festive occasion of the Christmas season And in 
conclusion, may I extend my personal expression of appreciation to a 
most co-operative and conscientious staff The Cape End Manor is of 
necessity a co-operative venture; we must all work together to achieve 
the success of a common goal. An Administrator is only as good as 
the staffhelps him, or her, to be. 
ALICE L. ReisR.N. 
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report of THE laboratory technician
1963 1962 
privateoutpatients 216 
244 
7 5 Emergency calls 
11 18 House calls 
198 221 office visits 
409 336 Number of tests 
$855.50 $829.50 Lab fees 
Public Assistance patients 186 103 
65 55 House calls 
121 48 office calls 
327 205 Number of tests 
$496.10 $312.20 Lab fees 
Cape End Manor patients 155 
Number of tests 491 374 
The amounts for 1963 take in only t en months of the year. The 
1962 figures are f or a full year . This is the sixth year for the Labora-
tory and as you can see by the increase of patients and teststhe pubhc 
has become more aware of the Lab in our Town and of 1ts value. 
am very sorry to see the Lab closed but it has been impossible to 
get another technician t o take my place and I must take a leave of 
absence for my health. 
MILDRED Rogers
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reportof THE town nurse
Provincetown Health Department 
26 Alden street
Provincetown, Mass. 
Chest Clinics are still held on every third Thursday of the month
by Dr. Joel C. Gould, of Barnstable County Hospital. Appointments 
for the Chest Clinics are made by your local physicians or by calling 
the Health Office. 
We regret that we have lost the valuable services rendered by 
Dr. Gerald Hoeffel, who has retired. The Well Baby Conferences have 
been discontinued since August 1, 1963, and will not be held until further 
notification. 
We also regret to have lost in the same year, the many valuable 
services rendered by Dr. F. L. Moore, Medical Health Officer of Barn-
stable County, who has also retired. 
The Toxoid Clinics were held at the Veterans' Memorial school last 
February, March and April. This Clinic gives boosters of Diphtheria, 
Whooping Cough and Tetanus to youngsters just entering the first grade. 
. Youngsters three months and older also can get their immunization 
series at the same time. smallpox Vaccinations are given at the same 
time to children who have not been vaccinated. 
Toxoid Clinic date for 1964 will be announced in local papers as soon 
as Health Office is notified. 
The Sabin oral polio Vaccines were administered to townspeople 
by the Board of Health. 
SabinoralpolioVaccine Type I was given in January and February. 
SabinoralpolioVaccine Type II was given in March and April. 
Sabin oralpolio Vaccine Type III was given on November 18 and 
19, 1963. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Doris M. Enos R.N. 
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reportof THE lower cape
ambulance association inc.
Wellfleet - Truro - Provincetown 
Massachusetts 
December 18, 1963 
Report of the Treasurer of the Lower Cape Ambulance Association 
for 1963: 
Balance on hand December 18, 1962 
Town of Provincetown 
Town of Truro 
Town of Well fleet 
services and Donations 
Transfer from Replacement Fund 
Total Receipts 
Gas and oil
Drivers 
Upkeep and Repairs 
New Ambulance 
Equipment 
Laundry 
Meals 
Insurance 
social security
Miscellaneous 
expenditures
Total Expenditures 
Transferred to Replacement Fund 
Balance on hand December 18, 1963 
1,764.14 
3,406.49 
314.29 
128.73 
21.49 
625.42 
235.16 
$936.98 
8,964.14 
$13,901.12 
11,422.88 
1,478.24 
$13,901.12 
REPLACEMENT FUND 
Balance on hand December 18, 1963 
Well fleet Bank 
Seamen'ssavingsBank 
First National Bank of Cape Cod 
Provincetown 
Truro 
Wellfleet 
Mutual Assistance 
37 
Trips 
73 
23 
45 
2 
143 
$221.39 
488.79 
1,622.41 
51 
17 
31 
1 
$2,332.59 
$2,332.59 
Miles 
3,467 
192 
RICHARD M. BERRIO 
of THE FIRE department
AND 
board of FIRE ENGINEERS 
To the Honorable Town Manager, Board of Selectmen, Citizens 
of the Town of Provincetown, Mass. 
I hereby submit the annual report of the Provincetown Fire Depart-
ment for the year ending December 31, 1963. 
There was a total of 47 Fire calls
37 r uns, called by siren 
9 silent runs, called by phone 
false alar m 
47 Total 
9 dwellings 
7 woods-grass 
4 automobiles 
2 stores and office buildings
2 night clubs 
2 unoccupied buildings 
3 restaurants 
1 boat 
1 au tomatic laundry 
5 dump 
1 construction storage material 
The two major fires of 1963 : August 25, 1963 at 31 Franklin street
estimated damage; October 8, 1963, Wharf Luncheonette, 
Lopes Square estimated damage. 
Total runs were the same as in 1962, but fire losses were less this 
year. 
The f ollowing are various participations of the Fire Department: 
Eng ineers, officers and men attended Fire Training school in Hyannis. 
Inspected quarterly the capeEnd Manor and Hatchway Rest Home. 
Conducted periodic drills at schools. 
Visits to 117 houses were made by the Fire Inspector, a total of 
f or gas and oil permits was turned in to the Town Treasurer. 
Various investigations were made by the chiefof the fire Department, 
stateBuilding Inspector and Fire Marshal. All violations were cor-
rected and some are now in the process of being corrected. 
Fire Department had their monthly meetings and dr ills. 
Had demonstrations for the public of different fires and the proper fire 
fighting of such fires . 
Conduct ed drills of entire Fire Department at cape End Manor, in ac-
cordance with our pre-fire planning. 
Washed gas off streets and parking lots, when called by police. 
Went on calls for smoke scares and flooded oil stoves. 
Pumped basements and homes in severe rain storm, February 6, 1963. 
Aided fishing boats with emergency lights in storms. 
radios have been most helpful in the efficient operation of. our 
our t nt The police have used our portable radios many times
Fire department . and they have proved of great value t o the Police 
on t th F has come with a ruling that police 
t ent orry o say e . r 
Depar md . tments must be on their own frequency. such a ru mg, 
and have to get their own radios for police business . 
the p W . h to thank the citizens of Provincetown, telephone operators, 
. e t t and all who helped keep Provincetown fire losses at 
Pohce Depar men , 
a minimum. WilburM. Cook Chief
James J . Roderick
JosephAndrews
FRANK Carreiro
HERMAN H. RIVARD 
WARREN Costa
WILLIAM Pierce
Board of Fire Enginers 
reportofTHE rescue squad
December 31, 1963 
Board of Fire Engineers 
Provincetown, Massachusetts 
Gentlemen: 
1 wish to submit my annual Rescue squadReport for 1963. 
39 
oxygencalls 38 
Transportation of injured to the doctors 
Transportation of aged to capeEnd Manor 5 
caraccidents 
Possible drowning 
Football games 
Blessing of the Fleet 
Horse show 
Search for lost child 
Fourth of July weekend 
Labor Day weekend 
carrace at airport 
Extra Duty 
checkgas leak at cape End Manor 
shipon fire 
oxygen
Gas and oil
Laundry 
Repairs 
Inspection 
Expense 
3 
1 
1 
2 
3 nights 
3 nights 
1 
1 
1 
94 
16 
Respectfully submit ted, . 
Joseph A. Dutracaptain
Provincetown Rescue squad
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report of civil defense
Honorable Board of Selectmen 
Provincetown, Massachusetts 
Gentlemen: 
December 31, 1963 
I wish to submit my report for the year 1963 as Civil Defense Direc-
tor. 
Radio 
our Radio Department, under the supervision of Deputy Director 
Walter Harding, has had drills every Monday night, at which time he 
has had contact with all Civil Defense units in area 2. Mr. Harding also 
has been instructing young men in the handling of that department 
should they be needed in case of any disaster. 
Radios have been installed in the Water Department truck and in 
the streetDepartment pick-up truck, and one is being installed in the 
Civil Defense truck. Also, a two-way radio has been installed in the 
office of the Town Manager's secretary which will enable our Town Man-
ager to get in touch with any of these departments during working hours 
and also in case of any _ disaster. 
Mr. John Branch is to have these radios all in working condition
within a few days. A new rotary antenna has been installed on the roof 
of Town Hall. We now have another two-way civil Defense radio to be 
used as an alternate station should anything happen to Town Hall. 
First Aid 
This unit is under the supervision of Florence Menagas of Alden 
streetThere are sixteen girls in this unit who have passed their First 
Aid test and eight who have passed the advance test. some of these 
girls also have attended school in Bridgewater on the Medical selfTrain-
ing Program and have passed their test. Four of these girls also attended 
the school on Radiation Fallout which was held in the Civil Defense 
Headquarters in area 2. These girls will attend classes in First Aid 
with instructor John Tulloch from the American Red . Cross which will 
qualify them to become instructors in First Aid. These girls have devoted 
a great deal of time to this unit. 
Canteen 
This unit is ready at all times to take care of any emergency needs 
during storms. At present we need a few more utensils to adequately 
equip the canteen. The women in charge of this unit are always on a 
stand-by and ready to respond for emergency or disaster service if needed. 
our Civil Defense unit rates very high within the state of Massa-
chusetts. 
Beginning the first of the year 1964, Civil Defense becomes part of 
the Massachusetts Disaster Control and may be called out for blizzards, 
gale storms, hurricanes, floods, and second or third alarm fires where 
Civil Defense men and women can be of help with our first aid unit and 
canteen. 
the resent time I am waiting for burlap bagsto be ready 
At be flooding caused by a stormor a very hightideA survey 
should . de of all low land along our shore and a map of same to be 
is being rna 
used in case of floods. 
At present this unit has a stand-by of men and women who are 
listed in the Civil Defense Office. 
Generator 
The generator in Town Hall is in very good operating condi.tion and
. . erated every month for four hours to charge thebattenes. is
itis have had to purchase four new storage battenes as others 
year three years old and some of the cells were goneMr. Hardingand 
were b on duty this past winter a number of times and lf at any 
I. go out due to lack of electricity in Town Hall, I 
the generator which supplies the current for the pohce ra 
and lights. 
I wish to thank your Board, the Town Manager, and the citizens who 
have helped me and my staff in carrying out our work. 
FRANK FloresDirector 
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report of THE highway department
Mr. Walter E. Lawrence 
Town Manager 
Provincetown, Mass. 
Dear Mr. Lawrence: 
. I am pleased to submit my report as 
highwayDepartment for the year 1963. Superintendent of the Town 
The past year can truly be r d d 
in spite of the fact that our e f as of accomplishment. This 
upon it being many and orce small and the demands 
out: As in past years, the following routine operations have been carried 
1. Patching and hot mix resurf h 
and sidewalks to keep up with th acmg as been done on our streets 
freezing and heavy traffic. e constant damage caused by subsurface 
2. Repairs to tide gates and dr . 
are undermined covered by d b . amage outlets on the beaches which 
totally destroyed by severe out of order, and sometimes 
3. Painting cross walks k' 
all off-street parking mg and no parking areas and lining 
4. of icy streets and . d lk . 
This operation goes on night and s the winter months. 
hundreds of tons of sand and It w en and involves many 
makes it necessary to repeat thawmg and freezing often 
work crew spend many nights several times a day. The 
work day. s wor after having put in a full 
5. Erecting and maintaining f . . 
heads at various locations and h many eet of reta.mmg walls and bulk-
our highways and to prevent ndecessary m order to safeguard 
properties. mg an damage to abutting privat e 
6. Removal of snow on all streets and I . 
walks. This work includes cleaning all br P of all Town side-
port, school grounds End M IC parkmg areas, Town Air-
homes, Funeral and shoppin anor, t own Hall, Churches, Doctors' 
done by our own crew and e . g er areas. Most of this work is 
equipment hire which is exception of some special 
efficiently and quickly in the to sand more 
snow removal costs are the 1 . 
any unit of measure, as we limit m the by 
temporary labor and private truck h' me, rental of eqmpment, extra Ire. 
7. Repairing and maintaining h ' 
work is done by our mechanic-e mac mery and This 
for. maintaining our equipment Is r.esponsible 
as a member of the crew. on performmg h1s regular 
8. Erecting and maintaining th d 
fences along our streets. Annual s of of wood and metal 
rotted posts, vandalism deteriorati P necessary because of 
vehicles. ' on rom age and destruction from 
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9. Repairing our Town Landings which are constantly receiving 
abuse from tidal action and wind storms. 
Installing and cleaning catch basins, manholes and surface 
drainage pipes. This is a never ending job in order to prevent flooding 
of private .and public properties. 
11. and removing thousands of tons of sand and debris 
from our streets and parking areas. This begins with the early spring 
removal and three men are assigned the hard task of sweeping the 
central part of Town each day during the summer months, including 
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. 
Major projects undertaken during the past year include the following: 
1. Installation of a complete drainage system from Bradford street
to Provincetown Harbor through a legal easement over the land of Alta 
Costen Alemany. This project eliminated a drainage complaint of long 
standing on Bradford Streetopposite the residence of Arnold F. Dwyer. 
The design was done by Francis J . Alves, C.E. and the work carried 
out entirely by the Highway Department. It involved the laying of 
feet of asphalt coated corrugated metal pipe, construction of three 
manholes and the installation of a tidal gate at the harbor end of 
the job. chapter funds in the amount of $2564.17 were used on this 
project. 
2. Installation of part of the Holway Avenue drainage system. 
Here, a serious flooding condition was eliminated by the installation 
of 335 feet of asphalt coated corrugated steel pipe, feet of 
asphalt coated corrugated steel pipe and one catch basin. This work 
was also done entirely by the Town Highway Department at a cost of 
$2279.51. 
3. Browne street was completely rebuilt with chapter 782 funds 
with design and engineering supervision by Francis J. Alves, C.E. and 
the work carried out completely by the Town Highway Department. 
The work involved the laying of 315 tons of bituminous concrete, feet 
of asphalt coated corrugated steel pipe, feet of asphalt coated 
corrugated steel pipe, construction of two catch basins and one manhole, 
grading and seeding feet of shoulders. 
This job was done for $9457.08, with the Town not contributing or raising 
any funds for the same. 
4. Winthrop street from Bradford street to Shank Painter Road 
was completely rebuilt with Chapter funds in the amount of 
and the Highway Department doing the work which involved laying 
tons of bituminous concrete, 315 feet of asphalt coated corru-
gated steel pipe and construction of three catch basins. 
5. A drainage problem of long standing was corrected at Gosnold 
and Bradford Streetsby installing feet of asphalt coated corru-
gated steel pipe, two manholes, one tide gate and two concrete piers. 
Following the completion of the drainage system, the street was regraded 
from Bradford street to the end of the Town Landing and then paved 
with 111 tons of bituminous concrete. Although some minor surface 
correctionsremain to be made in the very near future, the job as a whole 
very satisfactory in spite of the fact that it was done under pressure 
of fighting time and no time was allowed for compaction of thesubgrade. 
theproject was designed and supervised by Francis J. Alves, C.E.with 
this work also being done by the Highway Department at a cost of 
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6. During the past year new water mains were laid on Conwell, 
Bangs, Pr iscilla Alden and Browne Streets, with the Highway Depart-
ment assisting the Water Department in the work which included back-
filling, rolling and patching. 
Equipment Needs: 
F ir st in importance and necessity is a new Public Works building 
to house all of the mobile equipment and to provide adequate storage 
for materials and supplies. 
second we should have a new snow blower for our sidewalk needs 
and one of the modern type capable of adjusting to the peculiar property 
and narrow sidewalk situation. 
Third, we will need two new regular dump trucks, but equipped 
with heavy accessories as these trucks serve in a dual capacity. They 
are used every day for regular truck work, but the serious and hard 
usage is during snow storms when they move for periods as much as 
seventy-two (72) hours continuously. 
Fourth, a pickup jeep with snow plow attachment would almost pay 
for itself, as we are at present hiring such equipment for narrow streets 
and confined areas, plus cutting the sharp street corner paths. 
Fifth, a back hoe digger for drainage and water main work, a new 
street roller and some other minor stationary equipment. 
These items are not necessarily in the order in which we would 
prefer them or which we may acquire them. The garage is, of course, 
urgent and long overdue. 
During the storm in January our snow removal cost was much 
lower than that of comparable towns. 
salaryincreases are also long overdue and particularly in the lower 
brackets. 
In closing this report I feel that I should call attention to the fact 
that the Highway Department is saving about 20% (contractors' profit) 
on each of the construction jobs which it undertakes, such as have been 
listed above. This in itself is a great contribution by the unsungheroes
who are not only overburdened but are also unappreciated. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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FRANK S. PERRY 
Superintendent 
report of THE moth SUPERINTENDENT 
I hereby submit my first annual report as Moth Superintenden.t of the 
f Provincetown for the year 1963. Town o 
ok a survey of the town to find out how many Elm trees there
I. to the town and found there to be two hundred and thirty-onebids
were in . mediately for the spraying against the Dutch Elm disease
went Experts received the bid and a dormant spray was doneat 
Bartlet went along with them and everything was done very cautiously
once water and feed pans were turned over, duck and fish poolswere 
d plastic coverings and parents of children playing m the yard 
covere '. 
were notified before the spraymg began. 
I found a great many Elm trees that had never been sprayed 
d People commented on the courteous manner of the men domg fore, an 
the spraying. 
used the remainder of my appropriation on the spraying of the 
F Worm. This is a problem that has been neglected for yearsand
. a ow out of control and will require a lot of money to get this Rer 
n That is what Mr. Roy Chase of the Department of Natura 
controlsays, but each individual canhelp by _cutting offmfthe webs
s erty Do not burn them as th1s process is very har u o e rees. 
down the expense and help to control this pest. 
I asked the owners of Elm trees to prune the dead woodout of their 
t D
ead wood is the home of the Elm beetle and theireggs. The Elm 
rees. El beetle is the carrier of the Dutch m Isease. 
Elm trees are one of the beauties of the town and are of great value 
to your property. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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PHILIP ALEXANDER 
Moth Superintendent. 
reportof THE TREE WARDEN 
I hereby submit my seventh annual report as Tree Warden of the 
Town of Provincetown for the year 1963. 
Shrubbery and hedges were trimmed off the sidewalks the entire 
length of the town. Blind corners of side streets and all complaints were 
taken care of. 
The trees in the Town Hall yard were trimmed of all dead wood and 
painted. The town trees on Bradford Street Extension were also taken 
care of. 
I had to condemn four trees that were a menace-two Willow trees, 
one Elm tree, and one Chestnut tree. This I regret. There were two trees 
planted in the Town Hall yard to replace those that were lost-one Nor-
way Maple and a small leaf European Linden. 
I sat twice with Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Roy Chase of the Department of 
Natural Resources of Msasachusetts, and the Tree Planting Committee 
of the Nautilus Club to discuss trees and the kind that will thrive best in 
our community. This project, I think, will start in the Spring. The Nauti-
lus Club deserves a lot of credit for this project. There were fifteen trees 
planted in town to my knowledge. Keep up the good work and plant 
more trees. 
Respectfully submitted, 
PHILIP W. ALEXANDER 
Tree Warden 
report of THE fish AND GAME committee
The Fish and Game Committee submits the annual report for the 
year 1963. 
We purchased five pounds of Scotch Broom, one pound of Weaver 
Broom, fifty pounds of Sericea Lespedeza and fifty pounds of Bi Color 
Lespedeza seed which was sowed throughout the town. This is some of 
the best seed for wildlife and are perennials that will come up each year. 
In addition we purchased one thousand Autumn Olive shrubs, one 
thousand Multi Flora roses and one hundred Black Locust trees. These 
are berry bearing shrubs and trees that will feed insectiveous and game 
birds and will make cover for wildlife. 
We also bought one ton of organic fertilizer to use on the above 
planting project. 
. For feeding the wildlife, we purchased eleven (100-pound) bags of 
gram. 
We feel that this project pays dividends to all the residents of the 
town as it keeps our younger generation interested in birds and wild
life, teaches them how to plant trees and shrubbery and keeps them in 
the out-of-doors. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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PHILIP W. ALEXANDER 
MATTHEW J. Costa
ANTHONY J. Souza
report of THE harbormaster AND WHARFINGER 
MacMillan Pier 
Provincetown, Massachusetts 
January 8, 1964 
Dear Mr. Lawrence: 
I wish to submit my wharf report fromJanuary 1st, 1963to April 
lst, 1963. This report was taken from the record book which was used 
by the acting Wharfinger, Frank Flores. 
You will afso find a report from the period beginning April 1st, 1963 
to December 31st, 1963, when I took over as Harbormaster and Wharf-
inger. 
There is a great amount of repair work to be done at the Town Pier. 
A great number of piles need replacing and also many 12x10 fender 
timbers have to be replaced. 
Most of the damage has been done by our fishing fleet, but if a 
better grade of timbers and the spiles had been put five feet apart instead 
of feet apart, our damage to the pier would be very small over the 
same period. 
During my time as Wharfinger I have found the fishermen very 
operative and it has been a pleasure working with them. 
During the summer months 573 pleasure yachts visited our harbor. 
We could not accommodate all of these yachts because of lack of space. 
I'd like to thank Chief Francis Marshall and the police department 
for the co-operation given during the summer. 
Respectfully submitted, 
STANLEY H. CARTER 
Wharfinger and Harbormaster 
our fishing fleetand its value to the town. These figures and value 
are estimated. 
I like to thank Fred C. Blossom for his cooperation. 
The figures are in thousands of pounds and dollars. 
cod
Haddock 
Haddock Scrod 
White Hake 
Pollock 
Bfackbacks 
Dabs 
Grey Sole 
Y ellowtails 
Herring (sardines) 
Round Whiting 
H & G Whiting 
Wolffish 
Scallops, sea 
Mixed Fish 
Industrial 
Volume value
$ 
47 
S.S Provincetown
1963 season
Boston to 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
to Boston 
June 
July 4 to 29 
August 2 to 27 
September(first and second) 
17 
5684 
8811 
1111 
17 
5464 
8232 
1133 
15623 14846 
Total Trips Made-47 toealPassengers 
MacMILLAN WHARF INCOME 1963 
Finance Committee Report 1963 
Telephone 
Light and Power
Water 
Float Maintenance 
Wharf Maintenance 
supplies
Moorings 
speedBoat Hire 
Wharfinger salary
Assistant Wharfinger 
Wharf Expense 
. $ 
MacMILLAN WHARF INCOME 1963 
seaFood packers
salt waterFisheries 
Cee Jay 
Barbara Lee 
speedBoats 
Robert Cabral · 
Flora K 
Charles Mayo 
Robert Woods 
Jerry Costa 
Albert Avellar 
Justin Avellar 
Coast Guard 
Provincetown Boat Line 
Telephone 55.66 
Plymouth Bay packers 1668.25 
seaFood packers 88.11 
saltWater Fisheries 
(water use) 
Docking Fees 
Bings Fish Company 
Total Income 
48 
161.15 
$13,531.27 
\ 
\ 
reportofplanning board
Walter E. Lawrence, Esq. 
Town Manager 
Provincetown, Mass. 
Dear Mr. Lawrence: 
February 1, 1964 
The Planning Board submits the following as its report for the 
year 1963. 
The most significant consideration of the Planning Board was the 
subject of a Master planfor the Town. 
At the Last Town Meeting, the Town voted funds as the Town 
contribution for this purpose to be matched by funds from governmental 
agencies other than the Town to the extent of of the total cost 
to be paid by other agencies and of the total cost by the Town. 
The planning Board proceeded to communicate with various plan-
ning Consultants, and to reach a determination as to which Consultants 
were to be interviewed. Pursuant. to its studies firms of consultants were 
interviewed and consideration is now being given to the matter of the 
selection of a Consultant or the extending of further invitations to 
consult with the planningBoard prior to announcing the selection of a 
firm for this work. 
one limiting factor in the final allocation of the work arises from 
the fact that the Town Meeting authorized funds to be used on a formula 
of one-fourth of the total cost to be paid by the Town and three-fourths 
by others. In the course of the planningBoard's studies of this matter, 
it was determined that information originally supplied to the Board 
was erroneous on this matter. It now appears that the above formula 
only applies in programs of constrction but not those relating to 
planning where the Town's contribution would be one-third and the 
contribution from others would be two-thirds. 
For this reason, the Planning Board had to await the convening 
of another Town Meeting where a request through an appropriate article 
could be made authorizing the planningBoard to use the funds already 
appropriated, but for planningstudieswhere one-third of the cost would 
be paid for by the Town and two-thirds by others. such a proposed 
article has been submitted by the planningBoard, and it is hoped that 
the Town Meeting will act favorably upon it. 
Routine matters of signing of property plans have come before the 
board, and consideration has been given to formal applications for the 
subdivision of property. 
During the year the planning Board revised certain specifications 
relating to improvementspecifications" under the subdivision ordinance. 
Petitions were submitted to the Planning Board to give consideration 
to a change in the Zoning By-law affecting areas of Bradford street
and Commercial street Pursuant thereto, a hearing was conducted by 
the Board to offer an opportunity for the expression of opinions and 
the contribution of information to aid the Board. 
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The Planning Board also held a hearin f informal
our citizens and all of th . t . g o ormal nature, to afford 
ose m erested m a Harbor of Refuge t 
themselveson this subjectThis hearing was very well attended express
to t e great degree of mterest which this subject possesses in 
h a later date, the Planning Board presented a statement to th 
assembled by the Army corps of Engineers considerin th. e 
subJect; to the effect that the Board favored plan of th gb . 
consideredby the Army Engineers. onemember, Jack Papetsas avormg the West End. ' 
considerabletime andstudy was given by the Planning Board to the 
complex subjectof zomng law revisions and pending a total revision of 
town'ss Zonmg by-Lawthe Board has studied certain aspects of it 
Wlt a v1ew toward makmg an early recommendation. 
Various requests made of the Board for information as to the proper 
mannerof procedurein. subdividing property were handled during regular 
meetingsspecialmeetingswere also held for the purpose of discussing 
particular problems arising within the Town concerning subdivisions 
whichposed problemsonly partly falling within the authority of the 
Plannmg Board, while other elements of the matter rested with anoth 
board
During the year, theBoard received the resignation of James Silva
and welcomed the appomtment of Jack Papetsas as a member of the 
Planmng Board to take his place. 
The Planning Board views 1964 as a year which ill b 
height d t Wl rmg a . ene ac Y o Its work. It believes that it will be a year in 
much of thestudy and work of 1963 will emerge to the citizens 
m the form of concrete proposals and recommendations. 
Respectfully submitted, 
NicholasWells chairman
GEORGE BAKER 
MATTHEW Costs
JackPapetsas
Provincetown Planning Board 
report of THE town counsel
WalterE. Lawrence 
Town Manager's Office 
Provincetown, Mass. 
Dear Mr. Lawrence: 
January 25, 1964 
At this time I file herewith my report to you and the citizens of the 
Town of Provincetown covering my duties as Town counselfrom Janu-
ary 1, 1963 for the portion of the year ending June 1963, at which 
time my resignation as Town counselwas submitted to you dated June 22, 
1963, effective June 1963, including a period of six months, during 
the past year. The report of the present Town Counsel, Mr. Goldman, 
will no doubt cover the six months, from July 1, 1963 through Decem-
ber 31, 1963. 
During the six months term as Town Counsel, I rendered many in-
formal oral opinions to the various heads of the departments in the town. 
I also had several conferences with the Airport Commission pertaining 
to the airport case, so called, instituted against the town by the M. F. 
Roach Construction Co. which has been partiaUy tried in the Superior 
courtat Boston for two weeks by the present Town Counsel, Maurice M. 
Goldman, and I understand several more days of trial in Boston will be 
necessary before the case is completed. This case involves a substantial 
sum of money claimed under the contract. The present Town Counsel, 
Mr. Goldman, who has spent many days in preparation and trial of this 
case will be in a position to render a full and detailed account of the 
present status of the same
The following written opinions were rendered in the following mat-
ters: Detailed opinion to Town Manager, re conflict of interest law, so 
called, and copy sent Ralph S. Carpenter, formerchairmanof the Board 
of selectmen opinion to Board of Fire Engineers re conflict of interest 
law, opinion re voiding contract pertaining to locks in rest rooms in 
town hall, entered into by formerTown Manager, Mr. Libby; opinion re 
Cemetery commissioners their duties, etc.; opinions pertaining to de-
murrerand hearing on petition for certiari writ in superiorcourtcase, 
S.Osborn Ball vs. Appeals Board, Town of Provincetown; detailed opinion 
pertaining to and rendering opinion that parking metersin town parking 
lot were legally installed (later upheld in superiorcourttrial in which 
town was represented by present Town Counsel, Mr. Goldmanopinion 
re conflict of interest law pertaining to Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Reis, 
employed at cape End Manor; opinion pertaining to Joseph Lema and 
Mrs. Lema as to conflict of interest law pertaining to Mrs. Lema'spart-
timework at library and Mr. Lemaas trustee of sameopinion re claim 
Zawalick vs. Town of Provincetown, special file No. 2396; opinions ren-
dered Zoning Appeals Board and conferences with membersof the board 
pertaining to action on several zoning mattersopinion to Warren Costa
memberof Fire Department, re conflict of interest law; opinion re finan-
cial liability of town for Insect, Pest and Dutch Elm Control; opinion 
of the power and authority of constables; opinion concerning proposed 
mergerand/ or sale between seafoodPackers, Inc. and saltWater Fish-
eries, Inc. as to constitute a monopoly; opinion re Joseph Bent matter
Law streetProvincetown; opinion coin Lock Co. to Town Manager and 
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final opinion to Town Clerk rendered pertaining to license of one Oscar
Snowon the Colley Wharf property, adjoining Town Pier. Approximately 
twenty hours in conferences with present Town Counsel, Mr. Goldman, 
pertaining to facts in case of Roach vs. Town of Provincetown, being 
tried at Suffolk Superior Court by Town Counsel Goldman. 
on June 15, 1963 by an Act of Legislature, the Second District 
Court of Barnstable County was placed on a full time basis and my duties 
as presiding justice in this category barred me from acting as a prac-
ticing attorney or as a Town Counsel, and it became necessary to resign 
my duties, as previously stated herein. 
At this time I refer to an extract from my letter dated June 22, 1963, 
addressed to Town Manager Walter E. Lawrence. sinceI will no l'onger 
be serving as Town Counsel after June 1963 I am in a position to 
recommend and it has been my experience that a Town Counsel of the 
Town of Provincetown requires constant attention and much time to be 
spent in conferences and research of the law and to defend the Town in 
may important cases before the Courts and that the present salary is 
not in keeping with the importance and responsibility of this position 
and in order to obtain the services of a competent experienced attorney 
the salary should be substantially increased." 
I again want to express my deep appreciation for the cooperation 
of' the Selectmen, the Town Manager, the Department Heads and the 
municipal co-workers of the Government of Provincetown. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert A. WELSH 
Provincetown Town Counsel-
January 1st to June 1963 
January 25, 1964 
Honorable Walter E. Lawrence 
Town Manager 
Provincetown, Massachusetts 
Dear sir
I have the honor to transmit herewith the report of the Town Counsel 
for the period commencing July 1, 1963: 
Number of formal (written) legal opinions 21 
To: 
Airport Commission-Federal Project-re capital expenditures 
for runway markings, etc.; 
Cemetery Department-Veteran preferences of employees; 
Building Inspector - Validity of issued building permits - re 
Roman; 
School Committee-re conflict of interest law-matter of Souza; 
Cemetery Commissioners-re employees under workmen's com-
pensation at Hamilton-Gifford Cemetery; 
Building Inspector - fine restrictions, Bradford Street - re 
Roman; 
Status of daytitle(Barnstable Probate Court 31820)-prem-
ises corner Gosnold and Bradford streets
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\ 
Cape End Manor-re conflict interest law-matter of Travers
Board of Selectmen and town managerproposed leasmg to 
private company portion of MacMillanWharf; 
Department of Welfare-conflict of interest law-re Welfare 
Director; 
Cemetery Department-conflict of interestlawFlor.es; 
Cape End Manor and Finance committee-conflict of mterest 
law-re Reis; 
Town Treasurer-payment of police patrolling parking meter 
areas . 
Selectman-conflict of interest lawdonor to make Improve-
ments at Cape End Manor; 
Board of Selectmen-petition for Special Town Meeting-re 
parking meters; . 
Board of Selectmen-re liquor license, Weathering heightsClub, 
Inc.; 
Building Inspector-.re complaint of disturbances with m 
Inspector's scope of employment; . 
Town Manager-re opinion of easement to construct dramage 
system, Alemany property, off Bradford Street; 
Board of Selectmen-re matter of cesspool located under a por-
tion of Commercial Street in Lopes Square area; 
Fire department-validityof rules of Fire Engineers; 
Town manager-conduct of various town employees. 
Attendance at Meetings of the Board of Selectmen . .... .......... . 
Hearings Conducted by Town Counsel before Board of Selectmen ... . 
Wreck Club, Inc. (2); Madeira Club, Inc.; Atlantic House, Inc. 
Trials before Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission, Boston ..... . 
Town House Matter; Wreck Club., Inc. (2) 
Miscellaneous Attendance at Meetings Affecting Town affairs..... . 
studyFishing Industry; U.S. Corps of Engineers re Harbor of 
Refuge 
Miscellaneous Matters dealingwith Town Affairs ...... .. 
Provincetown Civic Association 
Freezer New Bedford 
Vocational Trade School 
Building Code 
Cabral Land Matter 
Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission Club Licenses 
Finalizing legacy of Kathleen Potter of Florida to Town 
of Provincetown 
local Development Corporation 
Airport Matters re Revenue 
Taxes due from Provincetown-Boston Airlines 
Lease Review, Provincetown-Boston Airlines 
Preparing Conveyance-Bradford st. Alemany Easement 
Trials Pending and Conducted before Courts ........ . 
Comm. v. Souza-narcotics case-Second District Court of Barn-
stable (disposed of). 
Comm. v. Cardoza-narcotics case-Second District Court of 
Barnstable (disposed of) . 
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11 
4 
3 
2 
12 
14 
Comm. v. Trepani-narcotics case-Second District Court of 
Barnstable (disposed of). 
Town of Provincetown v. Wilson Lines-damage and rent claim 
-Barnstable Superior Court (pending) 2 cases. 
Gonsalves v. Town of Provincetown-parking meter case-Barn-
stable superiorCourt (disposed of). 
Minot v. Town of Provincetown-parking meter case-Barn-
stable Superior Court (disposed of). 
Petition for Contempt v. Board of Selectmen-parking meter 
case-Barnstable Superior Court (disposed of). 
Roach v. Town of Provincetown--claim for damages
Suffolk Superior Court (pending); on trial days at Bos-
ton, to be resumed in February, 1964. 
Carter v. Town of Provincetown-personal injury-Second Dis-
trict Court of Barnstable (pending). 
Sullivan v. Town of Provincetown-personal injury-Second 
District Court of Barnstable (pending). 
Town of Provincetown v. Wreck Club, Inc. and Manuel Souza
license fee-Second District Court of Barnstable pend-
ing). 
S.OsbornBallv. Appeal Board-zoning matter-Supreme Judi-
cial Court (pending). 
Commonwealth v. Bamford-criminal matter-Second District 
court of Barnstable (pending). 
Claims by Town of Provincetown (matters pending) not in suit .... 2 
The Boat Sunapee of New Bedford 
Tolchester Lines, Inc. and/or Maryland Boat Lines, Inc. 
Claims Settled by Town Counsel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Zawalick v. Town of Provincetown 
Rego v. Town of Provincetown 
Disposition of Cases for Cape End Manor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Secured payment in full-2; Being paid by installments-!; 
Court pending-1; under consideration, type of procedure-!. 
The so-called parking metercontroversy, which grew out of former 
Town Counsel Robert A. Welsh's opinion, was favorably disposed of by 
the Barnstable Superior Court entirely dismissing the two extraordinary 
writs and the Petition for Contempt. This resulted in a profit to the Town 
of some from its half share of the revenue taken in by the parking 
meters. No part of the formerly appropriated to be expended was 
used. The earlier details of the controversy appear as set out in my 
Tetter of July 31, 1963, to the Board of Selectmen and the Town Manager. 
The matter of M. F. Roach Company v. the Town of Provincetown 
involves a claim whereby the Roach Company is seeking some 
I did not recommend paying their claim. The matter was tried before 
Francis L. Lappin at Boston, SuffolkSuperior Court, for ten days 
during December of 1963. The matter will be reconvened for further 
hearings in February, 1964. This matter is of grave importance. An 
adverse finding might severely imperil our financial position and could 
reflect an additional burden on our tax-payers. \ 
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F t least this past year (1963) Provincetown was successful in 
.. or anylarge verdict or adverse finding against it; the entire sums 
avoiding for the settlement of injury claims this year totaled 
e 
1 
want to pay tribute to the zeal, ability, acumen and industry of 
Orkers who have co-operated in a sincere effort to serve Prov-my co-w 
ineetown. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Maurice M. GOLDMAN 
Town Counsel 
reportofTHE veterans' AGENT AND serviceofficer
This Department, as all other departments of local governmenthas 
bad an increase in the cost of operations. thisincreasecan be attributed
t veral factors: 1. The increased cost of hvmg whichhas necessitated 
ao readjustmentof the budjetfor ordinaryexpensesFuel allowances, 
Medical care and hospitalexpenses; 2. An mcrease m thecase loadof 
beneficiaries, principally the numberof. veterans applying or receiving
'd and the extended period for which aidwas required3. More windowsaid ' . . . d and mothers are reaching an age where assistance is reqmre . 
The cost of operations for 1963 reflected an increase of approxi-
mately eight percent over that of 1962, and a like increase for the ensu-
ing year is anticipated. 
Selective Service system registrations decreased this year; this is 
a reflection of the decrease in the birth-rate immediately subsequent to 
the termination of World War II. A new regulation which defers all 
married men, of whatever age, was promulgated during the year. Due 
to the decrease in the number of registrations and the many reasons . 
for deferment, it is becoming increasingly difficult for the Local Board 
to meet the assigned quota. 
The relationship between this department and various veterans
Administration Hospitals and Regional offices has been one ofeffective
ness and cordiality. It is anticipated that this close relationship will
reflect in an ever increasing benefit to the Veterans. 
The office of the Commissioner of Veterans' Services for the com-
monwealth has been most helpful to and cooperative with your new 
Veterans' Agent in the effectiveoperations of the Department, to the end 
that the Veterans' needs and those of their widows and mothers have 
been promptly and effectively fulfilled. 
Respectfully submitted, 
WM. W. McKELLAR 
Director of Veterans' Services 
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reportof WATER department
Walter E. Lawrence, Town Manager 
Provincetown, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Lawrence: 
It is with pleasure that I submit my first Annual Report for the 
. year ending December 31, 1963. 
ouraccomplishments for the year of 1963 are as follows: 
In June we started work on Bangs streetnorth of Bradford street
and installed feet of 6-inch transite pipe. Installed one hydrant. 
We also installed feet of 6-inch transite pipe from Bradford to 
commercialstreetsThis was not completed due to the heavy traffic on 
commercialstreet
In Septemberwe installed feet of 6-inch transite pipe on Brown 
streetfrom Shank Painter Road to Pleasant Street Also changed hy-
drant on Pleasant Street
We tapped main and installed feet of 6-inch cast iron 
pipe for sprinkler system at the capeEnd Manor on Alden street
In October on Conwell Street job on Bradford Street we tapped 
12-inch transite main and installed feet of 8-inch transite pipe to 
mainon cemeteryRoad. 
In December we installed 8x8x6 Tee on Bradford Streetmain and 
300feet of 6-inch transite pipe on Priscilla Alden Road. . 
chimneyat oldPumping stationwas condemned by Town Insurance 
so we built an 8-foot chimney of brick close by the boiler and continued. 
up through the roof with 8-inch transite pipe and had it braced. 
Getting back to our mains, distribution lines are still in bad condi-
tion and should be cleaned. corosion in the pipes is causing a lot of 
rust all' over town. I would highly recommend that we take our town 
cemetery water off our town supply due to the fact that it drains our 
water supply and would suggest that they put in their own water system. 
To avoid needless waste, the town should be metered. 
I appreciate the help and cooperation given to me by the superinten-
dent of Highways, Frank Perry; his assistant, Peter Perry, and members 
ofthe Highway Department; also the engineer at the Pumping station
my men, Bernard Santosand CarlSawyerthe selectemencollectorand 
office staff, and all employees of the department and the citizens of Prov-
incetown my many thanks. 
Respectfully submitted, 
ArthurE. MedeirosSuperintendent 
1963 
old station NORTH Truro
High Day Low Day 
January 
February, March, April-Did not operate 
May 
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Total 
June 
JulY 
August 
September
October 
November 
December 
GRAND TOTAL -
1963 
NEW stationsouthhollow
High Day Low Day 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
October 
November and December-Did not operate 
Total 
(14 days) 
14,464,540 
GRAND TOTAL gal. 
NEW stationsouthhollow
Fuel oilon hand January 1, 1964 
Equipment operated C.H.
Equipment operated M.H. 
Highest wellreading May 1 
Lowest well reading October 29 
gal. 
19,855 
14' 
15' 
old station NORTH Truro
Fuel oilon hand January 1, 1964 
Equipment operated C.H.
Equipment operated M.H. 
Highest well reading March 31 
Lowest well reading September29 
gal. 
43,597 
11' 
12' 
auxiliarystation-conwellstreet
stationoperated 
June 1963 
July 1963 
August 1963 
Hours 
134 
159 
74 
Gallons 
367 
TOTAL gallons
New and Renewed servicesInstalled-1963 
39 - service renewed 
52 - New services
2 - 1 New services
4 - New services
feet - wrought iron pipe used 
feet - wrought iron pipe used 
feet - wrought iron pipe used 
2 hydrants replaced: 
one at PleasantStreet
one cl'ose to old pumpingstation Beach point
Provincetown Mass., Dec. 31, 1963 
report of THE conservation commission
We, the sonservationCommission, submit our first annual report 
for the Town of Provincetown for the year 1963. 
Two meetings were held on the subject of the harbor of refuge in 
the marshlands at the west end of the town. ' 
e discussed this thoroughly and voted unanimously against de-
destroyingour marshlands. wefelt that the majority would suffer by this 
destructwn (see conservation report). 
we also got in touch with Mr. Robert Gibbs, supt.of the capecod
National Seashore about the breakthrough south of Herring cove Bath-
house. 
We are afraid that this breakthrough will infiltrate sand over our 
clam flats and also make Long Pointan island. 
wealso believe that the fast tides in and out may hurt our harbor. 
We were informed immediately by Mr. Gibbs that this situation 
would be taken care of as soon as he had made a survey. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JosephCorim JR., chairman
MAX J. ORDEN, Secretary 
PhilipALEXANDER 
ArthurJ. Roderick
ANTHONY LEONARD 
Louis Silva \ 
ROBERT J. MARTIN 
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report of THE chamber of commerce
Mr. Walter E. Lawrence 
Town Manager 
Dear sir
December 12, 1963 
I wish to submit the Annual Report for the year 1963 of the adver-
tising work which was done by the Provincetown Chamberof Commerce. 
The sum o.f was raised and appropriated at the Annual Town 
Meeting in March 1963 under the Acts of 1953, chapter
This money is all put into advertising each season in newspapers 
and magazines during the months of April, May and June. ourAdver-
tising Agents are the same as the last three years, namely, Harry N. 
Frost Co. Tremont Street Boston, Massachusetts. Mr. James E. 
Cruickshank has charge of our account. This company has been in the 
resort advertising business for many years. Their long experience has 
been of great help to us. They prepare art work, layouts and copy, make 
up the schedules to get the greatest possibleresults from the best markets 
and take care of all the details with regard to ordering and checking 
insertions in all publications. This is all done at no charge to us. The 
newspapers and magazines pay them a commission. The only charges 
to us are for finished art work, cuts and mats as required by the news-
papers and magazines which amounts to less than 
ourAdvertising this past season was in newspapers and magazines 
in Boston, New York, Albany, Hartford, Newark, Philadelphia Cleve-
land, Chicago, Baltimore, Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa, Providence, Worces-
ter, Springfield, Boston Business Vacationland, parentsMagazine, Holi-
day, etc. Also some weekly papers in small Towns in Canadaand parts 
of New England. 
The return on all this advertising was excellent. some booklets 
advertising Provincetown and its merchants were sent to people in all 
parts of the United States. We have a mailing list of travel bureaus 
and advertising agencies which we send some booklets to during 
the season. over travel agents contact us each year from coast to 
coast and Canada
The chamber of commerce has some booklets printed each 
year by the Leyden pressin Plymouth, Massachusetts which are mailed 
to travel bureaus and hotels and newspaper offices for their travel stands. 
The book has some history of Provincetown on each page. It is a fifty-page 
book which is called theportof the pilgrimsThe cover has a photo 
of the Town crier and the pilgrim Memorial Monument. The expense 
of this book is paid for by the members and merchants who advertise 
with us. 
All the work and advertising is beneficial to every merchant in Town 
and we would like very much to have more merchants and business people 
join our organization. It is our work that brings the visitors to Province-
town each year. 
some people visited our information booth this past season 
from May to October. ourguest book had over signatures for 
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the year. We had visitors from most all the United States some 46 
and countrieswe have the largesttelephone libraries in 'New Eng-
land. our mformation office also carnes a large supply of time tables 
for railroads buses, ferrys, etc. Fishing guides, historic maps, theatre 
schedules, and many other booklets for the visitors' information. 
. We are requestingfor the year 1964 that the sum of be 
raisedand appropnated for Advertising under the Acts of 1953 Chapter , 
Respectfully submitted, 
FRANK H. BARNETT 
Executjve secretary
REPORT of THE building INSPECTOR 
I hereby submit my annual report as Building Inspector. 
No. Buildings Estimated Cost 
5 Houses $ 
16 Additions 
6 Motels 
6 sheds
33 
For the year 1962, there were 58 building permits granted at an 
estimated assessed valuation cost of In 1963, 33 permits
granted at an estimated assessed valuation cost of 
Two permits were suspended on October 28, 1963 and later rectified 
and lifted on January 21, 1964. 
In submitting my annual report to the Town of Provincetown it is 
recommended that a building code to fit the Town be established. A code 
such as Orleans or Bourne has is a good example. If such a code were 
to be adoptedit would help considerabl'y the people who have any inten-
tionof bmldmg, and also those who intend to make additions or repairs 
to their properties. . 
It is also recommended that a fee in accordance with the estimated 
cost of new building or additions be made. For example if the cost of 
a new building is estimated at the permit would be This 
would help the Town and the taxpayers a great deal in offsetting the 
salaryof the buildingInspector who is asking for this year because 
of time lost from his regular empl'oyment. 
it will be. my policy that in the event of any controversies which 
requirethe opinion of the Town Counsel, such opinion will be published 
m the local newspapers in order that all persons will be aware of the 
situations at hand. 
Respectfull'y submitted, 
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FERNANDO Gonsalves
Building inspector
reportofTHE inspectorof WIRES 
Mr. Walter E. Lawrence 
Town Manager 
Provincetown, Mass. 
Dear Mr. Lawrence: 
The following is my report as electric Wiring Inspector for Prov-
incetown for the year 1963. 
In this report I would like to help my fellow townspeople evaluate 
the importance of this task of Inspector. The overall duties and public 
demands have to be met. Each and every job done electrically, by a 
licensed electrician from Town. or out of Town, must be inspected. Al'so 
those people who own property are allowed to do their own work and 
come to me for forms to fill out and request for inspection. In almost 
every case, the inspection has to be made immediately so that the power 
company will connect the service. The Cape & Vineyard Company will 
not give electric power to a home without an inspection slip signed by 
the Inspector. so as a part-time employee of the Town, I must leave 
my regufar work and inspect this work in order that service may be 
supplied. Many times it is necessary tomake two or three trips to a 
bouse before I can get someone at home. I receive complaints which 
have to be checked on, and at all fires I must consult with Fire Chief 
Cook for possible electrical causes for the fire and, if so, investigate. 
I am happy to be of service to the Town of Provincetown and in the 
feeling that I do these duties to the best of my ability. 
Total trips made 
Total inspections 
Wire in buildings condemned 
Installations requiring changes 
permitsissued to Cape & Vineyard 
263 
138 
7 
1 
All inspections are based on statecode Jaws issued to me in book 
form from year to year, or whenever changes are made. This work must 
meet statelaw requirements. 
A considerable part of my time is devoted to inspection with the 
Fire Chief after all fires and conferences with state Fire Marshal on 
all fires caused by defective wiring. 
It is my recommendation that a fee of be charged for all elec-
trical permits in order to at least pay a part of the cost of inspections, 
as is the case in most other communities. 
The need for extreme care in supervising electrical installation and 
in the use of electrical equipment is clearly indicated by the annual 
reports of the National safetyCouncil which point out the tremendous 
losses by fires caused by defective wiring, including property as well 
as injury and loss of life. 
At least two calls are required of the Inspector in connection with 
the issuance of each permit. 
JosephTrovatoWiring Inspector 
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reportofTHE airportcommission
During 1963 the major task faced by the Airport Commission was 
the completion of the Taxiway Project FAA commenced in 
1961 by the M. F. Roach Co. and suspended when the contractor failed 
to proceed with the work to completion. 
Having had the approval of the Massachusetts Aeronautics Com-
mission and the Federal Aviation Agency of the new plans and specifi-
cations for completion of stabilization and Turfing of the Taxiway shoul-
ders, and after twice advertising for bids, a contract was awarded to 
the James M. Silva Co. under Project FAA 9-19-008-6102. Work under 
thisproject was commenced on April 4, 1963 and satisfactorily completed 
within the specified time. 
on or about May 26, 1963, theM. F. Roach Co. filed a petitionfor 
declaratoryjudgmentin. Superior courtSuffolkCountyBoston, Mass., 
againstthe Town of ProVIncetown, setting forth certain allegations with 
reference to the Petitioners contract for work under Airport Project 
The case is now in the hands of the Town Counseland favor-
able termination is contemplated. 
A new project for additional improvement has been initiated and 
funds tentatively allocated by the Massachusetts Aeronautics Commis-
sion and the Federal Aviation Agency. The new project will cover light
omg ofrunway 7-.25:. markingofthe runway installation of a Beacon 
and lightedwmd md1cator. Engmeermg des1gn plans and specifications 
are in the final stages. 
The Town owned building adjacent to the parkingapronhas been 
completely renovated and is to be used as a lounge for visiting pilots. 
Activities at the Airport continue at an accelerated tempo during 
the summer season, as well as a noticeable increased demand during the 
off-season
Respectfully submitted, 
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WM. W. McKELLAR, chairman
ARTHUR MALCHMAN, Member 
MANUEL PHILLIPS, Member 
\ 
\ 
reportofTHE airport MANAGER 
This is the sixteenth Annual Report of the Airport Manager to the 
Provincetown Airport Commission, and to the Town of Provincetown. 
The Airport during 1963 showed a great increase in flying activities 
over previous years, further establishing itself as a large part of the 
Provincetown economy. 
It gives me great pleasure to say that all records in passenger travel 
and sightseeing flights were broken at the Airport during 1963. Prov-
incetown-Boston Airline carried passengers betweenProvincetown 
and Boston, also approximately people were flown in local 
sightseeing flights. 
Transient aircraft arrivals were numerous and at times filled the 
new parking area to capacity. The largest visiting private aircraft was 
an Executive DC-3
Helicopter and Air seaRescue flights were also noticeable. 
Definite accomplishments were made through the Airport Commis-
sion, local Airline, and the Airport Manager is trying to establish the 
Provincetown Municipal Airport on an economical and self-sustaining 
basis. 
The Airport, with the local affiliated Airline and facilities are more 
and more readily being accepted each year by local residents and visitors 
alike, and it will no doubt in the future establish a transportation medium 
that will show a greater demand and utilization of this improved facility. 
It is, and has been, as in previous years, a pleasure to be associated 
with a project that is such an asset to the Town of Provincetown
Respectfully submitted, 
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Antone D . . Pereira
Airport Manager 
report of THE recreation DEPARTMENT 
At one time or another during the past year it can be easily esti-
mated that more than half the people of Provincetown made use of the 
Recreation Department's facilities in one way or another. These uses 
range in scope from the child who learned to swim from a qualified Red 
Cross Instructor to the teen-ager who found something constructive to 
do along with a group of his friends on a dull, cold February evening
to the summer tourist who spent a pleasant morning watching a chil: 
dren's fishing contest at the end of the wharf; to the woman who got 
together with a couple of dozen of her friends for a pot luck supper at 
the Community Center because she didn't have enough room at home. 
Our Recreation Program, which is far more active and extensive 
than in any other town of comparable size on the Cape, breaks down 
into two distinct parts: the Winter Program at the Community Center, 
and the summerProgram at the playgrounds and beaches. . 
The summerProgram encompasses six Little League Teams; a Babe 
Ruth team for older boys; the Morning Program, which in effect is a Day 
Camp for any boy or girl in town; the Red Cross swimming Program 
which trains hundreds of children to become safe, competent swimmers; 
the two supervised neighborhood playgrounds for younger children; and 
various other athletic activities. 
The Winter Program at the Community Center offers a regular pro-
gram of after school activities including Arts and Crafts, Photography, 
Ping Pong, Woodworking, movies, games, musical instrument practice 
rooms, Physical Fitness, organized hikes, and special rooms set aside for 
Boy scouts Cub scouts Campfire Girls and Bluebirds. Aside from the 
after-school program which is regularly attended by between 35 and 
children, there are over twenty groups, clubs, and organizations using 
the Center in the evenings on a regular basis, which are comprised of 
many hundreds of people. 
The staff of the Recreation Department is comprised of a Director, 
who has overall control of the Winter and summerPrograms under the 
direct supervision of the five member Recreation Commission. The direc-
tor is salaried only during the eight months of the year while the Com-
munity Center is open although he supervises policy and the budget on 
a year-'round basis. There are two summer Directors, both qualified 
coaches, one of which is a qualified Red Cross Water safetyInstructor. 
These men organize and operate the summerProgram. There are also 
two women, both local mothers who supervise the playground activities. 
The other member of the staff is the custodian of the Community Center 
who also maintains and repairs all of the equipment in the playgrounds 
and the Community Center as well as the entire Community Center build-
ing. Outside maintenance help is never needed except in the case of 
electrical or other licensed repairs. The custodian also finds time to 
double as wood shop instructor. 
The foregoing is a general description of Provincetown's Recreation 
Department which seeks to make the most of whatit can under a budget 
which must be kept limited in view of the high cost of operating this 
town, and seeks to function largely at low cost by making use of what 
volunteer help and equipment is available. 
\ 
MUNRO MOORE, Recreation Director 
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reportofTHE townlibrary
During the past year, the Trustees of the Public Library have carried 
out its plans for improving the Library building and grounds. 
Aluminum combination windows have been installed, replacing the' 
heavy wooden storm windows which were so dangerous to handle and 
which involved expensive seasonal labor. The Trustees believe that heat
ing costs will be lowered because of them. 
The trees have been pruned, fed, and sprayed. This has probably 
never been done, and was necessary so that the trees can continue to 
grace not only the Library but the town. Dangerous electrical wiring on 
the trees was removed. The Trustees plan that annual professional care 
will be given. 
Another accomplishment for safety's sake was the cleaning of the 
chimney. 
The floor of the upstairs reading room was tiled. Paint quickly wears 
away where there are many footsteps, and a tiled floor is more practical 
as far as wear and care are concerned. 
The lawn is stilla problem. The contractor who guaranteed his work, 
will continue it in the spring. 
Tbe Trustees thank Mr. Philip Alexander, Tree Warden, for his 
advice and recommendations regarding the lawn, trees and shrubs. He 
has been very interested in their problems, and will give them further 
help in the spring when they tackle the lawn again, and also try to lessen 
the unsightliness of the back yard in the pumphouse area. 
More ever-needed bookcases have been built. A heavy chest with 
impossibfe-to-open drawers where supplies were kept, has been changed 
into a cabinet with easy-to-open doors. A stand has been made for the 
bound Advocates, making them quickly and easily available. 
The Trustees appreciate the interest which Mr. Walter Lawrence, 
the Town Manager, has in their work. He has attended some of the meet-
ings and has given much help. 
JosephLEMA, Chairman of the Trustees 
VIRGINIA W. Andrews
RUTH CABRAL 
ADELAIDE KENNEY 
MARY Lewis
THE annual REPORT OF THE PROVINCETOWN 
PUBLIC LIBRARY 
It is a long time since 1874. Just ten years off a . century. It was 
that year a number of our goodly citizens opened this library and put 
two thousand books on our shelves. It wasn't a mean beginning! Most 
things start in a smaller way. And, what is more, we still have a few 
of these books. some of them we had rebound in 1963, owing to Mr. 
Walter Lawrence who suggested we have a small appropriation for 
rebinding books in our budget. 
A l'ibrary has many avenues of labor outside of sitting at the desk, 
greeting patrons pleasantly, and checking in and out the books. ofcourse 
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there is nothing we enjoy more than greeting the people, seeing strangers 
learning who they are and from where they come. Even in a town so
_small as Provincetown it is like a who's who of important people. as
we all know, we live in a community which attracts great as well as
plainer people. wehouse artists, writers, those of monied distinction, 
theatrical people who head the histrionic folk. And all are likely to 
drop in at our library. 
When our donaters built our library, with its high ceilings, its spa-
cious floors, its wide stairways, no doubt they felt it was more than 
ample. But now we often cry out for more space. ourshelves are crowded, 
yet we have put new shelves wherever possible. During the past year 
we have managed to enlarge our biography section, as well as our 
juvenile section. We expect to weed out our fiction the first months of 
1964. . 
Books supply oh! so much knowledge, so much wisdom. Did. you 
know that Benjamin Franklin started the first lending l'ibrary in our 
country Do you know, Andrew Carnegie, a Scotchman, who made a 
fortune in steel, founded many libraries all over the UnitedStates stacked 
with many books of all kinds. Shakespeare and Frost, Cooper and Faulk-
ner now become familiar writers to our young people. 
one of the pleasant happenings for your librarian was going to the 
State Convention of librarians in June, at the Mayflower Hotel, high 
on the sand dunes of Plymouthand overlooking a broad expanse of the 
ocean. Misty indeed the sea, but not the minds of the librarians. We 
met so many fascinating people, and a surprising number of them have 
visited our library since. Even the young students waiting on the tables 
were in Provincetown, and came to see us. 
The summer was a very busy one. Hundreds of people thronged in 
on us and got what we call visitors' cards, and took full use of them. 
Such pleasant people do we meet then. Famous musicians, artists, writers, 
teachers, people from every state in the union, and from many other 
countries. 
ourbiggest day for books going out and being returned is likely t o 
be some time in July. In that month, on one day we marked out 185 
books and marked in 158 books. It was a back breaking experience. It is 
remarkable how few books we lose during vacation period, and how 
willin'g our summer patrons are to pay their few cents for books over-
due. whatdo I owe youthey say even before reaching our desk. 
We bought a record number of reading matter this year. We had 
the best of magazines on our second floor which were much appreciated 
by those reading the current issues in our comfortabl'e chairs and under 
our good lighting system, as well as by those who took out on their 
cardsprevious and older issues. 
We purchased. six hundred and seventeen books, including 24 Colliers 
encyclopedias and ten of Colliers Junior Classics, about the most fasci-
juveniletomes we have ever seen. Also 184 novels, Junior Fiction, 
54, junior non fiction, and Non Fiction for adults, 285. one may be 
surprised that non fiction outnumbers the fiction. In the last few years 
its popularity has grown. Readers of political scientifi poetic and 
humorous books have been on the increase. 
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Too so many wonderful books have been given us! Ninety-seven 
lumes' all excellent reading, were donated by Dr. Eagle. Mrs. Walter 
ChryslerJr. presented 22 books. Lily Harmon gave 25 books. Historic 
historyforBoys, 14 in all, came in from a summer visitor, Jack perfect
Yevette Kimball donated 14 books, and Father Mayew 13 books. other
ntributors were Louise Baumgartner, Robert Finch, Mr. Steig, Stuart 
Clarke of Cambridge, Eleanor Hungar of Aurora, Ill., Jane Malcolm, 
Constance Armstrong, Adelaide Kenney, Alex Szogyi, Joel ~ewman, 
Anna Lewis, William Griffin and Stella Buckwald . . Monroe Moore, 
John Bell, and the Nautilus Club, the beautiful and much appreciated 
book, Renoir, My Father. 
Authors donating us their books were Inez Hogan, Dinosaur Twins, 
dedicated to Marion B. Haymaker Librarian and Children of Province-
town. Romance of Boston Bay by Edward Rowe Snow. Four volumes 
by Jean Fiedler, very popular juvenile fiction. Edith Begner, Red In The 
Morning Seed upon the Wilderness, by Walter Howard Jr. 
We had an astonishing increase in attendance this year. ourreading 
room was used more than ever. Mrs. Natalie Patrick, assistant librarian 
and in charge of the second floor, says many days there were no empty 
chairs. 
MARION B. HAYMAKER, Librarian 
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report of THE instector of animals
To: Town of Provincetown February 4, 1964 
subject Annual Report of Inspector of Animals 
Gentlemen: 
I have quarantined twent eight h 
. have also made by annual (f281) dogs for bites this year and o Ivestock. ' 
Respectfully, 
DonaldF. Westover
Inspector of Animals 
report of THE DOG officer
February 4, 1964 
To: Town of Provincetown 
Subject: Annual Report of Dog officer
Gentlemen: 
The main problem in 1963 was th 
restraining order. Almost one of our three month 
turned to their owners with an adm dogs were re-
to work, with only a few owneom to them up or else. It 
or time. I think in 1964 that dogs loose a second 
enforced for the protection of the e l get. tough should be 
selves. genera pubhc and for the dogs them-
We also, in 1963, called personall b h . 
to notify them to done, to two hundred 
tact owners increased tax t ogs. I thmk that this con-re urn on dogs more than last year 
We have been having a rash of c . 
ch_asing cars and bicycles, and also about dogs in the streets 
atmg messes in public roadways D c mg over garbage cans and ere-
other. people's property, and owners be made to respect 
action, such as a full rest . recogntze I am afraid that 
trol these nuisances. rammg order, is the only way to con-
In dosing this report I feel th t Honorable Board of Selectmen sh al I must firmly recommend that the 
realistically, and then vote an at our dog control problems 
Dog owners in this area seeming! de full year around restraining 
someone else's dog creates . y o not care what their dog does 
or their property. a nmsance or causes damage to them 
Respectfully, 
F. Agent 
Ammal .Rescue League of Boston
Dog officer
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report ofTHE SEALER of weights AND measures
In accordance with the General Laws, Chapter 98, I submit my re-
rt for the year endingDecember 31, 1963. 
weighingand measuringDevtces: 
Total number sealed 12
Total number adjusted 12 
Total number not sealed 
Total number condemned 1 
Total Weighing and Measuring Commodities soldor putupfor sale
Number tested 
Number correct 
Number over 6 
Number under 4 
Summary of Inspections Made: 
Peddlers' licenses 
Food packages 
Markings on bread 
Peddlers'scales
otherinspections 
Transient Vendors 
scalingfees turned over to Town Treasurer
Collected for Transient Vendors' Licenses 
Respectfully submitted, 
8 
6 
28 
$ 
CLEMENT S. Silva
sealerof Weights and Measures 
report of THE SHELLFISH constable
Mr. Walter E. Lawrence January, 1964 
Town Manager 
Provincetown, Mass. 
Dear Mr. Lawrence: 
I hereby submit my annual report as the shellfish Constable .of 
Provincetown for the year ending 1963. 
From opening day, October 6, 1963, to January, 1964, a total of 
Eight Hundred Forty-nine pails quarts) of quahogs and soft shell 
clams were harvested from the Town's flats. 
the total' 849 pails, 393 pails were quahogs and 456 pails were 
soft-shell clams. 
I have diligently maintained a constant vigilance of our clam 
and enforced the shellfish regulations. All of the common predators of 
the shellfish (star fish, horse-crabs, sweetmeats) have been removed 
from the fiats, when and where found. 
Monthly reports have been submitted to the Selectmen and 
Manager and to the State Department of Conservation and Natural 
Resources. I am confident that with the continuing co-operation of our Towns-
people, there will continue to be an ample supply of shellfish for them 
to harvest. Respectfully submitted, 
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JosephVentura
shellfishConstable 
REPORT OF THE TOWN HALL custodian
Mr. Walter E. Lawrence 
Town Manager 
Provincetown, Massachusetts 
Dear Mr. Lawrence: 
January 1964 
At the end of my second full year as custodian the Provincetown 
Town Hall, I herewith submit a report of conditions inthe buildhig with 
recommendations for urgently needed repairs. 
The basement area of the Town Hall is fully utilized with the Police
Headquarters, a jail with four cells, civil Defense Headquarters, Fire 
Alarm System Headquarters, including shower facilities and storage, is 
located here. 
onthe first floor are located the Town Offices, the courtof the Sec-
ond Barnstable District courttogether with the offices of the Probation 
Officer. 
on the second floor of this 78-year-old building is the larg.est audi-
torium on capecodwith a capacity of more than 700 persons, and here 
are held the Town Meetings, basketball games, dances, plays, graduation
exercises, concerts, and many other public and private gatherings. 
The heating system was temporarily repaired this year. The elec-
trical system of the heating plant was replaced this year by electricians 
Herman Rivard and Frank Carreiro. Excessive fuel cost for the operation 
of this old heating plant is prohibitive and the mounting costs of tem-
porary repairs to maintain this heating plant in operating condition has 
now reached the point where it is neither deemed advisable nor desirable 
to retain. Many feet of heating pipe have been removed and replaced 
with new. It is recommended that four heating zone areas be set up 
within the Hall, with an estimated cost of to evenly dis-
tribute the heat in the areas where it is required. The above recommen-
dation would correct a major problem now existing, with considerable 
savings on the fuel consumption. 
The Ryder streetstairway and entrance has been temporarily re-
paired; however, this stairway has been condemned by the State Building 
Inspector and insurance company, and must be replaced as soon as prac-
ticable. 
Due to deterioration of the water pipes in the basement, the base-
ment was partially flooded and had to be pumped out with the assistance 
of Mr. Medeiros and his men. The Water Department has now replaced 
all of the old water pipe with new pipe. 
The Town Hall grounds have been improved, with many areas of 
the lawn fertilized and reseeded. Flowers were planted along the trim 
of the walks with Mr. Crowley assisting me in this work. Mr. Crowley's 
working schedule has been evenly divided between employment at the 
Cape End Manor and assisting me in performing repairs. He has per-
formed maintenance repairs to the inside and outside of the Halltogether 
with necessary painting. 
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1 am recomrnendin.g that money should be appropriated for the fol-
lowing items and repairs
The installation of a four heating-zone area in the Hall. 1. 
2. The replacing of the Ryder streetentrance. 
3. Additional repairs to the Town Hall Clock
4. To replace the Front and Side doors at the entrances. 
5. Replace the old flushing system with a new flushing system in
the Halls' rest rooms. 
6. To repaint the Fire Escape. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert K. Souza
Town Hall Custodian 
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report of THE cemetery DEPARTMENT 
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen, Town Manager and 
the People of Provincetown. 
Your Cemetery Commissioners assumed the responsibilities of the 
Cemetery Department in March 1963. sincethat time a constant effort 
has been made to improve the appearance of all three cemeteries com-
mitted to our care. It has not been an easy task nor will it be in the 
future. However, we feel that progress has been made in the past year 
and we hope that the townspeople will be concerned about the care and 
maintenance of our three cemeteries for the next year. 
Personnel 
The personnel of the Cemetery Department consists of a superinten-
dent, a permanent laborer, and during the season . from April to Octo-
ber 31, several temporary laborers. The department employees are under 
the supervision of the Cemetery Commissioners. As Commissioners we 
would like to express our appreciation to Superintendent Frank Flores 
and the men who have worked in the department during the year for a 
job well done. If we are able to continue improving our cemeteries we 
will need to continue at least our present staffand add to our temporary 
staff. 
Equipment 
During the past year a Rotary TiUer, a rider mower, and a brush 
cutter have been added to the inventory of equipment in the department. 
At the present time we also have five lawn mowers to work with. In 
the future it would be most helpful to have a small model farm type 
tractor ,which could be used in many ways in the three cemeteries. 
The Town Cemetery 
It is noticeable to all who pass by that a great deal of work has 
been accomplished at the Town Cemetery. Lots have been remade. one
large section bordering Cemetery Road has been compl'etely remade. 
New loam was spread and seeded. Trees were planted to form an avenue 
at one of the approaches. other trees including willows, locusts, and 
Red Maples have been planted in various sections of the cemetery. Old 
granite posts were taken up from the Old Section. In this cemetery 
eighteen loads of manure was donated by the Mayo Duck Farm of Orleans
This was trucked down by town employees. One side of Locust Avenue 
in the New sectionhas been designated as a Memorial Area. This single 
grave lot section will e used as needed at the discretion of the Com-
missioners. 
GiffordCemetery 
A greatdeal of effort and work has been utilized in this cemetery 
since it was placed under the supervision of the Cemetery Commissioners 
at the last Annual Town Meeting. Graves have been remade. Many hours 
of work have been tallied to improve the general appearance of this 
cemetery. Many heavy and old trees at the back of the cemetery have 
been cut down. Fallen monuments were re-erected. 
Old Cemetery-Winthrop street
This historical cemetery has been long neglected. This cemeteryhas 
a history which should be preserved and properly maintained. The center 
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aned of brush and debris. A fence has been placed 
section bas been clearedstone on the south side bank many graves have 
around the Bra or th high brush has been cleared away. our present 
been discovered as is with this south bank which continues to 
problem and the vandalism that goes on year after
break down hope that some time in the future this problem canbe 
year. It our ho e that in the future a new fence WI e 
remedied. l.s alsothe excessivetown expenditures this year the Com-
installed. n VIeWd d not to present an article for such a fence. 
'ssioners have eel e 
Other era 
C te is water we plan to propose an 
A basic need in our Town wells to. create our own supply 
in the warrantfor pump driven the summer months. In recent 
of water for our sprmkler sysbtlemm and has reached a climax especially 
tb. bas become a pro e h' years . bl h affected the town system m t is y. 
. ce the watermg pro em as 
f J 15 1964 the ·commissioners have revised the rules 
As o anuary ' Th gulations were pub-
and pamphlet form to 
lishe m 
anyone interested. 
It is interesting to notethat withinthe three~~~e!!~e:n!~:::i:::. 
approximately th~e~ for the Hamilton-Gifford 
maps are emg rna e terns have been prepared for the Hamilton
Cemetery. Index carddfile sytus 11 the Old Historical Cemetery on Win-
Gifford Cemetery, an even a Y 
throp street
f 1 h there is stormy weather has 
A canopy tohbe used This will be available and 
been made by t e men o e 
without charge when needed. 
Finally, your Cemetery commissioners
ciation to the people whho have hedlpi·nesurmountable Your appointed Com-
M ny problems ave seeme . th 
year a 1 t 'ly giving their time in endeavormg to serve 
studied and discussed the various problemsand
commum D rtment To the Finance committee m 
needs within the Cemetery epa h k . T the Town Manager and 
considering our problems we lsay t an thanks aim is to con-
to be of at the lowest 
possible costs of care and mamtenance. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Rev. GILMAN L. LANE, Chairman 
NEIL G. Nickerson
John CRAVE JR. 
Cemetery Commissioners 
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annual town MEETING 
Monday, March 11, 1963 
On MondayMarch 11, 1963, Moderator FrancisJ. Steelea quorum
having been esablished declared the meeting open and called 
on Reverend Leo J. Duarte who opened the meeting with a short
invocation andthe Lord!s Prayer. 
moved by Chairman of selectmen RalphS.Carpenter to waive 
the reading ofthe Warrant. 
Motion carried
Moderator Steele read the Constable's notification: 
February28, 1963 
selectmen of Provincetown
I have posted attestedcopiesofthe Warrant for theAnnualTown 
MeetingMarch11, 1963, as directedin said Warrant, and! lhave pub-
lished same in accordance with the By-Laws of theTown
Joseph A. Rogers Constable
attest William J. McCaffrey
TownClerk
ARTICLE 1. To hear thereportsof Town officersandCommit-
tees and to act thereon. 
movedbyRalph Carpenter thatthe reportsof Town officersand 
committeesand theTown Report be acepted
Motion carried!. 
article2. To see if theTownwill voteto authorize the Town 
treasurer with the approval of the selectmen to borrow money
from time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial 
yearbeginningJanuary 1, 1963, andto issuea note or notes there
for payable within one year in accordance with Secti:on 17, Chap-
ter 44 of theGeneralLaws
MovedbyMarion Taves that theTown vote to authorizethe Town 
Treasurer with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money 
from time to time in anticipation of thee revenue of the financial
yearbeginningJanuary 1, 1963, and to issue a note or notes,there-
for, payable within one year, in accordancewith Section 17, Clhap-
ter 44 of the General Laws. 
Motion carried.
ARTICLE 3. To see what sumof money the Town will vote to 
raise and appropriate or transfer fromavailable funds in the treas-
ury for the .expenses of the Town and salaries of Town Officers
and departments fortheyear endingDecember31, 1963. \ 
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1. General Government. 
2. Protection of Persons and Property.
3. Health.
4. Pu'blic Works. 
5. Charities.
6 .Veterans Services.
7. Library..
8. Recreation. 
9. Cemeteries. 
10. Enterprises. 
11. Pensions. 
12. Unclassified.
13. DebtServices.
14. Schools.
(refer to Finance CommitteeReport).
Before taking up the Budget. Chairmanof the Finance Commit-
tee Nathan Malchman, speaking for t!he Committee, advised the 
voters thatif theywentalongwith recommendationsof the Finance
Committee, the tax rate would be approximately $67 .00. based 
on figures of the previous year, since the "CherrySheet" had not 
beenreceived before TownMeeting. 
MovedbyAugustusReis thatthe Townraise and appropriate the
sum of $62,556.00 for General Government.
GeneralGovernment
Moderator, PersonalServices
Selectmen, Personal Services (Clerk)
Expenses
Town :Manager, PersonalServices 
Expenses 
Town Clerk, Personal Services . 
Expenses
Town Accountant, PersonalServices
Expenses
Treasurer-Collector, Personal Services
Expenses 
Finance Committee, PerSer. (Stenographer)
Expenses
Board of Assessors, PersonalServices
Expenses
Legal Services
Town Counsel
Planning Board,Per. Ser. (Stenographer)
Expenses
Zoning BoardofAppeals, Per. Ser. (Stenographer) 
Expenses
Elections and Town Meetings, PersonalServices
Expenses
Annual Reports
Town Crier, PersonalServices
Expenses 
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. $ 50.00 
400.00 
1 . 075.00 
13,00'0.00 
1,962.00 
2,693.00 
550.00 
5,387.00 
480.00 
5,539.00 
1,795.00 
350.00 
50.00 
5,500.00 
616.00 
1,000.00 
3,000.00 
200.00 
750.00 
150.00 
115.00 
625.00 
1,830.00 
1,400.00 
750.00 
150.00 
Town Hall, Personal Services
Expenses
for a total of $62,556.00 
Motion carried. · 
6,114.00 
7,025.oo 
MovedbyArmand Benatti that th 
p.ropriate thesumof $103 678 ,60 f e Town vote to raise and ap-
erty; $500 to be transferredfr or Protectionof Persons and Prop-
( forParking!Meters). $103 178 6~~ kingMeter Revolving Fund Chie f f p . , ' . o beraisedbytaxation 
e o olice Francis H. Marshall offe . 
beappropriatedforPoliceofferedan amendment that 
The amendmentwas carried/, 43 Yes - 30 No 
James Roderick, Fire Eng . 
$12,3'53 beraised andEngineer,presented an amendment that 
ment. a or Expensesof tJhe FireDepart-
The amendmentwascarried, 6'1 Yes - 31 No. 
The motionas amended' as . -
Protection ofPersons and wascarried for a total of $104,828.60 for
penses and$1050 to the Fire DP ytm, a ........... $10() to thePolice Ex-
. epart ent Expenses.
ProtectionofPersons and Property
PoliceDepartment, PersonalServices
Expenses
Fire Department, Personal Services 
Expenses
PoliceandFire Insurance (In "Town
includes all Departments) 
Dog Officer
AmbulanceHire 
5,750.00 
12,425.00 
11,303.00 
Insurance", 
500.00 
3,000.00 Bounty on Seals (discontinued)
Street Lighting
ShellfishConstable,PersonalServices 15,000.00 
Expenses 3,360.00 
Sealerof Weights andMeasures Per S 100.00 
Expenses ' · er. 150.00 
Building Inspector, Personal S . . 50.00 
Expenses ' rs ervices 500.00 
WiringInspector, PersonalServices 125.00 
Expenses 500.00 
Inspector of Animals 50.00 
Expenses 25.00 
Inspector of Slaughtering 25.00 
Tree Warden 25.00 
Expenses 150.00 
Insect PestControl 300.00 
DutchElm Disease 600.00 
Civil Defense, PersonalServices 960.00 
Expenses 500.00 
ParkingMeters 2,325.00 
Greenhead FlyCbntrol 500.00 
(5,8'50.00) 
(12,353.00) 
for a totalof $103,{)78.60. ($104,828.60) 375.60 
Moved byWillis Carlos that theT . \ 
sumof for Health and Town raise a andJ appropriate tJhe 
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HealthandSanitation
HealthDepartment,PersonalServices
Expenses 
Sanitation Department, Personal Services 
Expenses
for a total of$30,796.00. 
Motion carried.
10,106.00 
4,040.00 
15,300.00 
1,350.00 
Movedby WillisCarlos that theTownvote to raiseand appropri-
ate the sum of $55,403 for Public Works; $18,90'0 to be transferred
from Free Cash (for StreetDep. Personal S'ervices); $36,503 tobe 
raised by taxation, $17.910 ofwhich will be for Street Dept. Per-
sonal Services, $3,000 for MacMillan WharfPersonalServices, $15,593 
for the remaining items under "Public Works."
PublicWorks 
StreetDepartment,PersonalServices
Expenses
MacMillan Wharf, PersonalServices 
Expenses 
for a total of $50,703.00 
32:.310.00 
11,800.00 
2,800.00 
3,793.00 
Marion Perry thenmoved that 1because his figures differed from
those mentioned, that action on appropriation for Public Works be 
tabled for .the timebeingand! comeback to it after other items on 
the budget.
Motion carried. 
Charities
Welfare Department, Personal Services
Expenses
General Relief 
Old Age Assistance
MedicalAssistance for the Aged
Aid :to DependentChildren
Disability Assistance 
CapeEnd Manor P.!M.I., Personal Services 
Expenses 
for a totalof $170,967.83 
9,600.00 
1,412.50 
5,000.00 
22,541.28 
28,786.05 
5,000.00 
13,000.0'0 
59,944.00 
25,684.00 
MovedbyIrving Rogers thatthesumof$170,967.83 beraisedand 
appropriatedforCharities.
Motioncarried.
VeteransServices
VeteransAgent, PersonalServices
Expenses
Cash Grants 
for a total of $18,125.00 
1,000.00 
125.00 
17,000_.0'0 
Moved byNathanMalchman that theTown raise and appropriate
the sum of $18,125.00 forVeterans Services. 
Motion carried.
Library
Public Library, Personal Services
Expenses
for a total of$11,545.00 
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8,060.00 
3,485.00 
Moved byAugustusReis that th . 
sum of by Augu for the Li.br e townraise and the
Mo
. the Li ary. e 
tion carried. 
Recreation
R ti ecrea on Department,PersonalServic
Expenses ces 
for a total of $14,670.00 
10,160.00 
4,510.00 
Moved. by Willis Carlos that th 
the sum of $14,670.00 for Recreation. Town raise appropriate 
Motion carried. 
Cemeteries
CemeteryDepartment, PersonalServices etery Dep 11,240.00 
for a total of$14,640.00 3,400.00 
MovedbyArmandBenatti thatthe . . Mov the sum mar $
14 640 
for C Town voteto raiseand appro-
priat the Cemetery ~t I r emeterles; $5,000 to ibe transferred
from the eme to Income aaccount (for Cemeteries, Personal
Services Cemeteries 1 om e sale of Cemetery Lots 
taxation (for Cemeteries PersonalServices); to be 
Motion carried. 
Enterprises 
Water Department Pumpin . . er epart ' mg, PersonalServices13,730.00 
WaterDepartment, Services, Person al . ic 7,600.00 er Departm ' ' n al Servlces 12,230.00 
Water Department, Adlministratio p 5,500.00 er Depart n, er. Ser. 2, 771.00 
for a totalof $65.663.50, 23,832.50 
Movedi by MarionPerry that t . 
M Town raise andappropriate the 
Motion carried.
Pensions 
Retirement BarnstableCounty
Moved by Augustus Reis that $14,383.53 
and appropriated for Barnstabl C of $14,383.53 raised
Motion opriated e ounty Retirement. 
Unclassified
PatrioticObservances
Lighting 2,610.00 
 2,000.00 
ParkingLot Leases 3,000.00 
TownInsurance(includedall. 1,200.00 
Appropriated Reserve ms., all depts.) 20,300.00 
for a total: of$39,110.00 10,000.00 
Movedby AugustusReis that theMoved b sum $
39 110 
fo e Townvote toraiseand apprp-
priate the sum , nclassified; $1,200 to be transferred
vmg d (for Parking Lot Leases);
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\ 
000 
to be transferred from Overlay Reserve (:flor ApproP\('iated 
~erve) to be raisedby taxation, $5,0'00 ofwhich will der
tor erve);$32Reserve and! $27,910 for the remaining itemunder 
unclassified
Bernard Days offered the following amendm.ent: "That the iotic
Bernard be allocatedfor eaoh of :the following cays from the Patriotic 
of $400 be all appropriation: Memorial Day and Veterans Day." 
The amendment and motion were carried. 
Debt Service 
Town Debt
Debt Interest 
98,400.00 
29,383.40 
1,000.00 
Interest on TemiPorary Loans 
tor a total of $128,783.40 
Movedi byWillis Carlos that ;tJhe Town raise 
sumot $128,783.40 for Debt Service. 
and! appropriate the 
Motion c.arried. 
Superintendency Personal Services 
Expenses
Instruction, Personal Services 
Expenses 
Janitors, Personal S:ervices 
Expenses - Supplies 
Utilities 
Repairs 
Auxiliary Agentcies, Nurse's Salary 
Expenses - .Auxiliary Agencies 
Vocational School, Persona:! Services 
Expenses 
School Cafeteria, Personal Servioos 
Expenses
Adult Education
10,750.00 
925.00 
206,620.00 
16,850.00 
16,440.00 
2,500.00 
14,300.00 
6,000.00 
4,000.00 
9,925.00 
17,505.00 
7,300.00 
9,000.00 
8oo.oo 
700.00 
for a total of $323,615.00. 
Moved 'bY Herman DeSilva that the Town vote to raise and 
a'Ppropriate the sum of $324,115.00 for Education.
Nathan Malchmanoffered! an amendment t!h.at the Town raise and 
appropriate the sum of $323,615.00 for Education, explaining that 
this $500 cutfrom the Sc'hool budiget, as the cut on travel in other 
drepartxnents, ;was no reflection on any one department. 
:Motion as amended was carried fur an amount of $323,615.00. 
The Pulblic Worksbudjet!Were taken from the table. 
Moved l:>y Mwion Perry that tihe motion on Public Works be 
amended to, read $54,933.00, $18,900 to ibe tranlsferred: from Free 
Caslh tfor Street Department, Persona!. Services); $36,0'33.00 to be 
raised by taxation; $17,210 of which will be for Street Department, 
Personal Services; $15,'593 for the remaining items . under "Public 
Works." SelectmenWilliam White offered the following amendment: 
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Moved to amen.dl that under Public Works, Wharf Personal Serv-
ices, $3,000 be increased to '$3,230 to providle for a six-day week
instead Qf five days. 
Aliter Mr. wthite ex;plained that the increase o:tl $230 in ibis amend-
ment wouldl allow for a six-day week on the Wharf, and tihat the 
motion was figured! on a five week, the motion was carried 
on amended 49 Yes- 7 No. 
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
(Or transferfromavailablefunds in the treasury the Sum of $10,000.00 
or any other sum, for Chapter 90 Highway Construction, or to take 
any other action in relation thereto. (On request of the Seleq'tmen). 
Recommended' by .tihe Finance Committee. 
(M'oved iby Selectmen Charles DeRig~gs tihat the Town vote to raise 
and appropriate tihe sum of $10.000 for Chapter 90 HighwayCon-
struction. 
Motion carried
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to raiseand appropriate 
or trarrsfer from available funds in 1Jhe treasury the sum O!f $9,457.08 
for the permanent construction of Brown Street from Pleasant 
Street .to Winthrop Street, or to take any other action in ;relation 
thereto. (On request of the Selectmen). 
Recommended tbYJ the Finance committee.
Movedby Charles DeRiggs that the sum of $9,457.08 :be ll"aised 
and atppropriatedl for the permanent construction of Brown. Street 
from Pleasant Street to Winthrop Street, and to meet said appropri-
ation the sum of $9,457.08 tbe transferred from the proceeds received 
from the State under the provisions of Ch'apter 782 of the Acts of 
1962. 
Town Manager Lawrence e~plained that this amount does not 
affect tlhe tax rate but will be approp;riated! dir~t from the State 
fund. 
'Motion carried. 
ARTICLE 6. To see if ,the Town will vote to raise andl appropriate 
or transfer from available :fumds in the treasury the sum of $300.00 
for the purpose of replacing lost trees on the Town Hall grounds. 
(On request of Justin F. Avellar and others). 
Recommended tby tihe Finance C'ommittee. 
Moved! by Philip Alexander that tihe Town vote to ;raise and appro-
priate the sum of $300 fQI'I the pm:pose of replacing lost trees on 
the TownHall grounds. 
Motion carried
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raiseand appropriate 
or transfer from available funds in 11he treasury the sum of $560.00 
or any other ·sum, for the purchase -and installation of Town-owned
coin locks for the public toilets at the Town Hall to replace coin 
locks on rental. (On request of tihe Selectmen). 
Recommendedl by the Finance Committee. \ 
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l trnan Marion Taves tJhat the Town raise and appro-
by Select $560 for the purchase and installation of Town-
the sumo f the publl1c toilets at the Town Hall to replace 
coin ,locks or 
lockson rental.
:coin "ed.. Motioncarried . . -
8 To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap;propn 
ARTICLE sferfrom available funds in the treasury the s.um of 
ate or tran other sum, to replace tihe sashes of the windows 
oK soo.OO, or any f T wn Hall that have been condemned! as un-
ditorium o own Inspectorof the au . tal to public safetybythe State Building Inspector r 
safe and detrimentalCompanY' Inspector, on to take any other 
and Towns Insurance thereto (On request of the Selectmen). 
action in re
a tion dedi by the· Finance comnuttee. 
Recommended illiam White that the Town vote to raise and arppro-
M d by W1 1am e h dow of theove f $3 500 to replacethe sashesof t e windows
priate thesumTow ' Hallthathavebeen condemned as. unsafe and 
auditoriumto Town safety by the State Building Inspedor and 
Town'sInsurance Company Inspecror. 
Motion carried . . . e 
T if the Town will voteto raise and appropriate
ARTICLE from availablefunds in the treasury the sum of $1,?0~.00, 
or transferfrom t t- aint the exterior of Town Hall building. 
or any other sum, o Spot -Paint
on request of the Selectmen)· . 
recommended by the Finance Comnuttee. . -
. . White that the Town vote to ralse and:. a:ppro 
Movedby William000 to spot-paint the exterior of Town Hall 
priate the sum UJl. • 
building. 
Motion carried . 
. 10 To see if the Town !Will rvote to raise and app.ro~ 
priatetransferfrom availablefundsin the treasury the suTown
$920.00, or any olther sum, to ov 
ll )on requestof the Selectmen)· . Ha . n; . C :ttee feels that investi,gatlOn 
N t Finance ommit iorationo recomm . t ibri utating factors of the deterio ation
should: be made mto :the con n utating
of a clockthat was ,installed August of 1956to raise ·and appro-
Moved: by Ralph Carpenterthha ul the To.wn Clock on Town Hall. 
priate tble sum of $380 to overhaul
Mlotion carried
if the Town will vote to raise and! appro-
ARTICLE 11. To see 1 . ds in the treasury the sum of 
priate or transfer from availablefundspurpose of making most neces-
$10,000.00! or any. other sum for systemat MacMillan Wharf with
sarypartialreparrs to the thl · iles and! replacement of mlss-
replacementofbrokenand! worthless Wharfand! to further authorize
ing . dolphinat southwest ccorner ofand! Town M,ana,ger toapplyto 
andi direct the t f Public Works Waterway;s division for 
the State department of de the provisions of Chapter 91 of the 
State matchi:ng funds under r other action in relation thereto. (On 
General Laws,or to take any 
request of the Selectmen
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Finance Committee recommends $3,500 to replace the missing dol-
phin Finance Oolmmi.ttee last August adopted! a policy that it 
would recommend no funds for repair of MacMillan Wlh.arf until
such time as rproper rules and! regulationsare made and enforced to 
protect the Town's considerable investment
Moved by William White that the Town vote to raise and appro-
priatethe sum o:ll $10,0'00 for the purpose ofJ making most necessary
partial repairs to the fendersystem at MacMillan Wlharf with replace-
ment of ,broken and worthlesspiles anrdl replacement o.f missinlg dol-
phin at southwest cornerofJ Wharfand to further authorize and direct 
the Board of Selec1nnen and Town Manager to apply to the State De-
partment of Public Works, Waterways Division, for State matching 
Amdls under th.e provisions of Ch.apter 91 of! .the General :Laws. 
Nathan Malcbman amendiedl the motion to read $3,500 to repiJ.ace 
"the missing doLphin. 
The amendment was not carried. 
Mr. Wlhite's original motion :llor $10,000 was carried 57 Yes - 49 
No. 
ARTICLE 12. To see if tlhe Town will vote to raise andl appToprl-
ate or transfer from atvail:able funds in the treasury the sum of 
$4,000, or any other sum, to construct a boat landing ·a't the center 
of the sheet steel! piling bulk!headi on the southerlyend of the Town 
Parking Alrea, or to take any other action in the matter. The boat 
landing will make use of the Town float and gangwayand will con-
sist of two new floats 25' x 10'., four fingerpiles, hardwareand fas-
tenings and! will be equipped! with electrical and water services. (On 
request of tfrle Selectmen ) 
Recommended by the Finance Committee, 4 to 1. 
Moved by Marion Taves !Jhat th.e Town vote to raise arn.dl appropri-
. ate the sum of $4,000 .to construct a boat landing at the ce!nter of 
the sheet steel piling ibulk!head on the southerly end of the Town 
Parking Area. The Boat Landing wiliJ. make use of the Tawn Float 
and gangway •and will consist of two new floats 25' x 10', four finger 
,piLes, hardlware and fastenings and will 1be equipped with electrical 
· and water services. 
Motion canried. 
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vt5te to raise and appro-
priate or transfer:firom available funds in the treasury the sum of 
$1,150.00 to pay the Nortfrl Shore Dredging & Marine Construction, 
Inc., of Marblehead, Mass., for extra work on MacMillian Wharf 
that was unforseen necessary and: incidlental to their contract with 
the Town for repairs to fender system and MlllcM.tllan Wlharf. (On 
request of the Selectmen). 
Recomrmended by the Finance Committee, 4 to 1. 
Moved by Ralph Carpenter tlbat the Town vote to raise and appro-
~riate th.e sum of $1,150 to .pay the Nbrth Shore Dred'ging and Miarine 
Construction, Ine., df M/arlblehead, for extra workon MacMillan Wharf 
that was unforseen, necessary andl incidlental in their contract with 
the Town for repairs to fender system andl MacMillan Wharf. 
Motion was carried, 84 Yes - 0 No. 
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ARTICLE 14. ~o see if the Town will vote to oharge for dlocking 
at MacMillan Wharf and PierorTown float and authorize Select-
men to establish a fee system. (On request of theSelectmen). 
Recommended by the Finance Committee. 
MovedbyWilliam White that the Townvote to chargefordock-
ing at MacMillan WharfandPier or Town floats and authorizethe
selectmen to establish a fee system. . 
Motion carried80 Yes- 29 No. 
ARTICLE 15. To see ifthe Town will vote toamend theWharf
Rules and Regulations under A. Parking& Trafficsoasto eliminate 
Section 1. Allvehicular traffic is excluded from the Wlharf except
when on official businessand renumber .the remainingSectionsfrom
1 to 4. 
Also under A. Parking& Traffic proposednew Section 3, lines 
3 and 4, strike out WilsonLines and substitute Boston
town.'' 
Also under A. Parking & Traffic proposed newSection 4, lines
2 and 3, strikeout Wilson Lineand substitute Boston-Province-
town.'' 
UnderB. Docking, Berthing & UnloadingSection 1, line 3 strike 
out WilsonLines, Inc. and substitute Boston-Provincetown Boart 
Line.'' 
Moved by Ralph Carpenter that the Town vote to amend the
WharfRules and Regulations under A. Parking & Traffic so as to 
eliminate Section 1. All vechicular traffic is excluded from the
Wharf except when on official businessand renumber the remain-
ing Sections from 1 to 4. 
Also under A. Parking & Traffic, proposed new Section 3, 1in.es 
3 and4, strikeout WilsonLinesandsubstitute Boston-Province-
town.'' 
Also underA. Parking& Traffic proposednew Sectidn 4, lines 2 
and 3, strike out WilsonLineand substitute Boston-Provincetowm
UnderB. Docking Ber,tihing & Unloading S'ection 1, lin_e 3, strike
out WilsonLinesInc.'' andl substitute Boston-Provincetown Boat 
Line.'' 
John Snowmoved that this article be l:aid on the tabLe. 
Ralph Carpentermoved that Article 15 be indefinitelypostponed
His secondmotion, to indefinitely postpone was carried
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priateor transfer from available funds in t!he treasurythesumof 
or anyother sumfortheconstructionofadequate drain-
age from Bradford Street to Commercial Street through land! of 
Alta Costen Alemany and authorize the Board of Selectmen and
Town Manager to d'O this work under the provisions of Chapter
90 Maintenance or Construction or to take any oth.er action in 
relation thereto on request of the Selectmen
Recommended by the Finance Committee. 
Movedby William Whitethat the Townvote to raiseandappro-
priate the sum of for the construction of adequate drainage 
from Bradford Street to Commercial Street through land of Alta 
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Costen Alemany and authorize the Board of! Selectmen and 
Manager to do this work under the provisi6ns of Chapter90 Maintenance
nance or Construction. 
Motion carried
ARTICLE 17. To -see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
or transfer from available funds in the treasury the sum of $2,800 
or any other sum, to raplace 3" castiran main with 6" transite 
pipe on Conant Street from Commercial streetto Bradford street, 
a distance of approximately 450 feet. (On r-equest of Robert Meads 
and others). 
Recommended bYl the Finance Committee. 
,Moved hy Charles DeRiggs that 1lhe Town tnai.se and' appropriate 
the sum ofl $2,800 to replace3" cast iron main with 6" transit
pipe Oill Conant Street from Commercial Street to Bmdlfordl Street 
·a ddstanee of approximately 450 feet. ' 
Irving Rogers offered an amendlment "To meet the appropriation
_therefor that the cost of this appropriation be included! in the 
water commitment of 1963, ' to increase the water rate and not the tax 
rate."
MT. Lawrence announced that the Town Accountant had called 
tJhe Division of Aocounts that day andJ was told very definitely that 
the Town mrust <raise and appropriate ,tJhe money whether on tax rate 
or the water ra,te. He :furlher pointed out that in an effort .to tax 
the people in Truro for water, the people in Provincetown WIOUld 
be paying twice, andl suggested that if! there was any doubt about
trese water line articles they Shou,ld be laid on :the table. 
Mr. Roger.s was ageeable to this, and Selectman Wlhite was will-
ing that these extracosts ibe on the !Water rate,but wanted: to make 
sure it is legalmoved to amend that Artieles 17 through 24 be laid 
on the table until 1Jhe following dlay .. 
The amendment to lay on ;the table was carried
ARTICLE 25. To see ifthe Town ;will vote to raise and appropri-
ate or transfer :flrom available fund'S in fue •treasury the sum· of 
$2;500.00, or any other sum to eonstr:uct drainage system at the 
Hlolway Avenue-Prince Street drainage area, to take any .other 
oction in relation thereto. (On request of the Selectmen). · 
Recommended il:>y the Finance Committee. 
Moved by William White that the Town vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $2,500 to C'Onstruct drainage system at the Holway 
,Avenue-Prince Street dlraina.ge areas. 
Motion carried. 
ARTICLE 26. To see if .the Town will vote to raise and: apprro-
priaJte or- tr.ansfer from available iiund,s in the treasury the rum of 
$3.,000.00, or any other sum, for imrovement of grounds and parking
area at CapeEnd Manor, or to' .take any other action in relation 
thereto. (On request of the Selectmen) \ 
Recommended! ·by the Finance Oom!mittee. 
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th Town vote to raise and ap-
moved by Ra1ph fQalrp$3 o~~t~~th~ro~ement of grounds and pat'kin.g 
- . the sumo , 
!(#OPnate e End Manor. 
,.rea at CaP _ 
tion call'Tied· · 
. will vote to raise andl appropn-
Article27 To see available fundsin the 1lreasury ~he : o~ 
or transfer from a 1!he construction of septic t an 
ate 0 or any. other sum, for. tern at the Cape End Manor 
$1,02~~i~n of adequate sewage dis~l sr Putblic Health. (On s:eques.t 
com~ciredl by tlhe State Departrnen o 
: ~e Selectmen)· 
'ed' Motion caiN'l • el . will vote to amend the Personn 
TIC'LE 28. To see if ~e ~QIWll' sitiun of Administrative Af.-
ARl .. ,. of the Town establishmg theek;po) at $35 00 .per week at the 
By- avv • f 20 'hours a we . 
sistant (part-time ~On request of the ToWil1 Manager). 
Cape End Manor . committee). 
Recoromendiedl by tJhe FmJance vote to amen{i; the Per-
Moved bY William Wlhite that t?-e Townposition of Administra-
sonnel BY-law ofl th~ of 20 hours a week)at $35.00 per week at the 
ti'Ve Assistant (Part-Timto 
oape EndManor
. carried 58 Yes - 0 No. 
Motion • . ·"'· a;nnrn-· . rwill vote to rruse anu ,_...,_-
ARTICLE 29. To see l'f Town ds in tJhe treasurY tJhe 
. """ transfer ;fuxJm available fun! ti priatee or for renovate on ' 
of or of Selectmen). 
t the Cape End n . 
a the vote to raise and' aJP!Pl'D-
M ed by Ralph carpenter that th~ dl . teriofr repairs of the . ov , 10\ll $60o for renovat1on an m ~mate tlhe sum 
Cape End: Manor. 
Motion carried!. · t 
will vote to raise and appropna e 
ARm-rcLE 30. To see if the TOV.:U t .,.,,....., tJhe sum ofl $5.350.00, .L.J: '1. ibl :ilunds ln the reau~·J· inkier 
or transfer fr.om avaHaJ e '-· and installation of a spr 
fOil" tJhe purctuase S'el tmen) or any other !sum, , MJanor (On request of the ec · . 
system at the Cape End . 'tt e 4 to 1 Finance eomnut-
Rocommended bY' the ~in~~e ~=ti~n' of a~ al~m sy·st.em be 
tee further recommends 
mvestigated. . he Town vote to )raise and! appro-
~oved! ·by Ralph Carr-pente~:a~chase and! installation o'f a .spnnk-
priate the sum ofl $5,350 fur ;t P ' ,..,~, Endi Manor. 
ler system at tJhe voipe 
Motion caa'fl'!.ed. . 
'll vote to l"aise !IDd appro:pcialte 
.AT.ticle 31. To see if ~e Town;: in the treasui'Y tJhe s:un of 
or transfe<r from availa'ble ~e completion of the renovation and 
$12,375.00, or any other sum. fo~ Filre Station. (On request of the 
repaill"s t~;> the ~hnson Stree 
Board of Fire Engmeers). 
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- Finance Committee ll'ecommends $6,800. Finance Committee 
obligatedt for second half of original estimate ($12,880.00), according
to Article 5 of 1962 Annual Warrant
Movedi by Wilbur. Cook that the Torwn wte to raise and appro-
priate .the sum of $12,375 for 1Jhe completion of the renovation and
repairsto the Jolhnson Street Fire Station. 
. The :motion to amend to $6,800 was carried 60 Yes - 19 No. 
The motion as amendledi was earned. 
_' -ARTICLE 32. To .see if the Town will vote to raiseand app.r'Opriate 
o.r transfer from available fundS in .the treasury the sum of $500.00 
fur replacing of fences along Town streets where they are rotted or 
badly in need! of repair. (On request of the Selectmen). 
-;Recommendled by 1Jhe Fin:ance Committee. 
. .Moved 'by William White 1Jhiat the Town vote to ll'aise and appropri-
ate th>e sum of $500 fOil' r~placenrent of fences along Town S'treets 
Wlhere they are rotted1 oc badly in need of repai. 
MOtion carried. 
ARTICLE 33. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Town 
Moderator to appoint a special committee of three members to 
study the provisions ,of "The Community Hleallth Secyices a.nd Facil-
ities Act of 1961" rel!ative to Fe<fural Grants fur tihe development 
of Outside-the-Hospital Health Services, particularly for the c'bron-
ioa:l.J.y. 'ill and aged, and make recommendations to the next regular 
or· special Town Meeting. (On jrequest of the Selectmen). 
· :Not recommended! by the Finan.ce Commilttee for lack of i.nfonnJa,.. 
tion. 
Moved by . Ralph. Capenter 1Jhat the Town vote to instruct the 
T<llWll Moderator to appoint a special committee of three members 
. to ' stUdly the provisions of "The Community Hlealth Services and 
Facilities Aict of 1961" relative to F€deral Glrants for tlhe develop-
ment of Outsidle-the-Ho~>tal Services,, pall'ticularly fiOO' the chron-
ically ill and: aged, and make reoommendations to the next regular 
or special Tlotwn Meeting. 
. · Motion oatm'ied. 
AR-T~IOLE 34. To see if the Town will vote to take over the 
Giffordi . rand! Hamilton Cemeteries for C31l'e, maintenance aru:ll con-
trol provided ibyr Gene!Tal Laws, Chapter 114, Section 18. (On :re-
quest of the 'Selectmen). 
Not :recommtend'ed. Finance Committee feels there should lbe fur-
ther .stud:y by the Cemetery Commission. 
Moved by Ra1ph Cal1pe~'ter that the Town vote to takle over :the 
Giffard !lllld: Hamilton Cemeteries for crure,, maintentance and control 
as providied by General Laws, Chapter 114, Section 18. 
- Motio~ cam€d. 
!Moved by lirving Rogers to oojourn until .the followi'ng evening 
at 7:30 :P. M. 
- Motion carried!. \ 
The meeting was adijournedi at 11:30 P. ·IM. 
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:t declared thetablished the Moderatoror 
having been es 
A Quorumorder at 7:30 P. M. d 
~ung Ul will vote to authorize an 
35. To if the townMa. Manager to sell the house
B of Seletctmen Ill! 't water tSb'ed area 
c)lireCt 1.'he ~e Town andl locate~ on the ,o~~ ,of $1.00 to Chief 
ovrned : Truro Pu'Ill!Ping Station for thth~uilding at his pWn ex-
t}le No 'th tlhe provtiso ~t he mov;oW: property~ or to take any 
}.(art' fo a location. outstderetof ~~request of the Selectmen). 
pense ction in .relatilon the o. 'ttee 
other ~ended~ by the Finance comnu . ote to authorize and 
}tee Marl Taves that the T()'W'Il v to sell the hoUSe 
:Moved bY' d ~n Selectmen .and Town 'Mana~ ter Shed area of 
d;irect the ~r T~ andi locat~ on the To~W~f $1.00 to Chlef 
owned by ..,-,..., Pu.roJping Stalhon for t~ d' t his own ~nse 
11he North .Lu. .... ro . that he mov>e the bml :mg a 
with the proVISO roperty 
~~location outsidle of the Town~ nt "~ be sold. to the highest 
. offered/ an amen e any one persOIIl. 
:Mall't~n ~~dn.'t think it was legal to:,name . 
bidder. e . d 
The amend!ment WIRS carne . . d 
ded was carne '· 
'!be motion as amen . and direCt 
if the Town will vote to authonze round fOil' 
ARTICLE 36. To see th Howlandi Street p]J3.y.g• tak 
tihe Town .Mlanager to a-band: , a ~pulbliJC pall"king all"ea•, or t~en)~ 
small chilidlren ~dl con~ t)h.ereto. (On !Tequest of the Selec -
ther action m relation f ls :plans are not fully 
any o Finance Cotnlnti.ttee ee · 
NOit recommended. 
d la'd on the table f()ll'IIDulate · 'tihat Article 36 be 1 
!:M'Oved! by Rai1Ph. CMpenter 
U!Iltil a later meetmg . 
Motion carried'. . and: ~ri-
if the Town will vote to II31Se the sum of 
ARTICLE 37. To see 'la!ble ilun.dS in the >tre~ bination 
lt .. ns:£er iirom aval . . f alunllinum com 
a:te or ,_a e Chase Iandi installation o . oc to take any 
~650.00 for th pull" windows at the Town U~h Ublrary Trus-
storm and sc:reen ti . thereto. (On request of e 
other action ,m rela on 
tees). F' . ance Committee. 
Recommended by the ID . th Town vote tp raise and! aJPPr<; 
ed ,_.,, ~ph ,:Lema 1hat e -dl insballation of aluml-Mov '-'J f $650 for the purchase an '11 wn Library. 
priate the sun: o d SICteen windows at the o 
num cOiffiibination stonn an 
. 'ed: 
Motion Oall1T1 • • t to raise and appro-
if the Town will w e tihle sum of 
ARTICLE 38. To~ avtailable :tJunds in the trea~ucy t~n P\llblic 
priate or transfle'r . the grounds of the ~ 
$700.00 11or landscapl.Il~ tlhe Ub\rary Trustees). . '' 
Li)Jrary. (On reques~ o committee •a'(jfvises trees ibe trunmed 
~~ended F1nance 
. Recv••~.. , · de lanill>caping. 
but that a fence prece 
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~Vedi by Jloseph I;ezna that the
priatethe sum of $700 far I to raise and 
Public Lih--- landscaping the grounds of th 
Motion eamed. 
Library e 
;ARTICLE 39. To see if the T. . 
tam a newlighton Railroad to and . 
quest of Selectmen). i1roadJ avenue Pole no.27/1. No. 27/1. 
Not .reccnnmended Fi 
would Ptlt lights on 1:ru- nanoe C~ttee finds fuat this """"" 
Mo ee suocessl:Ve poles ..-vPQsai 
• v~ by Marion 'l1avtes that th . 
matnt&lll a new street light on . . e ' Town vote to install &nd 
The motion was not OO!t1ri""' ~y:oad Aivenue. Pole No. 27/1. 
~...., ~- 35 No. 
-. . ARTlCLE 40. To see i1l the T. . 
tam a new street J.igiht P 1 awn ·w;ill mte to install and liJiain 
(On request of Oh.ristop~:. :a~ ~· 19/8 at 27 Win'IJhrop Street 
Recomm d va or and' other<s) 
. en ledl 'by the Finance C~tt . Mqved b ,.... __ . ee. 
· • Y "-•-•a.aon Taves that 1fue Town . 
tam a. new street ligiht on Pole 19/8 at 27 ~ .,~_mstall aM main-
Motion oanried. l'Ilvump S'tn!et. 
ARTICLE 41. To !See if th 
tain :a new street li N!h , e Town. will vote tp inst ll . 
The Tidies . &-•t on Pole No. P/414 at th'e a and InFUn-
1Vrotel. (On: request of .Tames So !PrtJiperty 'klnown as 
Recommended bv- th F' uza and others). 
" e mance Committee 
.MO'V'edi by Marion Taves that th . 
tain a. new street lig1hlt an Pol Ni e J_awn vote to install and: main-
'.I'.he Tidies J.\futel. e o. Y414 at the property !known as 
/Motion carried. 
~TICLE 42. To see if the To . ' 
pnate or trans:tier from aVIailable ~ ~ vote to II'aise and/ .appro-
$1,500.00 b- /the Ptt'e>par.ation of , s m 11he treastlir'yt the sum of 
( 0~ .request of the Planning Boaa-d!fn andl PII'!Oifile of Point Street. 
Fmance Comm'tt · 
I ee ·Iiecommends $500 
~oved by Matthew Costa that the T . . 
'PI"'at~ the sum of $1,500 f th . own. vote to raiSe and appro-
of Pomt Street. or e !PI'eparntion and plan and profile 
Nathian Malchman offer d: 
t'hls PUl'lpose. e an amendment that '$500 be roised for 
. The amendinent was cattied 
Motion as amended was · . ....., carnQu. 
ARTICLE 43. To see iofl tr T . 
manner Providledl ·by Section 2~ of o;;:,;:-u assume liability in 1!he 
as amrend'ed: hy Ohiap~ 516 andi 524 -Aer 91 of 1ihe General fLaws 
that may be incurl"ed by work t b , cts of 1950, for all dama~ 
of Public. Works of Miassachuse~ts ~~ed by the Det>artment 
~!nt, mamtenance and tecti, ~e Uiljprovement, de!Velop-
an~u:treams, hazibors, tiJ::at~on f:f.esJ;dial and non-tid'al rivers 
pu beaclhes oUJtsid-e of Boston • Harbo ~es a~di shbres al~ng ~ 
. r, m'Cluding the Merrimack
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and connecticut Rivers, in accordance with SectiOI!l 11 of Chapter 
i1 of the General Lawts, andJ autll.Qri1Jel fbhe 8electmen to execute 
and deliver a bond of indemnity therefor to the COillllilonJWealth. (On 
request of the Slelectmen). 
Moved by Rallph OiJJpenter th:at the Town. assume liability in the 
JJlanner prO!ViJded: iby Section 29 of Ohapter 91 of the Ge~-ral Laws, 
flfJ amended! by Oh:apter 516 :and! 524, Acts o:il 1950. for all damages 
t}lat may be inCUI'II'ed iby work to be ple:rfor.med by tble Department 
of Public Works of Massa_t'husetts for thJe improvement, development, 
maintenance and! rprotection Olf tidal anld: non-tidlal 'rivers ·and 
streams. ha'l'lbors. tidewarers, fores'hore's and: shOII'es along a public 
beach outside :all Bosron Harbar, including the Merritni1U!k and Con-
Qeet£cut Rivam, in aacordruree with 'SiectiO!n 11 of Ohapter 91 of the 
General Laws, andl authorire the Selectmen to execute and <fullilv'er 
8 bond! o:f indemnizy therefor to ;thJe Commonwealth. 
MOtion canrield. 
AR~CLE 44. To see iif the Town will vote to ~raise a!nld ajpipll'!apri-
ate or transfer from available fundS in the treasuzy the sum of $250.00 
or any oth$' sum, :for the · feedinig of birds lmd re-stocking of woodS · 
with ftSh 18Ildi game. (On !requJest of the Highland: F'ish andl Game 
Club). '' 
ReoommenJdiedJ by the Finance Committee. 
Movedl hY' Jdhn Alexander that the Town vote :to raise and appro-
priate the sum Qf $350 tfar' tlhe ~eieding o:ll bilrds and restocking Olf 
ponds and woodls ~ fish. and game and!/or the ;pwchase of fertil-
izer, seed! .plants an~ shrwbs to be planted within the boundaries 
of Provincetown. 
(M!r. Al:exandler, Chairman of thie Planting Committee of the 
HighlandFish and Game Club. explained! his oontracts· with the 
wildlife State DeparlmenJts and tllat the lW'OII'k would be done 
in cooperation with bhle Pait'k Autho.ritiles. 
Mbtion camed. 
Mov:edl by Irving Rogers to take .Alrticles 17 through 24 and Article 
52 from the tabJ:e. 
Motion camed. 
ARTICLE 17. As moved by Selectmen DeRiggs ;llh.e previous even-
ing: 
!Moved that the Town vote to raise and: a,ppropriate the sum of 
$2,800 to raplialcel 3" cast iron main: with, 6" transite pilple on Conant 
SWeEt from Commerda•l Street to Bradfford! Street, a distance of 
approximatelY' 450 feet. 
MOtion camiedL 
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raiSe and appropriate 
or tlr:lansfur Loom. available funds in the p-easUII'Y the sum of $2,800,, 
Pll" any other sum, ro ~Veplace 3" least ill'on main with 6" transite· 
pipe ori: Montello Street from Commercial Silrteet to Bradford Street, 
a distance of approximately450 feet. (On request of' Lewis Reis- anti 
others). ~ 
Reoommenood: by the Finance COmmittee. 
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/Moved. lby Willi:am White tJhat the Town vote to )raise and appro-
priate .the sum of $2,800 to replace 3" cast iron main with 6" tran-
site pipe on Montello Street 1irom C'OOl!llloercilaJ. Street to . Bradford 
Street, a distat;ce of approximately 450 feet. 
Motion camied. 
ARTICLE 19. To see if tJhie Town will -rote to :raiSe and appro-
priate Ql" t:rans:lier :1irom availalble funds in the tre:asucy the sum of 
$1,800., or an~ otJher sum, to provide far the construction m a 6" water 
main on :Arliscilla Alden R!oad, Jlor a di.stlaillde of 300 :flelet. (On ~request 
of Harcy Engtel illl!ldl other,s). 
Recommendledl by the Finance Committee. 
Moved by Marion Taves that the Town vote to raise and aJptpropri-
ate lthe S'Um of $1.800 to providle for .the oonstlruiction of a 6" water 
main on Priscilla Alden Road for a distance of 300 fleet. 
Motion carried. 
ARTICLE 20. TtO see if the Town will vote to Tlaise and appropri
ateor flransfer from availabLe funds in the trea;sury the sum of 
$7,000.00 to ~replace ,the 4" cast iron pipe with 8" transite on Conwell 
street from Bradford Street to dead endi at 27 Coruwell Street and 
extend! the 8" tr.ansite pipe Ito •connect with 10" main at Cemetery 
Road, a total distance of aro:rroximately 1,100 feet. (On requJest of the 
Selectmen). 
Reoommendied by the Finance Comrmittee. 
Mo\1'00 by Ra]jph Calrpentel" that the Town vote to mise and' appro-
pri.a.te the sum of '$7,000 to ·rep1a:ce the 4" cast iron pipe with 8" 
(tratl!Site on Conwell Street from 'Bradfm'dl Street to dead end! at 27 
Conwell Street and extendJ .the 8" transite pipe to connect with ' 10" 
main at Cemetery Road!, a total distance ~ ~oxima.tely 1,100 
feet. · 
Ma-rion Perry offere()) an .amendimlent "to tie i:n .on the new 12 inch 
line on BradlfoTidl Street anidl not on the old! 8" line." 
The amendlment w.as paJSsedl. 
Motion as amendledl carried. 
ARTICLE 2l. To sae i:f .the Tow.n will vote to mise and SJppro-
priate 101r transfen from available funds in the treaiSUry' the sum of 
$3,500.00 for the PU11POSe of replacing a dead! end 2" steel ·pipe with 
6" tl'ansite pipe on Brown street from Pleasant street to Shank-
Painter Road for a distance of a~pproximately 640 feet and connect-
ing with a 6" mam in Slhanlcl'ainte.r Road and eiliminating the dead 
end. (On il'equest of the Selectmen.). 
Reoommendledl by the Finance Committee. 
IM<Nedi by William Wlhite that the Town vote .to raise and appro-
!Priate the sum of $3,500 for the purpo~e of replacing a dead! end 2" 
steel pipe with 6" transite ptpe on Bl10\Vn Street from Pl!easant Street 
to Sh>allkPanter Roadl for a distance o1l awroximately 640 feet and 
connecting JWitlh a 6" main in Shank:Painter Road! and eliminating the 
dead end. 
Motion camed. \ 
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ARTICLE 22. To see if the To:wn will vote to raise andi appropri-
te or transfer :llrom available funds in the treasury 1lhe ~m of 
; 2 700.00 to replare the 4" cast i:ron pi!Pe with 6" transite p~pe on 
B~gs Street from COmmercial Street to Brladrfordl Street, a distance 
of approximately 325 feet. (On request of .the Selectmen) 
Recommended by the Finance Committee. 
Moved! by Marion Taves that the Town vote to. raise :mdl a;wro~ 
priate 1the sum of $2,700.00 to rep1Jace the 4'' ~ast 1ron iplipe :w11lh 6 
transite pipe on Balllgs St~t flrom Cbmmercwll Street to Brad!ford 
street, a distance of appoxlliillately 325 Jleet. . . 
Amended by Nathan Malclhman "to tie in on the new 12 mc'h line, 
and not on the old: 8 inCh line". 
Motion tas amen<fud! carrried. 
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vkJite .to ;raise andi apprqpri-
te or transfer from available :fulndS in the treasury the sum of 
;2,100.00 to replace the 2" steel .1pipe . with. 6" transite on Bangs 
street .and' install a hydrant .at dleadl end, a distance of 340 f>Eiet ~ 
Bradford Street northerly to dead end. (Oill il'equest of the Select-
men) · . 
Rec<Jmlriendoo .by the Finance '' Oo:mmittee. 
Moved by Rald;fu. Carpenter that 1Jb.e Town vote to r~se a~d. aP;: 
propriate the sum of $2,100 to replace the 2" steel p1pe w1th 6 
transite pipe on Bantgs Street and install a 'h.y•d'rant at dlead end, a 
distance of 340 feet from Bradford! Street northerly to diead end. 
Moti'on JCall"Tied. 
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appl'O!Pri-
ate or transfler from ~ailable fundis in the ;treas~ the sum . of 
$13,600.00., or an~ other sum, for 1Jhe :puq>ose of cleanmg w.at:r mams 
.to include 24, 960 :fleet of 10'' pipe from ro>rlh Truro ~pm.g ~ta-
tion to Gosnold Street andl treating watar system Wlth sodium 
llaphosplh:ate . (On request of .the Selectmen) _ 
Finance .Committee ;recommendls one year's delay because of heavy 
exlpense of repl:aci.nlg street water lilnes. 
MJ,ovedl by Ralph C~er that the Town vote t? raise and! 
propriate the sum of $13,960 :!lor the p~ of clearung wat:r mains
ro include 24,960 feet of 10" pipe from North ~o pumping sta-
.tion to Gosnold.Street and treating waten system With sod1um hexa-
metaphiosphate. 
The motion ws not not
ARTICLE 45. To see if the Town will vote to .raise and aippropri-
ate or transfer :f:rolm available funds in the treasury the sum of 
$2.100.00, or any other sum, for the purohase of ~ 6 cylinider, ~-
dloor Station W.a~gon for the Police De~partment, With the old cruiSer 
to be ,given in tra!d'e, or to take any otlher ac~ in relation thereto. 
(On request of the Police Department) 
Not recammendled:. Finance Committee believes above vehicle 
can be run for one more year in .the interest of econJomy. 
.Moved! by C!htief of Police F.rands H. IM<Jrshall, that the Town rvote 
to raise and! aP!Propriate the sum of $2,100.00 for the purchase o! a 
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6 cylinder, four-door Station Wagon for the Police Department, with 
tr.e old cruiser to be given in trade. 
The motion was not carried. (See discussion ,on :reconsideration, 
flollOIWing Article 52) 
ARTICLE 46. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate or transfer from available funds in the treasury tihe sum of 
$1,500.00 or any other sum, for the celebration of an Old! Home Week 
Rrogram to be held :nrom Saturday, June 29, to July 1, 1963, to in-
clude Blessing o1! tihe Fleet ceremonies on Sunidlay, June 30. (On te-
quest of tihe Selectmen). · 
Finance Committee recammen<fu $1,000.00, 4 to 1 in the i.nlterest 
of economy. 
· · Moved! by William W!hite that the Town vote to raise andJ appro-
pl'iate the sum of $1,500.00 for .the celebmtion of an Old! Home "Week 
Program to be ihe1dJ kom Saturday, June 29 to July 1, 1963, to mclud'e 
Blessing of the . Fleet ceremonies Oil! Sunday, June 30. 
Tihe motion 'W'aS -carried. 
. ARTICLE 47. To see if the Town will vote to raise and l!~Ppr'Oipli-
ate or. transfer from a:vaUable funds in the treasury tihe sum of 
$3,500.00 for the purchase of new equipment for tlhe Town's Dental 
Clinic ·at the Veterail!S M'emO!rial School, or to ta!ke any other action 
in relati'O!l .thereto. (On request of the Boa:rldl of Health) 
Finance Committee .recoinmendls $3,000.0()1. 
Mlovedl by RaltPh Carpenter that the Town vote to raise and a~ppro-
·priC~~te the sum of $3,500 for the ~pm.chase of new equipment for 1:lhe 
Town's Dental Clindlc ·at the Veterans M:enrorial .School. 
Motion carried!. 
ARTICLE 48. To see i!f the ToWill will rvote to aoe~t Gene'J.'9,1 Laws 
OhaJpter 40, Section 8C, entitled "ConSierVation Commissions: Estab-
lishment, Powers and Duties". (On request of Matthew J. Costa and 
others) 
Moved by J osepih Collinson that tlhe Tow:n vote to accept General 
_Daiws Cih~r. 40, Section ~. entitled! ''Ccmservation Cbimttn:issions: 
Esta~bli$hment, Powers and Duties". -
Motion carried. 
ARTiqLE 49. To see if the Town will vote to establislh. a Conser1ve-
tion C'OIIllllllilssion in aoOO!l'dance with Chapter 40, Section 8C Oif the 
GeneralLaws of Massachusetts, or take anyr other aJCtion relative 
tlhttreto. (On request of Matthew J. Costa and others) 
Mioved by Joseph Colli!nson that the Town vote to establisih a. 
ConservationCommission in accordance with Chapter 40, Section 8C. 
o:ll 11hJe General La!ws o:ll IMiassa-ch!usetts. 
Motion carried!. 
A,RTLCLE •50. To see if th eTown :will vote to na.ise amd appi-opri-
ate or tr!lltl.S;fer £rom available fundls in the trea.s"UTy the sum of 
$2,200.00, ar any other sum fon repatrs to the slate toof of the Town 
Ha:ltl., or to take any other action in relation thereto. (On ~uest of 
the· Selectmeill) 
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ReCOmmendedJ by the Finance Committee. 
!Moved by William W!hite that .tihe Town vote to mise and aPP'i"<l'"' 
priate the sum o:ll $2,200 for repairs to the ,slate rOO!f of the Town Hall. 
Motion carried!. 
ARTICLE 51. To see if tihe 'fuwn will. vote to :raise andl awro:i>ri-
te or transiler trom available :1\unds in the treasury the sum of 
$410.00 :for the pu!fohase andi instatl:ation Off five safetyor crashbars 
on exit doors of taJU.ditorium of ·Tow"n Hall as reqUll'ed by l!a:w. (On 
request qf the Selectmen) . . 
Reconimenderdl by the Finance Cbmmi.ttee. 
Moved! tbyt Wdlliam White that the Town vote to raise and a!plprO-
priate the sum o:ll $410 for purohase and! installation of five saftey
or crash bars on exit doors .Qllllllllidd.torium of Town: Hall as requrred 
by law. 
Motion cattdedl. 
ARTIC!LE 52. To see tl .the Town will vote to accept Public Lalw 
560, 83rd Congress, ;as aanend'ed, and that th~ .Boru'd o~ ~1ec1m;en 
and Town Manager be autihorized to enter mto negotratlons WI~ 
the Adlllliinistmtor of Howsilllg and ., Home FinallJCe to awly for Fea-
eral Funds and that the Board of Selectmen ;andi Town Manager _be 
ootborixedl to expend! the same for surveys, plans and reports with
estimates Oif tlhe ,cost of a Town drainagesewerageand water studies
in all its various phaseswith the understand!ing that the Town will 
reimburse the Fedeml Government for that part of :the cost ofthe
surveys allocated! to a particular sewer water. or drainageprojectif 
andl wihen the pa,rticular sewer, water or dramage project 1s subse-
quently voted! 1by the Town, said project survey to be made 'by an 
engineer approvedJ hy tihe administrator, and! that the Town aruthor-
ize the Treasurer · witlh the aP!PI"oval of the Selectmen, to borrow 
from the United! States Gowxnment undler tihe terms of Public La!W 
560 as amendled, fQr the pU!I1pOSe W: makliing ·said survey for the 
~n,, ar to take any other action relatmg thereto. (On request of 
the Selec~en) 
MovedJ :by Selectman Ra:liph Carpenter that fue Town vote to ac-
cept Public Law 560, 83rd Congress, as amended, and that .tihe Board 
'Of Selectmen and Town Mana:ge:r be authorized to enter mto nego-
tiations witih the Adlministrator of Hlousi;n.g and Home Finance to 
alPPl'Y' for Federal Fundls and that the Boaro of Selectmen and town
Manager ibe authorized to expend the same for surveys plans and 
·reports rwith estimates of the oost of a towndrainage sewerage
and water studies •in all its various phasesWith the understandmg 
that tlhe Town will reimbUJrse tihe Federal Government far that part 
of the cost of the surveys alloca:tedJ to •a: particular sewer, water or 
drain:age project if and when the particular sewer, water or drainage
project issubsequently voted iby the administrator, and trat the Town 
authorize the Treasurer witih the approval of the Selectmen to bor-
row from the United States Govc•rnment under the terms of Public 
Law 560, 11s· amend~ for . the p\ll1pose of making said survey for the 
'I' own. 
:Lrvihg Rogers offered the fullowing amendment: 
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Moved that "tihis article be amenrled b . . 
monies borrowed! and! expenid'ed for by Survey the :words 'all 
01' othercosts pertaining . to for studies, surveys plan
water budjetexpensesandthe waterdepartmentbe includedon th Th water tax commitment ,, e 
e am.end.ment was car.ried.. · 
The · . original motionwas not caxllied. 34 Yes- 42 No. 
At this tune Pcilice Chief Francis !Miall' 
be reconsidered, presentintg a !Petitio ~ e1 moved .that Article 45 
Mlarshall asked the people n rive even signatures Mr 
heard explaining .that thearticledeprive him of the right tobe
realized thedid not ihave th fl bad/ been voted on before he e oor
!Mbtion; to reconsider was car.ried. 
. ARTICLE 45. To see if the Town will . 
ate or tmnsfer :lirom available fundS m vote to ralSe and appropil'i-
$2,100.00, or aDYf other sum, fo th the treasury the sum of 
d'OOl' Station wa:goo fur tihe P ~ ' ~ptll"ohase of a .6 cy!l.inder, :l!our-
to be given in trade or to tak.o ce epartmenlt, with the old cruiser 
(On request of the ~oli D e ·any olber aetion in relation thereto 
·. . ce eparlment) · 
Not recommended Finoance . . can be run fur one ~ore ye.ar in cth~tttee believes above v~hicle 
~ · · . e m erest of economy 
. . m, this reconsiderecll Article was not carri-" 52 Y . · · A """'• es - 62 No 
RTICLE '53. To see if the TOWill . . . 
ate . or transfer :llrom available fun:~ wote to raise and appr<Xpri-
. $90~.0~ or any other sum, for ;till m . the treasury the ISUm of 
refrideratorforthe acape End ManorEnd of a commercial
. 'Recommend~_., b th F' . . request of the S'electmen) 
""-" ' Y' e mance Clommitt 
a\Ioved by Ralph Cru:'Penter that ee. 
· pri.a,te .the sum orf $900 for the , :e Town vote to r~ise and appro-. erator for the Cape End Man!ur ase of a commercial type refrig-
. Motion. carried!. · 
ARTICLE 54. To see if the T . . Article to sell. ()II' traa::JjSf ow:n will vote to autho~e the Town 
· old fire engine !mown as e~~·~e Oape CodPi1grim Association an 
. conditions draw:n U'P by the Boardofashington. HandTub upon
. Counsel. (On request of the Board! of Fire Engineers and Town
Moved by James Roderick that th gmeers) 
Town Manager to sell or transfer to : ~n V'Ote to autJhorize the 
Alssociation an: old! fire en · e pe Cod Pilgrilrl Memodal 
Hand TUJb" upon conditi~ k;nown as the "George Washington 
eers and Town Counsel awn up by the Board of Fire Engine-
Johln Snow moved to am~d that th tub 
.Qod Pilgrim MemorialMemorial Association for exhibition Purpoto the cape 
The motion as am ded' t . purposes. - 'ed: en o be loaned for exh'b't' . .. <;arr1 ·. 1 1 1o.n purposes was 
ARTICLE 55. To !See ill the ToWill ·wil . . 
ate or trans'.fer from <Wailable fun& ~ vote to ralse and aPIProprl-
$6,,500.00 for the !PUI'POse o£ contract· lD .the treasury .the suni of 
partment of Commerce for .the preparation of Mae Massachusettts Plan studiesDe-of as er Plan\studies of 
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entire townshiP, such sum to be expended only if thre~-fourths 
of the total planning program costs aTe provided by the Federal 
government under Section 701 of Title VII o:ti the Houding Act of 
19
54 as amended, or take any other action in relationthereto. (On 
requestof the Plannin.g Board) 
Not recommended. Fmance Oommittee feels tbat 1lhis proposal 
can wait. · 
:Moved by Nicholas Wells, Chairman of the Planning Board, that 
th.e Town vote to raise and ap!pl"opriate the sum of $6500 for the 
purPOse of contracting witih the Massaohusetts Department of Com-
mercefor .the preparation oil !Master Plan' tStudies of the entire town
l:lhip, such sum to be expended only if three-fourths of the total 
planning program costs are provided by the Federal Government 
under Section 701 of Title VII of the Housing Act of 1954 as amend-
ed· 
~ion: carried. 
ARTICLE 56. To see if. .the Town will. vote to amend: the T()IW'D 
Compensation· Pla:n. by i.ncre$ing the salary of the Tree Warden 
l[rom $150.00 pe\1' year to $500 .. 00 per year with the Tree Warden to 
tarke over the additional duties andi resp()!Il.Sibilities of Insect Pest 
Control and Dutclh Elm Disease. :: (On request of the Town Manager) 
RecoJ1liiDendred :by the Filillanoe Committee, 4 ro 1. 
(Moved .by William White that the Town vote to amend the Town 
ComJP€1IlSation .Rlan !by incre~i.n,g the salary of the Tree Warden 
from $150 to $500 per year with! .the Tree Warden to take over the 
add!i.Uonal duties and :respo!IlSilbilities of Insect Pest Control and! Dutch 
Elm Disease. 
Motion carried!, 78 Yes - 0 No . 
_ARTICLE 57. To see if the Town will vote to requ~t the Town 
Planning Board to study the acllvisability, ihold public hearings and 
report to a future Town Meeting on tihe adlvisa:bility of establishing 
an "Historic District on CO'ffiiilll8l'Cial Street" either by State Legis1a-
. tion or by means .of preserrving andi controlling exterior achitectural 
desi-gn of private buHd'ings a'Illd gaining recognition for Commercial 
Street as the most famous Street in America. (On request of the 
Town Manager) 
. Moved bY William White that the Town vote to request the Town 
: Planning Board to stud'Yi the adlvisa~bility, hold\ !PUblic hearings and 
• ~rt to a future ToWill Meeting on the adivisalbility of establiooing 
·an "Historic District on Commercial Street" either by State Legisla-
tion or by means of local zoning ordinance provisions for the pur-
. pose of preserving and! controlling exterior a:rchitectural d~ign of 
private buildings an'dl gaining ·recognition for Commercial Street as 
the most famous street in America. 
. :· ": Motion carried. 
ARTICLE 58. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Town 
Pers()[)Jlel By-Law under Section IV Compensation Grades-Salary 
and Wage SChedule., so as to (1) Strike out Patrolman under Grade 
VIII and !Place position of Patrolman under Grade X, with new sal-
ar;i!: range of $3980-$4170-$4360-$4550, (2) Strike out rposition of 
95 
' Police Sergeant under Grade X and Foreman. .and Superintendent 
of Cemetery under Grade IX .and ;pJ.ace pooition of PoUce Sergeant, 
Foreman lmd S'l.llperintendent of Cemetery under Grade XI, with 
new salary range of $466{}.-$4785-$4910-$5035. (3) Strike out position 
.all S~rinteiident of Streets, Superintendent of Water Department 
under Grade X 8iildi /POSition of Town Treasurer-Collector under 
Grade XI and! place under Gra:de XII withi new salary schedule of 
$5160-$5260-$5360-$5460, ( 4) Strike out ipOSition of Supervisor of 
Nurses ·under Grad!e X an~cli position o:f Poli<ee Chief and Town Clerk... 
A,ccountant under Grade XII 3!Ild establish new Grade XIII, with 
position of Chief of Police, Town C1erk-Ac'Countant and new position 
ali Admindstoo:tor-Head' Nurse ·with new salary schedule of $5500-
$5650-$5800-$5950-$6100. (On request Oif the To~ Manager) 
Not recommended. Finaince Cbmmittee believes that if Pay Pla:n 
is tlhis out-diated., it needs to be done over :llrom top to bottom before 
any more dlamage is done ,throu·gh tll.is patoh'WOI'k process. 
Moved by Ra"]pb. Cai!Penter th.at the Town vote to amend the Town 
· Persoamel By -{Law under Section IV Compensation Gr.ides-Salary 
and Wage Schedule, so as to (1) Strike out Patrolman wnder Grade 
VIII .and iPlace position: of Patrolman~ under Grade X, with new sal· 
ary range of $3980-$4170-$4360-$4550, (2) Strike out position of 
Police Sergeant under Grade X and ForeilUill1 and Superintendent of 
Cemetery under Grade IX and\ place position: of Police Sengeant, 
Foreman and Superintendent of Cemetery under Grede XI. with 
. new salary range of $4660-$4785-$5035. (3) Strike out !POSition of 
Superintendent of Streets, SU:permtendent of Water DE!Parlment .un-
der Grade X andl IPQSition of Town Treasurer-Collector under Grade 
XI and ,place U(Ilder Grald:e XII with new sa1ary ySidhed'u!le Oif $5160-
$5260-$5360-$5460, ( 4) Stritk:e out tPQSition o~ Supervisor of Nurses 
nnder Grade X and' position. of Police Chief and Towno C1erk-Account-
ant under Grade XII and esta:blish new Grade XIII, with position of 
Administrator-Head! Nlurse with new salary sclbedule .odl $5500-$5650-
. $5800-$5960-$6100, (5) Strike out iPOSition df Administrator. Cape 
End Manor from Grarlle IX of Personnel By-Law. 
Eugene Poyant offered! ,an amendment that this Axticle be voted 
on by secret ballot. 
Th.e .amendment was n.qt carried. 
The motion !Was 'll.Ot carried, 36 Yes - 59 No. 
.ARTICLE 59. To see if the Town will. VIOite to raise and appropri-
ate or trans:tler :firom .availaible funds in the treasury. fue sum of 
$1,672.50 .to adjust salaries Qf Town empl~s in aocord'an<ee with 
Article 56 and Article 58 ( exdud'i!n.g the Police Department ;provided 
for in tlhe Police Budget), and to become effective as of April 1, 1963. 
(On request Qf .the Town Mlana:ger) 
Not recommended by the Finance Committee. 
Moved! by Raliph Carpenter that Article 59 'be ind'eftnitely post-
poned. 
Motion carried. 
ARTICLE 60. To se.e if the Town wlJl vote to raise and atP'Pl"opri-
ate or .transfer from arvailia'ble :llunds in the treasury ~e sum of 
$500.00, or any other sum, to be used' fur expenses of Area Redevel-
96 
\ 
ent .and .A!Ccelerated Public Works Programs beneficial to the 
town andto e:x;pended under the directionof the Town !MJanager. 
(On request of the Selectmen) 
Recommended by the Finance Committee . 
Moved! by William White tihat the Town vote to raise and appropriate
t tJhe sum of $500 to be used for expenses of Area Redevelopmmit 
andAccelerated! public Works Programs beneficial .to the Town ,s:nd 
to be expended under t~e direction of _the To!Wn Manager. 
. Motion oarried. 
ARTICLE 61. To see if the town will vote to. accept a gift .of 
$1,000.00 from Mr. B. B. Wills., Tolohester LinesCompanyor others
asa contdbution toward the cost of construction od: a new dolphin 
at the southwest corner of the TO'W'Il Wharf and. authorize t:hr.'Town 
Man.ager to use the same :fior the ;p~s.e. (Or: r~uest o~)lie Select-
men) :. 
Moved bY' William Wlhite that the Town vote to accept a gift" of 
$1000 from :Mr. B. B. Wills, Tolclhester Lines Company or ·oth~S?-li's 
a contributicm toward the cost of construetion~ of a n~:doliPhin at 
the southwest CO!'Iler of the Town Wharf and' · authonze·-the Town 
Manager to use the same for the '' !Purpooe. 
. ' 
ARTICLE 62. To see if tlhe Town wilil vo(te. to r.aise and appropri
ate or transfer from avaiJ;a;ble fundS in tlhe treasury .the 'sum of 
$1,800.00, or .an'Y' otlher sum, for .the purposeof completingthe ren-
ovation of thecell!block room in the Police Station (On · request 
ofFrancis H. !Marshall and\ others) .. 
recommended tby the Finance C'ommittee. . . . . 
Movedby Francis Marshall that j;he Town· vote to raise and:. ap-
propriate the sum of $1800 for tlhe purpose .of completingthe renova
tion of the cell iblock room in thePoliceStation
oarried:. ' :·. 
,At .this Point Framcis Marshallmoved! to reconsider Aa:ticle ·· 58, 
presenting a petition signed iby ele~en voters. . 
The vote to recosider was not carried. .. 
Article 63. To seeif the Town will vote::. to raise and appropri-
ate or transferfrom available funds in the treru;ury th<e sum . of 
$4,230.00 :fio.r the installation of an Air Horn alarmsystem to be in-
staJiled on Town Hall roof to replace the present srren. (On. request 
of thie Boardl of Fire Engineers) . 
Not recommended. Finance Committeehas heardconflicingstor-
ies fr.oml reputable sources. 
Moved iby James Rodoeriek that ·the To~ vote to :aise and !1!1'-
propriate the sum of $4,230 :fior the inStallation O!f an. Air Hurn a~l'!lll 
system to be installed on Town; Hall roo.Ji to replace. the ~nt s1ren. 
JM1otion c.arned. . .. 
ARTICLE 64. ·To see if tlhe Town will wte ro raise and appr?Pri-
ate or transfer from available funds in · tlhe · treasury tihe sum·· .of 
$5,000.QO for improvements and! maintenance o:li Motta· M:emona:l 
Field ~ to take 'alll.Y other action in relation 
of William Tashaandothers thereto. on
Finance Committee recommends
!Moved byWilliamTasha that the Town . 
privatethesumof $3 f . vote to raise andappro-
Memorial Field ' forimprovemnets andmaintenanceof Motta
Motion carried
article65. To seeifthe Townwill vote to raise
ate or transfer from available funds in the trea and appropri-
to reimburse the following . . the sum ot 
in 1962 to theTown' of Provincetowncreditors for goods furnished
Police Department
Duarte Motors Inc. 
BettencourtMachine Company
Provincetown Auto Body Inc. 
VeteransBenefits
FreeHospital for Women
Children'sHospital 
Adams"Pharmacy, Inc. 
ThomasF. Perry M. D. 
JacksonRice, M. D. 
Daruel H. Hiebert, M. D. 
Tillie's Store
A&P Tea Company Inc.
Marcey Oil Company
CapeEndManor
AcmeLaundryCo., Inc.
A&P Tea Company Onc.
CapeCodTermites&Pesteontrol 
CommonwealthofMassachusetts
Hall's Cleaners
Murrays
N Nemasket Transportation
OakGrove SurgicalSupplyCo.
Cottage Street Drainage
Francis J. Alves 
543.68 
287.36 
57.75 
49.75 
16.13 
232.77 
352.87 
77.75 
275.52 
332.97 
1,,.318.27 
1,195.51 
Recommendedby the Finance Committee Finance . . 
believes there is noexcusefor manyofthesebills .ce Committee
being lateMoved byRalphCarpenter that the Town vote is
propriate thesumof$3 75 . to raise and ap-
goods furnished in 1962 'to tb.e p thecreditors listed for 
Provincetown
Motion carried
article66. To see if the Town ill . 
a street light on PoleNo. 53/9 on Cemeteryto mstall andmaintain
JohnS. Edwards and others Road on request of
Recommendedby theFinance Committee
\ 
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Moved byMarion Taves thettheTownvote to install andmain-
tain a street lightonPole No. 53/9 onCemetery Road . . .. 
Motioncarried
articel67. To see if the Town willvote to raiseand appropri-
ate or transfer from available funds in the treasury the sum. of 
oranyothersum foruse by the Board: of assessors to-
wardreductionof the 1963 tax rate. onrequest of theselectmen
Finance committeewill makerecommendationsat TownMeeting. 
moved .by Marion Perrythat the Town vote to transfer thesum
of foruseby the Boardl of assessors towards reduction of
the 1963 tax rate. 
motion carried. 
article68. To see iftheTownwill voteto raise andappropri-
ate or transter from available funds in the treasury the sum of
oranyothersum for the constructionof drainagesystem
on FishburnCourt (On request of theSelectmen) 
recommendedby theFinanceCommittee
Movedl tby WilliamWhitethat theTownvote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of for the construction ofdrainagesystem on 
FishburnCourt
Motion carried. 
ARTICLE 69. To see if the Town will vote to authorizeanddirect 
the Board ofSelectmen and Town Manager to establish a parking
feesystem for the Town Parking Areaat MacMillan Wharf and 
raise and appropriate or transfer from available funds in the treas-
ury the sumof oranyothersum,to install an automatic
gatesystem!or regulation and collection of fees
recommendedby the Finance Committee
Walter Harding moved that article 69 be indefinitely postponed
' . 
Motion to indefinitely postpone notcarried
moved byRalph Carpenter that the. Town vote.to authorizeand
direct the Board of Selectmen and Town Manager to establish a 
parkingfee system for the TownParkingareaatMacMillan Wharf
andtransferfrom Parking Meter Revolving Fundthesumof
to installan automaticgate systemfor regulationand collection. of
fees. 
Motion carried57 Yes - 30no
movedby IrvingRogers thatthismeeting.be adjourneduntil Mon-
day March 18, 1963, for the purpose of takingup Article70 for the 
election of Townofficers, and' that thepollsinCaucusHall be opened
at 11 o'clock A.M. and closed at 7 o'clock P .M., and immediately
following the official announcement of the election returns bythe
Moderator the meeting bedisolved
Motion carried, 57 Yes - 30no.
the1meeting wasadjournedat P. M.
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march 18, 1962 
The moderatoropened the meetingat A.M. 
movedbymoderatorFrancisSteele totakeuparticle70
Motioncarried. 
ARTICLE 70 To choosethe followingTown Officersonone ballot
onemoderatorfor a .term ofone year. 
twoSelectmen forthreeyears
one member of the schoolcommittee for threeyears
onememberoftheschoolcommitteefor on:e year. 
questionL 
shallchapter 32B of theGeneral Lwas authorizing any country
city town or districtto providea planof group life insurancegroup 
accidentaldeathor dismemberment insurance, and group general or 
blankethospital surgicalandmedicalinsurancefor certain persons
in theservice of suchcountycitytown or district andtheir depend-
ents, beacceptedby thisTown
questionIL 
shall the Town vote to accept the provisionsofGeneral Laws 
Chapter 31, Section 47, so that permanent membersoftheLabor
Service in the Town of Provincetown shall ibe subject to thepro-
visions of this chapter andl be placed within the classified Civil
Service
'. . 
Warden for Elections Thomas Francis
Registrars: Thomas FrancisWarrenSilva, Mabel StillingsWilliam
McCaffrey
Tellers Thomas Francis, WarrenSilva MabelStillings Josephine
Mitchell Josephine Cook Vilena Woods Arthur Bickers Burton
Kenney, GraceThompson RichardJennings Joseph Lewis, Anthony
SouzaWilliamCosta, JohnPatrick CliftonCrawley
The. tellers weresupplied withlists oftheregisteredvoters of the 
Towntheballot:box was shown to be empty, andthekeywasde-
livered to the Chief of Police Francis H. Marshall
At seven P.M. thepollswere closed 900ballotshavingbeencast. 
11 beingabsentee voters. 
the votes were counted andrecorded theresultofthe election 
was read by the Moderator .as follows
moderatorone year-Vote forone 
Francis J. Steele, 22 WinthropStreet 
selectmen .three years-vote for two
Ralph s. Carpenter 11 Commercial Street
AnthonyP.Tarvers 1 78BradfordStreet 
WarrenA. AlexanderJr., 26 Conant Street
FernandoGonsalves 14 JohnsonStreet
Eldred Mower:y, Jr., 535 Commercial Street
NapoleonPoyant 32 StandishStreet
100
.\ 
. 803
374 
288 
154 
197 
. 
. 51 
George J. Ross, Jr., 173 BradfordStreet
John C. Snow 7 Carver Street 
schoolcommittee threeyears vote for one
Raymond w. Souza 5 BradfordAcres
schoolcommitteeone year-voteforone 
MaryL. Silva, 348 CommercialStreet 
QUESTION I.
139 
391 
shallChapter of the General Laws authorizingany county
city, town or district to provide a planofgroup life insurancegroup
accidental death anddismemberment insurance and group general 
or blanket hospitalsurgical andmedical insurance for certainper-
sons in the service of such county, city townordistrict and their
dependents, beacceptedby this Town
questionII. 
YES 340
no456 
shall the town vote to accept the provisionsofGeneralLaws 
Chapter 31, Section 47, so that permanent membersof theLabor
Service intheTownofProvincetown shallbe subject to the provi-
sions of this chapter and beplacedwithin theclassifiedCivil Ser-
vice
YES 293 
no483 
Moderator Francis Steele declared the Town Meeting adjourned
at 
Attest: William J. McCaffrey TownClerk 
report of THE town accountant
thefollowing is an itemized account of the financial trans-.. 
actionsof the town for the .year ending December 31, 1963. 
townof'PROVINCETOWN 
balancesheet-December31, 1963 
debits
assets
Cash General 
accounts receivable
taxes
. pollLevy of 1962
. . poll Levy of 1963 
personal Levy of 1961 . 
personal Levy of 1962 
: personal Levy of 1963 
: ' 
216.87 
2,986.95 
Real Estate, Levy of 1959 
Real Estate, Levy of 
Real Estate. Levy .of 1961 
realestate levyof 1962 16,841.26 
Real estateLevy of1963 
M.V. excise levyof 69.18 
M.V. excise Levy of 1961 314.13 
M.V. Excise, levy of 1962 
. M.V. excise Levy of 1963 12,712.91 
vessel excise Levy of . 
Vessel Excise, Levy of 1963 
Tax titles
Barnstable county Dogs 
Departmental: 
MacMillan Wharf
Rentals 585.25 
Miscellaneous sales 88.34 
Health department 637.71 
Cape End Manor 
Old Age Assistance
Aid to Dependent Children 1,467.43 
Veterans' Benefits 
road Machinery 
Aid to Highways: 
state $6,258.24 
County 3,129.12 
Provincetown Airport : 
Federal 
state
Water rates $16,444.76 
Water Liens 6,837.29 
Total Assets 
3,514.00 
89,196.34 
14,898.54 
36,934.81 
46,827.54 
$47,476.27 
credits
\ 
\ 
AND RESERVES 
Gift Town d 
Barnstable County Dog Refun 
Tailings
Barnstable County Tax 
state mosquito control. 
stateparks& reservations
. small Library Fund 
Care (Bequests) 
Cemetery-Perpetual Care (Income) 
sale of Cemetery lots
cemetery donations
o.A.A. recoveries
Road machinery Fund 
Revolving funds. 
Provincetown airport
Parking meters-parking Lot 
parking Meters--Street 
School Lunch 
School Athletics 
Public law
public law#864 
us. Grants: 
debits
oldAge assistance Administration 
Aid to Dependent Children . . . 
Aid to department children-administration
Disability assistance . . . 
disability A:ssistance-Admmistratlon 
medicalassistance for aged administration
Medical assistance for aged
SmithHugher-George Barden Fund
reserveFund-Overlay surplus
unexpended Appropriation Balances 
excess saleLands of Low Value 
overlays Reserved for Abatements: 
$7.96 
Levy of 1956 1 833 15 
Levyof 1958 1'so5'22 
Levy of 1959 
levy of 
967.79 
Credits 
353.19 
1,127.19 
162.51 
3,633.31 
$778.59 
1,235.31 
316.59 
3,645.81 . 
$346.96 
5,684.56 
17.81 
129.56 
1,174.19 
385.71 
95,228.81 
829.18 
of 1961 
Levy of 1962 . 4,614.12 
934.45 
Levy of 1963 
Revenue Reserved until collected
Motor vehicle excise
vessel Excise 
Tax titles
departmental
Aid to Highways 
airport grants
water
surplus
Total liabilitiesand Reserves 
$14,898.54 
14,616.48 
36,934.81 
9,387.36 
46,827.54 
6,965.97 
... APPROPRlATION BALANCES 
Transferred to Revenue, December 31, 1963 
finance committee-expense
finance committee-res. Fund 
selectmen-expense
parking system - MacMillan Parking Lot 
Town manager-expenses
townclerk-expenses
town accountant-expenses
towntreauruer & collector-expenses
assessors-expenses
legal Services 
planning Board-Personal Services 
planning board-expenses
zoning Board . of . appeals-personal services
zoning Board of. appeals-expenses
Elections &. Town Meetings-Personal services
Eleotions & Town Meetings-Expenses 
Town Hall-expenses
Town Hall-Plans <Art. 15, 1961) 
Town Hall-Replacing Trees 
town Hall-coinLocks 
Town hall-safety Bars for doors
Town Hall-Cell Block Room 
Police-personal services
firedepartment-personal Services 
Fire department-expenses
Street Lighting 
shellfish-expense
sealer of Wefglits-Expense 
Building inspector-expense
Inspector of animals-expense
Dutch Elm Protection 
treewarden-expense
civil Defense-Expense 
parking Meters 
Health-Personal services
Health-Expenses 
Dental clinic equipment
street-personalservices
street-cottage St. Drainage 
street-chapter 90 Land Damages 
Town Wharf-Personal services
Town wharf-expense
welfare-general relief
CapeEnd Manor-personalServices 
Cape End Manor-expenses
Cape End Maron-septicTank 
Cape End Manor-grounds
Cape End Manor-sprinklersystem
Cape End Manor-New refrigerator
O.A.A. . 
A. D.C.
D.A. 
M.A.A. 
Veterans Benefits-Expenses 
Veterans benefits-cash grants
Schools-Main account
$23.85 
174.38 
38.29 
3.82 
147.58 
4.93 
595.63 
.73 
27.89 
15.11 
11.31 
23.43 
42.65 
393.54 
661.43 
. 
5.38 
172.75 
34.39 
. 
. 951.86 
641.72 
12.48 
69.49 
2,116.13 
566.81 
. 
9.13 
3 
4,645.49 
vocational school
cafeteria
ult Education 
linrary-personal Services 
library-expenses
library-windows
recreation-personalservices
recreation-expenses
patriotic observances
Christmas Lighting 
parkingLot leases
town Insurance . 
ter Pumping-Personal services
' E ses water Pumpmg- xpen 
waterService-Personal Services 
water Service-Expenses 
wateradministration-expenses
cemeteries-personal services
cemeteries-expenses
Interest on Debt 
Interest on Temporary Loans 
141.25 
348.48 
46.25 
51.86 
55.87 
326.19 
229.96 
335.10 
224.11 
1,733.62 
112.83 
257.73 
112.28 
statement OF surplus
December 31, 1963 
balance January 1, 1963 
Add: 
tax title redemptions
taxtitle Disclaimer 
chapter90collections
Audit 
1963 Revenue 
deduct
Tax Titles 
transfers 1963 .A.T.M. 
To Reduce 1963 Tax rate
Audit 
surplus balance December 31, 
less outstanding taxes
Levy of 1959 
levyof 1960
levy of 1961 
levy of 1962 
levy of 1963 
less overdraft B. C. Dogs 
free cash
$1,161.79 
7,851.86 
1963 
2,491.87 
17,181.44 
73,221.63 
105 
Debits Credits 
$168,617.28 
4,519.42 
5,373.44 
6,322.11 
7,161.26 
41,261.56 
---
57,913.65 
$175,341.42 
$82,439.28 
STATEMENT OF CASH year-1963
Cash Balance, January 1, 1963 
cash receipts1963: 
Taxes: 
current year
real Estate 
Personal Property 
Polls 
Previous Years: 
real estate
personsl Property 
polls
From state
meal Tax 
Corporation Tax 
Income tax
vocational Education 
national defense
chapter782, acts of 1962 
school Construction 
chapter 69 & 71 
miscelaneous
old Age assistance
Aid to Dependent children
Disability assistance
Medical Aid for Aged 
veterans' Benefits 
Other Cities & Towns 
O.A.A. Recoveries 
From Federal Government: 
Old Age Assistance 
Aid to Dependent children
Disability assistance
Medical Aid to Aged 
School Lunch 
Chapter highway construction
state
county
Tax Title Redemptions 
Barnstable County Dogs 
cemeteries
sale of Lots 
Bequest 
interest
Fees 
departmental Accounts Receivable: 
MacMillan wharf
property Rentals 
Cape End Manor
Miscellaneous 
106 
debits credits
$713,864.13 
$599,409.76 
55,683.58 
656,675.36 
$62,289.33 
2,458.21 
64,793.54 
$4,869.32 
56,614.36 
14,645.61 
4,163.52 
21,758.69 
21,414.61 
9,876.26 
222,355.81 
32,475.28 
122,850.79 
3,317.87 
6,322.11 
2,529.18 
998.69 
16,341.19 . . 
... 
\ 
Revolving Funds: 
Airport 
school Lunch (Town) 
School athletics
parking Meters 
comfort station
Temporary Loans 
serialLoans 
Refunds & Cancelled checks
witholding Tax-Federal 
Withholding tax-state
contributory Retirement 
Gift to Town 
public Service Enterprise: 
Water Revenue 
Water Liens 
Schools: 
Academic Tuition 
Vocational school
miscellaneous
Miscellaneous: 
Motor Vehicle Excise 
Vessel Excise 
Library Fines 
court Fines 
Nurse Fees 
unloading Fish Fees 
Lab fees-CapeEnd Manor
local Licenses 
Town clerk Fees 
Dental clinic
Police Fees 
sealerFees 
Gas & OilPermits 
variance Fees 
Premiums on bonds
Miscellaneous Sales 
interest & costs on Taxes 
Redemption Interest on T. T. 
debits
cash balance Jan. 1, 1963 plus 1963 Receipts 
Add Audit Adjustments 9/24/ 63 
Deduct disbursements 1/1/63 thru 12/31/63 
cash balanceDecember 31, 1963
rate
of 
Int. 
2.4% 
2.5% 
2.2% 
2.6% 
3.5% 
2.9% 
3.1% 
3.1% 
. 
ofProvincetown
January 1, 1964 
schedule of Debt & Interest statment
interest principal
dateof Date of outstanding due to paymentsdue 
classificationof issue issue maturity Jan.1, 1964 maturity in 1964
Wharf Loan, Acts of1955 8/1/55 8/1/75 . 
Water 'Main Loan '3/1/65 
Loan, Acts of 1952 4/1/53 4/1/78 
School loan Acts of 1948 5/1/54 5/1/73 . 
sea wall Loan 7/1/58 .. 7/1/68 
Airport Loan 
Parking lot Loan 11/1/61 11/1/71 
School Project Loan, 
Acts of 1948 
School Remodeling Loan 
Total Debt outstanding
Total Interest 
--
Total Debt and Interest Outstanding 
-
interest
due in 
1964 
townOF provincetown
January1, 1964 
schedule of Debt & Interest Statement 
rate interest principal interest
of dateof Date of outstanding due to paymentsdue duein 
Int. classificationof issue issue maturity Jan. 1, 1964 maturity in 
2.4% Wharf Loan, Acts of
water Main Loan 3/1/65 
2.5% Water Loan, acts of 1952 4/1/53 225,odo.oo 
2.2% School loanActs of 1948 
2.6% Sea Wall Loan 7/1/58 7/1/68 
. 3.5% Airport Loan 
2.9% parking Lot Loan 11/1/61 
3.1% school project loan
acts of 1948 
3.1% School Remodeling Loan 
Total Debt Outstanding 
Total Interest outstanding
totalDebt and Interest outstanding
appropriations oth ... total expended cr balance
constructionON or transfers reservefund credits transfered Dec.
To revenue forward to 
other Jan.
townhall-newpiping
town hall-windowsashes
town hall-repairs to slateroof
town hall Borck room
firedept.  Johnson streetstation
Ch.90 roads 1961
R ds 66oo,oo 
roads-Allemany drainage
cottagestreetdrainage
Holwayavenue drainage
2,5oo.oo repair town landings
replacement of Fences 
Motta field improvements
MacMillan parking Lot .oo .oo 
Brown Streetreconstructionon 
Fishburn Court drainage
Wharf-partial repairs
to,ooo.oo boat landing floats toooo.oo 
new sea wall . 1oooo.oo 
airport
septic tank
grounds
P.M.I - interiorrepairs e .. 
161.73 P.M.I. sprinklersystem 6oo.oo 
schools addition
repairs to high school 1oooo.oo Ll librabry
grounds
gravel wells . 
main-Conant street
mainMontellostreet
main Aldenroad 1481.17 
Conwell street 1481.17 
mainBrownstreet 1ooo.oo 
main-Bangs street . 
Bangsstreet 2 oo.oo 
21oo.oo 
capitoal expenditures
other credits
balance appropriations fund total expended or
Jan. transfers other credits transfered Dec. To reserve forward to 
Jon, 1 1 
equipment and supplies
town hall n locks
hall-safetybars
town hall r horn
Dent n equipment 25 
166.25 
s.6oo.oo 
228.60 
parkingsystem
Redevelopment soo.oo 
Point profile
town master.. plan
town hall-engineering 1128.75 4o.oo 4o.oo 
hall-trees 11.31 
town hall-spotpainting
town hallclock
land damages 2554.72 
cemeteryperpet. care 552.17 
Howard survey
P, F.und 
operatingTl NG expenditures 'MES balance appropriations other credits Toter expended or balance to
Jan. transfers Rea. fund credits transferred Dec. revenue forwardto other
Jan.
general government
moderator-pers. services
secretary-finance committee
finance committee-expense
26.15 
secretary-selectmen n 
4oo.oo 4oo.oo town manager-pers. services
town manager-expense
town clerk-pers. services
town clerk-expense
817.46 
town accountant-pers. services
town accountant-expense .oo 
79.99 treasurer-pers. servicesCol 
147.58 
ces 
counsel
legal services
4.93 4.93 
secretary-planning Boord 
planning board-expense
1 595.63 
secretary-zoninglng board
zoning board-expenses o 
ns.oo Elect meetings-pers. serv.
elections Town meetings-expense
annual reports
1570.75 1570.75 
town ces 
town hallpers. services
15.11 15.11 
balance To forward to appropriations other credits total Expended 
Dec. revenue Jan.
balance
credits transferred. Jan. transfers Res. Fund 
XX other
protection of persons property
ploicePers. services x6o.oo 
1 
Pol bills
7.50 
393.54 
firedept. Services 
xx26.46 fireDept.- Expenses 
Dog officerservices
Ambulance Hrre 3ooo.oo 
661;43 14338.57 Street lighting
shellfishconstable services
Shell constable Expense .. 
6.56 
sealerof Wgts. measures
. sealer of Wgts. measures
Bu ding inspector Services 
building ding Inspector-Expense 
rt ng inspector services
wiring lnspecta--Expense 
of animals
of 
inspector of slaughtewring
Dutch Elm Protection 
insect Pest Control 6oo.oo 
greenhead Fly Control 375.6o 
treewarden Servt 
treewarden 127.25. 172.75 
civil defense services 5oo.oo 
276.o6 
465.61 
civil defense
parking meters
2132.66 
operating expenditures
other expended or balance forward
balance appropriationsor x Res. Fund Total Credits Tramsferred Dec. 31, 1963 To Revenue to Jan. 1,1964
Jan. 1. 1963 x Transfers xx Other
HEALTH & SANITATION
Health-Pers.Services 10106.00 9.524.95 581-05 581.05 
HeaI th, Expense 4ti.o.oo 4oliO.oo 3,858.80 181.20 181.20 
Rubbish-Pers. Services 15300.00 XX3o50 15303.50 15,303-50 
Rubbish-Expense 135o.oo,, xxf:f>o73 1522.86 1,522.86 
x106.1 
30796.00 176.36 30972·36 3(),210.11 762.2!) 762.2!) 
HIGHWAYS
StreetOept Pers.Servl ces 11!410.00 33310.00 32.358.14 951.1l6 951.86 
x18900.00 txx'i!!)Oo5~} 
Street DeptDeptExpense 14600.00 tt119.23 15969·79 15,969·79 
Street Dept .-1962-BII is 230.00 230.00 230.00 -
1-" MacMillan Wharf-Pers. Services 3230.00 x600.oo 3830.00 3,817.52 12.48 ' 12.48 
1-" MacMillan Wharf-Expense 3793·00 xx.75 3793-75 3.360.01 433·74 433·74 
• tJ:o MacMillan Wharf-1962-Bills 1150.00 1150.00 1,150.00 
5§313.00 . _1970.54 58283.54 56,885.46 1398.08 1398.08 
CHAR TIES & VETERAN''S SERVICESS
Welfare-Pers. Services 9600.00 9600.00 9,60o.oo 
Welfare-Expense 1412.50 1412~50 1,412.~ 
General Relief 5000.00 )0(~·93· 5653-93 5.564· ~.49 l$.49 
Cape End Manor-Pers. Services 599114.00 x ,4o 5mo.4o 57.854.27 2116.13 2116.13 
Cape End Manor-Expense 25664.00 lOC60o.oo 26264.00 '25,576.23 '1117·77 7.07·77 
Cape End Manor-1962 Bills 1195.51 1195.51 1,195.51 
Old Age Assistance 22541.28- )0(2796.94 25~!1.22 25,254.02 64.20 64.20 
Aid to Dependent Children 5000._00 822.07 5822.07 5.74t.22 80.85 80.85 
DisabilityAssistance 13000.00 xx1017.87 14o17.87 13,911.1,2 106.45 106.45 
Medical Care for Aged 28786.05 54.55 2864o.60 27,991.09 -849.51 849.51 
Veteran'sBenefit s-Pers. Services
Veteran's Benefitts-Expense 125.00 125.00 115.87 9.13 9.13 
Veteran'sBenefits-Cash Grants 17000.00, ~:~ 18104.22 17,711.14 393.08 393o08 Veteran'sBenefits-1962 Bills 1318.27 1318.27 1,318.27 
1916£.61 7075.96 198682.59 1Sil;26§.9e 
OPERATING EXPENDITURES, 1963 
Forward
other Expended or Balance To Revenue to Jan. 1,1964 
Appropriations x Res.Fund 
Total Transferred Dec. 3.1, 1963 
Balance xx Other Credits
Jan. 1,1963 orxTransfer
6645~49 4.645-49 2000o00 
290311.00 2~·51 4()5,20 SCHOOLS 7 LIBRARY 290310.00 xx1.00 399·80 4()5,20 
School-Main Account
24805·00 9763.20 36·80 
36.80 
24805·00 9800.00 254,00 ~·00 Vocational School 9800.00 700.00 41<6·00 141.2!; .25 Caferteria 700.00 8060.00 7916.75 ·· 348.48 348·48 Adult Education 8060.00 J485.00 3136-52 
Library-Pers. Servic .. _3485.00 329329~76 7831.22 5831.22 
2000.00 
Library-Expense 1.00 337161.00 337160,00 
10004.61 156-~ 
156.~9 
RECREATION 7 UNCLASSIFIED 10160.00 104. 3 10160.00 4519.35 1.4 .92 1~. 3 ~1.86 
Recreation .. Pers. Servtces 45.10.00 xx9o35 2610.00 2556.14 
51.86 
Recree t1 on-Expense 2610.00 350.00 350,00 
PatroiticObservances 350.00 xx6.68 1506.68 
1506.68 55·67 
Feeding Birds 1500.00 2000.00 1~.13 
Old Home Week 2000.CIC) 3000.00 3000.00 
Christmas Lighting 3000.00 
23777.48 J66.55 
368.55 
Advertising Town 24146.03 
24130.00 16.03 
13394-90 335·10 
335.10 
ENTERPRISES & CEMETERIES 13730.00 224.11 224-11 13730.00 -- 7634.99 7410.88 Ji08.52 wATER (Pump ing)-Pers. Services xx34·99 11821.48 W>S.52 7600.00 12230.00 1733·62 1733·62 Water (Pumping)-Expense . . 12230.00 5911.73 4178.11 
Water (Service-Pers. Serv. 5500.00 >1'<411.73 2771·00 2771,0C 112.83 112.83 Water (Service)-Expense . 2771.00 238~.50 23719.67 257·73 Water (Administration)-Pers. Service 23832'.50 117 .oo 11482.27 
257.73 . 
Water (Adminis tration)-Expense x5200.00 x500.00 356~::,; 112.26 Cemeteries-Pers. Service 6040.00 3700.95 112.28 
Cemeteries-Pers. Service 34oO•OO x300.95 78366.98 3164.19 
j1e4.19 
Ceme teres-Expense
80303.50 1247.67 
81551<17 
.. 
9Jj!ilo3.7B Bll3l9ll.~o l!~.B!I 
,1!9~.1!B :!0150.150 
GRAND TOTAL-OPERATING BI!B3715.tl! l;'ll!7. lo 
EXPENDI
MISCELLANEOUS, 1965 
Other Credits Total Expended or Balance Forward to 
Balance Appropriation x Res. Fund Credits Transferred Dec. To Revenue Jan. 1,1964 
Jan. 1,196:!1 or x Transfer xx Other
MISCELLANEOUS FINANCE
MaturingDebt 98400.00 98400.00 98400.00 
Intereston Debt 29383.40 2928}.40 2928e·40 100.00 100.00 
Intereston Temp. Loans 1000.00 1000.00 75 .60 245.40 245.40 
County Retirement 14383.5~ xx18.75 14402.28 14402.28 
Parking Lot Lease x1200.00 1200.00 873.81 326.19 }26.19" 
Town Insurance 20300.00 xx35.00 21735.00 21505.04 229.96 229.96 
x14oo.oo 
F irnance Comm. Res. Fund 5000.00 10000.00 9825.62 174.38 174.36 
x5000.00 
Temporary Loans lCX100000.00 100000.00 100000.00 
174666.93 101453·75 276120.66 275044·75 1075.93 1075.93 
ToP. Meters Revolving Fund 
MSCELLANEOUS EXPENDITURES
Barnstable County Tax 5175.50 88076.10 93251.60 88167.50 50B!,.10 5084.10 
Tax Title Foraclosures 256.~ 256.~ 44.00 212.~ 212.34 
StateMosquito Control .01 5401.52 5407·53 5389.52 18.01 18.01 
StateP. Reservations 278.42 2879·53 3157.95 3512.85 -354.90 -354.90 
Overlay-1963 13821.39 13821.39 12886.94 934.45 9~·45 
Withholding Tax-Federal x66735.18 66735.18 667}5.18 
Withholding Tax-State x 4917.15 4977.15 4977.15 
ContributoryRetirement x14114.1o 14114.10 14114.10 
B. County-Dogs x 645.50 . 645·50 647.30 -1.60 -1.60 
Ceme tery-Bequests 200.00 )( 1450.00 1650.00 1550.00 100.00 100.00 
Cemetery-Income x23Q65.54 23065.54 17035.57 6029.97 &;29.97 
Airport-Revolving Fund 66o7.59 17}0.00 6337·59 954.13 1J.83.46 7363.46 
School Lunch 451)'.71 ><35297·06 39810.71 33398.46 12.31 6412.31 
O.A.A. Federal Grants 6458.72 x59835.71 66294.43 66294.43 
M.A.A.. Federal Grants 1213.95 x29699.69 30913.64 30597·05 316.59 316.59 . 
247a4.24 ~7734.47 372438.71 ~c3a4.18 261~.53 261~.53 
GRAND TOTAL
Miscellaneous 247a4.24 5224o1.J~o 101453·75 648559.39 621~6.93 27210.46 1075.93 26134:53 
Respectfullysubmitted,
\ 
REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
The following annual report of theTown Clerkfor the year ending 
December31, 1963 isherewith submitted. 
TOWN CLERK'S FEES 
Code Fees 
Marriage Intentions
Birth Certificates
Marriage Certificates
Death Certificates
Miscellaneous
SPORTING LICENSES 
RESIDENT Citizens Fishing
Resident Citizens Hunting 
Resident Citizens Sporting
Resident Citizens Minor Fishing
Resident Citizens Female Fishing
Special Non-Resident Fishing
Duplicate
Archery Deer
DOGS REGISTERED
Male
Female 
Spayed Female 
117 
$425.00 
68.00 
111.00 
29.00 
'24.00 
63.00 
$720.00 
35 
222 
35 
16 
9 
4 
3 
22" 
346 
199 
28 
75 
MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN 1963 
Date Name 
January
5 Manuel JosephSouza 
Laura. Curtis
February
15 . Kenneth Gibbs Gregory 
Luene Beatrice Silva
16 FrancisAnthony Silva
Carol Ann Silva
16 Richard Joseph Hopwood 
Dorothy Ann Wilson
ia- Charles Ellis Brown 
Georgianna Santos (Davis) 
23 John Gregory 
N orah Pierson
April
20 Antone Charles Costa
Avis Lou Johnson 
25 Paul Ricardo Flores 
Patricia Ann Ferreira 
June 
22 . Clement Casimer Kacergis 
Marilyn Rose Marcou
29 John Francis Mendes 
Janet Wilda Roy 
29 David Laurent Hautanen 
Mary Ellen Curry
29 Michel Durand 
Barbara Lee Schlachman
July 
5 William Craig Fell 
Virginia Ruth Vaughan
17 William Lee Clark
Irene Isabela Schmitt
20 Frank James Carlos, Jr. 
Mary Ann Sullivan
27 Ralph Joseph Drew 
Kathleen Ann Souza
August
1 Woodrow Charles Lodding
Madaline Holtz (Laibman
9 Lawrence Anthony Greeley 
Marianna Andrews 
19 John Albert Oberlander 
Vanessa Pierce
29 Jack Allen Krueger 
Annette Lee Mass 
118 
Residence
Provincetown 
Chatham
Provincetown
Provincetown
Provincetown
Provincetown 
Provincetown Provincetown 
Tottenham, Canada 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Barnstable 
Provincetown New Haven Conn.
New Haven, conn. . ' 
Provincetown
Provincetown
Provincetown
Provincetown
Provincetown
Newton•, Mass. 
Provincetown 
Uxbridge 
Provincetown 
New Bedford 
Wash. D.C.
Silver Springs,
Provincetown
Harwich 
Newton, Mass. 
Uxbridge, Mass.
New Bedford 
Provincetown 
Md. 
Elmira, N.Y. Provincetown 
Horseheads, N.Y. 
Bakersfield, Calif. Provincetown 
New York 
Provincetown Weymouth 
Weymouth 
Waldo,Fla. North Truro 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Holyoke, Mass. Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Appleton, Wis. Provincetown
Bronx, N.Y. 
\ 
MARRIAGES-Continued 
Name 
August
Larryt Kenneth Feest 
31 susan Ruth Jason
31 
Christopher John Rees
Helen MacKenszie
September
Walter Wesley Barnes 
7 Michal Elizabeth Thomas 
7 
Wayne George Perry
Louise Rose Patrick
7 Arthur
Robert Williams
Carol Ann Costa (Rego) 
7 Edward Alexander Sears
Carole Frances Oif
14 Robert Paul Silva
Carol Ann Salvador
21 Philip George Prada . 
Ida Jane Sell 
21 Neil Gordon Nickerson 
Virginia Irene Riley 
21 Dieter Wiesner
Barbara Ann McAnistan 
October 
12 Ronald Anthony Pavao
Carol Ann DeMello 
19 Clovis Leo Poyant
Virginia Joseph Worth (Enos) 
25 Charles Michael. Leigh
Christine Ann Johnson
November 
9 Joseph Manuel Souza, Jr. 
EmmaLouise Perry <Smith) 
9 Lester Irma Hautanen 
Elizabeth Ann Bennett 
za Robert JosephHebert 
YvetteMarieGermain
26 Wayne Arthur Timm 
Jane Bridgett O'Brien 
December
John Roger. Snyder
Micheline Richard
Placeof 
Residence Marriage
Wolcott, Conn. Provincetown
Provincetown
Toronto, Canada Provincetown
London, Ont.
Dorset, Ohio Provincetown
Provincetown 
North Truro Provincetown
Provincetown 
Provincetown Province town
Provincetown 
South Bend, Ind. Provincetown.. 
Cleveland, Ohio
Provincetown Provincetown. 
Provincetown 
Provincetown Orleans
Orleans 
ProvincetoWiD Provincetown
Hyannis
,., 
Provincetown ProvincetoWll 
Brewster 
Provincetown Provincetown 
Provincetown
Hyannis Provincetown
Provincetown 
Provincetown Barnstable
Brewster, N.Y.
.. 
Provincetown North Truro
North Truro
Provincetown Provincetown. 
Provincetown 
Provincetown Provincetown 
Montreal, Canada
Provincetown Harwich 
Poultney, Vt.
Provincetown Provincetown
Montreal, Canada 
Provincetown Provincetown 
14 Francis HerbertRego 
RoseannaMarcia Kelley (Salvador) Provincetown Provincetown Attleboro, Mass.
28 DuaneAlden Steele
Elizabeth Hope Brown 
Michael Angelo Rorro, Jr. 
Naomi Irene Tarvis
119 
Attleboro 
RosellePark,N.J. Provincetown
Provincetown 
DEATHS REGISTERED IN 1963 
Date Name Y. 
January
1 Amy Look (Wood) 
9 a Joseph Alves 58 
12 b Edith M. Morton 67 
16" Elizabeth HannahSmith 
(Kaye) 92 
22 Anthony T. Prada 89 
February
7 Carrie Ethel McClelland 93 
8 Carlos Maria Goveia 83 
8 Helen Crowley 55 
19 Louis Morris Snow 90 
19 . cJohn James Tasha 84 
23 d Mary Elizabeth
Marshall <Dutra) 82 
24 Mary Cabral Enos 81 
March 
4 Joseph BarnardSilva 10 
5 Gertrude Boynton Head 88 
9 e Mary Souza Palheiro 
(Ramos) 76 
28 Anna Lowe 84 
April
5 Fred Eugene Benson 80 
May 
31 Marion Edith Capwell 84 
31 eLauren W. Cook 61 
June 
M.D. Cause of Death 
6 13 CerebralVascular
0 18 Massive pulmonary embolism
6 9 Cachexia 
0 26 Lobar Pneumonia 
11 10 Arteriosclerotic Heart
Disease
2 24 Cerebral Hemorrhage 
7 15 Cerebral Embolism
3 2 Cerebral Hemorrhages with
convulsions 
9 17 Broncho Pneumonia
6 18 Carcinoma of stomach
Myocardial Infraction
4 26 
8 16 Cerebral Hemorrhage 
1 7 Drowned 
2 22 CerebralEmbolisin following
fracture of righthumerus
7 2 Pulmonary Embolism 
5 11 Arteriosclerotic Heart
Disease 
7 20 Cerebral Hemorrhage 
6 8 Pulmonary Edema 
1 10 Carcinoma left lung and
mediastinum 
6 e Emily Marshall (Veara) 74 6 15 Nephrosclerosis withUremia 
and Arteriosclerotic Heart 
Disease 
July 
14 Lillian Mackenzie
19 Ann Gilmore 
August 
8 e Edwin Howard Lewis 
16 f Kenneth Joseph Mves 
31 g Joanna Augustus
Roderick
93 8 14 
42 11 14 
62 
33 
86 
6 23 
0 15 
3 24 
120 
Carcinoma ry# the liver with 
jaundice 
Brain Tumor, Cyst of third 
ventricle
Adenocarcinoma of Colon 
Plane Crash 
Cardiac decompensation
\ 
DEATHs-continued 
Y. M.D. cause of Death 
Date Name
september 
9 e Dorothy Martin <Krebs) 48 4 6 
Mesentene Thrombosis,acute
October
WilliamNickerson Rogers 56 6 1 
Coronary Thrombosis
1 
6 Joseph Marshall 
Mary Cecelia Hill 15 
cMariaA. Souza (Rego)23 
November _ 
1 Ada Francis Weed . 
4 JohnAnderson Francis
19 Annie E. Suker
23 Frank Gracie
December 
7 Dorothea Elaine Perry 
Joanna Sylvester 
13 Lillie Emily Varney 
17 h Isaiah Lewis
21 cAntone Merrill 
24 e Albert Almeida 
26 Nanno Freerk DeGroot
27 d Frank A. Andrews
29 eManuel Meads 
29 c Margaret Scott Milby
29 Levi Patrick 
\ 
86 7 10 
73 11 16 
72 4 29 
73 6 7 
63 11 15 
100 3 7 
82 2 4 
42 1 21 
76 1 11 
78 10 23 
87 1 11 
68 5 29 
77 7 20 
50 9 3 
68 6 26 
75 7 19 
11 Hrs. 
85 1 4 
a-Died in Boston 
b--oDied in Foxborough 
c-Died in Barnstable
d-Diedin Taunton
e-Died in Bourne 
f-Died in Korea 
g-Died in Acushnet
h-Died in Framingham
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Metastatic Carcinoma
Pleural Effusion 
Cardiac arrest following 
surgery for cancer of the 
sigmoidcolon 
Coronary Thrombosis
Ruptured Aneuryson of the
abdominal Aorta with
massive hemorrhage
Cerebral Vascular Accident 
Profound Cerebral Hemor-
rhage
Profound Infarction and
thrombosisof the mesen-
tery artery causing
volvulos 
Coronary Thrombosis
Pulmonary Edema 
Acute MyocardialInfarction
Acute ulcerative Colitis
Hemorrhage fromesophageal
varix 
MetastaticCarcinoma
Cerebral Infarction
Coronaryocclusion acute 
Prematurity 
Carcinoma of lip and neck
with generalmetastasis
BIRTHS REGISTEREDIN ~963 Parents
Date
January
3 
12 
15 
19 
22 
27 
28 
Name
LisaMarie Harris
Karen Ann Crawley . 
Deborah Lucille Souza
Heidi Lynn Avallone
KarenMarie Randall
Daniel Elden Joseph
JeanneMarie Fritz 
February
3 LindaJeanCabral il Candice Marie Peters
20 Karen JeanneSilva
21 Kelly Rae Doyle . 
27 Robert Michell Gillies
28 Peter DavidCote
March
4 
13 
13 
28 
April
2 
4 
11 
May
1 
10 
26 
I 
7 
8 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
18 . 
20 
2~ 
22 
29 
~ July 
11 
17 
19 
20 
29 
August
JoMarie Oliver
Patricia JeanVeara
Stephen Frank Enos . 
DianaCecilia Pacellini
HelenMary Adams
PaulDouglas Roderick 
LisaMarie Smith
Henriquede Jesus Souza 
RobertLee Heelan 
Andria Ann Lema 
Elizabeth Ann Fay 
Karen Lee Costa 
Sandra Lee Corcoran 
*Lou Ann Buckland 
*George Wesley Felton 
Mary Lou Cordeiro . 
Robert David Fratus, Jr. 
Stephen Scott Gregory 
*Michael David Motta 
Brett Christopher DeMello
PaulThomas Lambrou 
Eric Alan Coats 
FreemanSmith Watson, Jr. 
Steven Scott Souza
Mark Christopher Travers 
*Collen Mae Ventura 
Tracy Anne Ferreira
*Cheryl Lynn Costa
Erika Heiberg Ross 
1 ' Scott Douglas Perry
7 LeslieJune Butler
12· Kathryn Jeanne Armstrong 
12 *Juliana Maria Dodd 
13 *Christopher Michael Hill 
17 Nancy Willis Hann
20 *Kathleen Ann Perry
20 Paul Richard Silva
25 Christopher Paul Martinez
28 Holly Ann Houk 
. ' eeAlexander 
Robert Vernon & Floraleen neeOliver 
Warren Raphel &Deloris Jean nee Campbell 
Robert Kenn Lan nee Pereira
JohnAllan. & DonnaMarie nee Knowlton . 
John Francis & Leona nee Driscoll
. ChesterEugene && Jane ElizabethneeEnos 
& Shirley Ann nee Silva
LawrenceElmerJr.Mary Elizabeth nee Mitchell
Victor V1ctonne . Weed 
Antone & PatriciaLouise neenee Lema
MartinPatrick J n 
rt Mitchell & Rosanne nee aso . Rober H & Mary Louise nee Craig
David enry Mary
ond & Joan Shirley nee Ferreira
JosephRaymo & Nancy Jean neeCross 
Francis Ant ony& Jane Ann nee Brown 
Clayton Francis& Gladys Cecil nee Page
Victor Emanuel . 
Bertha Louise nee Martinot
Howard Dean& & Dolores Carmennee Lema
Raymond Jason & Ca.mila Ann nee Meads 
Stanley Thomas 
Ed. d & Odilia Constance nee DuartePeter war Anna nee Miller
William &J JoyceLodetta Frances nee Santos
Anthony, r 
Joseph Thomas & Margaret Jean nee Souza 
Jerome Lee & Sheila Elizabethnee Lussier
J rames Francis & Patricia Ann nee Souza 
Bobby Rae & Ellen Mae nee Steele
George Perley & Helen Bruce nee Jordan
Neil Joseph & Rachel Marienee DeSilva 
Robert David & Suzanne Barton neee Danilko 
Kenneth Gibbs & Luene Beatrice nee Silva
Ronald David& Patricia Maynee Malquias
Frank Thomas & Donna Lee nee Romano 
John Anest & MaryLoring nee Silva
Jerrold Vincent & JoannMorale nee Bollas ... 
Freeman Smith & Mildred Elizabethnee Joseph
John Stephen & Isabel Marie nee Duarte 
Anthony Victor & Judith Ann nee Murphy
Arthur Marcellines & Eileen Agnes nee Jason
Gordon Harold & Beverley Anne nee Cook 
Wayne Louis & Pauline Caroline nee Peters
George Joseph & Karin Margaret nee Heiberg
Russell Joseph & Margaret Roberta nee Smith
Edmund William & Lillian Veronica nee Martin 
Thomas Edward & Catherine Constance nee Guerreiro 
Harvey John & Wilhelmina Johanna nee Ooms
Edwasd Leo & Joan Maureen nee Heaven 
George Perry & Sylv·ia P1eroe nee Sherman 
stephen Joseph & Kathleen Mae nee Souza 
Robert Franklin & Veronica Mae nee Leonard 
Christopher John & Mary Eugue.nia nee Santos 
Gera~d Duwayne & Mary Jane nee Bruton 
·,, 
Date Name 
September 
7 *Deirdre Robinson 
20 •Eugene Suszek, Jr. 
22 *Whitney Kathryn Soum 
October 
2 
25 
26 
28 
•Glenn Gage Alexander 
•Paul Ricardo Flores, Jr. 
*Beth Ann DeSilva 
•Jeffrey Levere Perry 
November 
8 *Robin Lynn Martin 
•Joseph Mamuel Lema, Jr. 
*Kimberly Michelle Stephan 
8 
20 
December 
3 
14 
15 
18 
21 
22 
*Damianne Lea Strong 
*Gene Marie Smith 
•Stacey Ann Medeiros 
*Christina Macro 
:!:Richard Joseph Hopwood, Jr. 
*Margaret Scott Milby 
•-Born in Barnstable 
:t:-Born in Falmouth 
BmTH;s-continued 
Mark McCollom, Jr. & IJnda Lee nee Hood 
Eugene & Bernice Mae nee Davis 
Elmer Joseph & V:ivian Agnes nee Santos 
Warren Gage & Margaret Mary nee Thompson 
Paul Ricardo & Patricia Ann nee Ferreira 
Herman Raymond & Louise Mary nee Malaquias 
William Forrest & Dorothy Elaine nee Motta 
Robert Joseph & Margo Anill nee Plhillips 
Joseph Manuel & Margaret EHz81beth nee Thomas 
William August & Rose Marie nee Steele 
Johnny & Joyce Ann nee Perry 
Ronald Ralph & Frances Carol nee Carreiro 
William Kenneth & Marcia Mary nee Russell 
Joseph Michael & Martha Lee nee Silva 
·Richard J·oseph & DorO!thy Ann :nee Wilson 
Franklin James & Cynthia Duff nee Scott 
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JURY LIST-1963 
MALE JURORS 
Occupation 
BusineSS 
Mechanic 
Busiliess 
Business 
Chef 
Retired 
Salesman 
Retired 
U.S. Mail Carrier 
Retired 
Salesman 
Salesman 
BusineSS 
:same 
Alexander, warren, Jr. 
J\Ilthony, John 
Aresta• Manuel S. 
,AveUar, Justin F. 
BaUlie, Virgil 
Bowley, Clarence M. 
costa. Warren E. 
creamer. Joseph M. 
l)ayS, Bernard A. 
J)ea.Il, Robert J. 
DeSilva, Herman J. 
Enos, Clayton F. 
EnoS, Leonard E. 
GordOilll, William H. 
Irmer, Ernest 
Kenney, Burton 
Lewis, Joseph A. 
Lopes, Thomas J. 
Mitchell, Leo 
Moffet, Ross E. 
McKellar, William W. 
Silva, Edmund M. 
Silv,a, Warren C. 
Stmmons, Kenneth E. 
Stevens, Joseph E. 
Tarvers, Anthony P. 
Viera, John 
Volton, Frank 
Watson, Horace K. 
AdamS, Victoria S. 
Berman, Anita R. 
· Cook, Clara 
Hautanen, Eleanor 
Macara, Helen T. 
Malchman, Jean A. 
Marshall, Catherine 
Mendes, Beatrice M. 
Phillips, Germania C. 
Snow, Pearl A. 
Tarvers, Mary S. 
Address 
Conant St. 
Brown St. 
Carnes Ave. 
Bradford St. 
Commercial St. 
Center St. 
Carver St. 
Bangs St. 
Bradford St. 
Winslow St. 
Winthrop St. 
Bradford St. 
Conant St. 
Bradford St. Extension 
Brewster St. 
Busi>neSS 
Engineer 
Insurance Agent 
Health Agetllt 
Retired 
State Conservation 
Artist 
Retired~U.S.C.G. 
Retired-U.S.C.G. 
Pleasant St. 
Carver St. 
Conwell St. 
Mechanic St. 
eomniercial St. 
Bradford St. 
Bradford St. 
Bangs St. 
Brewster St. 
Watson's Court 
Bradford St. 
Bradford St. 
Pleasant St. 
Winthrop St. 
WOMEN JURORS 
Commercial St. 
commercial St. 
Commercial St. 
Commercial St. 
Commercial St. 
Commercial St. 
Hancock St. 
Retired 
Utility Foreman , 
Utility Man 
Selectman 
Bookkeeper 
Foreman 
Plant Operator 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Restaurant Prop. 
Telephone Operator 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Bank Teller 
Housewife 
Central St. 
Bradford St. Extension 
Race Road 
Housewife 
Waitress 
Housewife 
Bradford St. 
JURORS DRAWN IN 1963 
Che.f 
Baille, Virgil 
Gordon, William H. 
Irmer, Ernest 
Stevens, Joseph E. 
Tarvers, .AJruthony P. 
Viera, John 
Hautanen, Eleanor 
Malchman, Jean A. 
Commercial St. 
Bradford St. Extension 
Brewster St. 
Business 
Engineer 
Utility Man 
Selectman 
Bookkeeper 
Telephone Operator 
Housewife 
Watson's Oourt 
Bradford St. 
Bradford St. 
Commercial St. 
Commercial St. 
WILLIAM J. McCAFFREY 
Town Clerk 
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ANNUAL REP.OR.J 
of the 
School Committee 
and 
Superintendent of Schools 
of 
PROVINCETOWN, MASSACHUSETTS 
for the 
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1963 
In Memoriam 
JOSEPH ALVES 
School Committee Member from 1955-1963 
MARY CABRAL ENOS 
School Teacher 
Elementary School Teacher from 1904-1944 
REPORT OF SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
At a recent meeting of the School Committee it was voted: 
To accept the report of the Superintendent of Schools and 'to 
present it to the town as the report of the School Committee. 
HERMAN R. DeSILVA, Chairman 
CLARENCE M. BO~EY 
WILLIAM H: GORDON 
MRS. MARY L. SILVA 
RAYMOND W. SOUZA 
SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
Herman R. DeSilva, Chairman 
Raymond W. Souza Term Expires 1966 
Clarence M. Bowley Term Expires 1965 
William H. Gordon Term Expires 1965 
Herman R. DeSilva Term Expires 1964 
Mrs. Mary L. Silva Term Expires 1964 
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
Arthur P. Malchman 
Office: Provincetown High School 
Office open from 8:15 to 12 and 1 to 4:00 P.M., except Satur-
day. The Superintendent may be seen at his office by appoint-
ment. Telephone 560. 
SECRETARY TO SUPERINTENDENT 
Isabel M. D'Entremont 
PRINCIPAL, PROVINCETOWN · IDGH SCHOOL 
t1eorge F. Leyden 
SECRETARY TO IDGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL 
Mrs. Doris Roda 
PRINCIPAL, VETERANS MEMORIAL SCHOOL 
Mrs. Helen M. Lane 
SCHOOL PHYSICIAN 
Dr. Thomas F. Perry, Provincetown, Massachusetts 
SCHOOL NURSE 
Mrs. Helen Pierce, R.N. 
ATTENDANCE OFFICER 
Frank Aresta 
3 
/ 
/ 
~ 
/' 
Name of Teacher 
George F. Leyden, Prin. 
Paul R. Boire 
Ernest L. Carreiro, Jr. 
Walter M. Dagle 
Edward J. Dahill, Jr. 
Elizabeth L. DeRiggs 
Mary J. Jacobs 
Thomas A. Kane 
..,._ Mary C. Lewis 
Kathleen J. Medeiros 
David J. Murphy 
Phebe S. Rogers 
Mary D. Rowe 
Richard M. Santos 
Paul E. Seeley, Jr. 
Elmer I. Silva 
Bela J. Takacs 
/ 
Kendall M. Knowlton 
Clifford Z. Silva 
Helen M. Lane, Prin. 
Mary W. Alves 
Ruth R. Cabral 
Catherine B. Cadose 
Marjorie Couper 
Hilda M. Dennis 
Eva Dutra 
Miriam Faries 
Frances D. Francis 
Estelle C. Jenkins 
Coil Madeleine Perry 
Mary Rogers 
Marjorie F. Roza 
Helen C. Pierce, R.N. 
James J. Santos 
John L. Tufts 
Frederick W. Shaw, Jr. 
Mrs. Jesse Morgan 
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL 
PROVINCETOWN HIGH SCHOOL 
Salary Where Educated 
$7,500.00 Holy Cross College B.A 
$5,100.00 ~illiams College, iA. · 
$4,700.00 Fitchburg Teachers College, B.S. 
$5,100.00 Boston College, A.B. 
$7,100.00 Un~vers~ty of Notre Dame, B.S. 
$5,500.00 
Umversity of New Hampshire M Ed 
Sargen.t College, B. s. in Phy~. Ed. · 
$5,000.00 HyanniS Teachers College 
$5,400.00 Boston University 
$6,400.00 Bridgewater Teachers College, B.S. in Ed 
$6,200.00 Salem Teachers College, B. S. in Ed . 
$7,500.00 Ho.ly Cross College, Ph. B. · 
$5,800.00 Bndg~water Teachers College, B. S. in Ed 
$5,600.00 
F:ammgham Teachers College, B. S. in Ed $6,000.00 Fitchburg Teachers College . 
$4,800.00 Stonehill College, B.A. 
$6,500.00 Boston University, B. s. in Ed 
$ Bridgewater Teachers College M Ed 
4,500.00 Lebanon Valley College B s' . . 
PROVINCETOWN VOCATIONAL SC~O~L. 
$6,400.00 Medford Vocational School 
$5,000.00 
Fitchburg Teachers College 
Fitchburg Teachers College 
VETERANS MEMORIAL SCHOOL 
$6,500.00 New Britain Teachers College, New Britain 
$5,800.00 
$4,500.00 
$4,800.00 
$6,400.00 
$5,800.00 
$5,600.00 
$6,700.00 
$5,250.00 
$4,600.00 
$5,000.00 
$5,800.00 
$5,200.00 
Connecticut, B.E. 
Hyannis Teachers College 
Layton School of Art 
Hyannis Teachers College 
Miss. State College for Women, B.S. 
Hyannis Teachers College 
Central State Teachers College, Wisconsin 
Bryn Mawr College, A.B. 
T. E. Columbia University, M.A., Ed. D. 
Fitchburg Teachers College 
Lowell Normal School 
Hyannis Teachers College, B.S. in Ed. 
Hyannis Teachers College 
Worcester Normal School 
SCHOOL NURSE 
$4,000.00 St. Peter's Hospital, Albany, New York 
MUSIC SUPERVISORS 
$4,350.00 Boston University, B.M. 
$4,500.00 Drake University, B.M. 
Washington University, B.S., B.A. 
ART SUPERVISOR 
$3,900.00 Massachusetts School of Art, B.S. in Ed. 
HANDWRITING SUPERVISOR 
$700.00 Rinehart Handwriting System 
Began 
Service 
1926 
1963 
196~ 
1961 
1943 
1939 
1959 
1959 
1934 
1940 
1930 
1956 
1961 
1948 
1963 
1962 
1963 
1956 
1963 
1957 
1951 
1963 
1961 
1963 
1924 
1954 
1963 
1928 
1961 
1956 
1951 
1961 
1941 
1960 
1963 
1959 
1957 
CAFETERIA WORKERS 
Ruth G. Wilson 
Amelia Medei.i-os 
Etalvina Motta 
Fannie Fields 
Rosina Oliver 
Edith Peters 
Mabel Rich 
Provincetown Junior-Senior High School 
Provincetown Junior-Senior High School 
Provincetown Junior-Senior High School 
Veterans Memorial School 
Veterans Memorial School 
Veterans Memorial School 
Veterans Memorial School 
CUSTODIANS 
Frank Aresta 
Michael Bollas 
Gabriel Fratus 
James Sants 
Raymond Zawalick 
Provincetown Junior-Senior High School 
Provincetown Junior-Senior High School 
Provincetown Junior-Senior High School 
Veterans Memorial School 
Veterans Memorial School 
FINANCIAL REPORT 
For the Year ending December 31, 1963 
Appropriation: 
Public Schools 
School Cafeteria 
Vocational Education 
Adult Education 
Total Available Funds 
Total Expenditures 
Unexpended Balance, December 31, 1963 
Reimbursements and Receipts: 
Chapter 70-General School Fund 
Tuition - Truro 
Boys Day Vocational School 
Dental Clinic 
P. H. S. Athletic Association 
Vocational School 
Manual Arts 
Junior Practical Arts 
P. L. 864 
Deposits to Town Treasurer 
$288,310.00 
9,800.00 
24,805.00 
700.00 
$30,008.36 
30,910.42 
187.11 
845.00 
1,914.81 
10,553.78 
51.80 
4,057.12 
5,091.98 
48.00 
COST OF SCHOOLS 
Total Expenditures 
Total Reimbursements 
Net C<1st of Schools by Local Taxation 
6 
$323,615.00 
316,685.26 
$ 6,929.74 
$83,668.38 
$316,685.26 
83,668.38 
$233,016.88 
\ 
' \ 
SUMMARY OF ALL SCHOOL EXPENSES 
General Expense: $6,750.00 
superintendent's Salary 350.00 
superintendent's Expense 4,083.33 
Superintendent's Secretary 396.73 
office Supplies 100.00 
Attendance Officer 29.50 
School Committee Expense 
$11,709.56 
Expenses of Instruction: $163,354.32 
Teachers 13,863.94 
Principals 4,812.55 
Guidance Director 12,125.00 
Supervisors 3,498.00 
Substitutes 4,441.62 
Supplies 3,694.14 
Textbooks 1,258.98 
Workbooks 234.50 
commercial Machines 605.35 
Guidance Supplies 378.27 
Junior Practical Arts· 1,066.74 
Manual Arts 364.29 
Audio Visual Aids 249.32 
Prof. Mtgs. Mem. 488.70 
Science Supplies 
Act 2,189.80 National Defense Education 
$212,625.52 
Operating Expenses: $16,696.66 
Janitor's Wages 2,581.51 
Janitor's Supplies 9,752.42 
Fuel 3,957.35 
Electricity 1,903.87 
Telephone 291.71 
Water Tax 80.57 
Other Expenses 
$35,253.69 
Maintenance of Plant: $6,647.77 
Repairs 
$6,647.77 
Auxiliary Agencies: $4,000.00 
Nurse's Salary 
7 
Nurse's Supplies 
Graduation 
Libraries 
Driver Training 
School Doctor 
Athletics 
High School Secretary 
Activity Fund 
Transportation 
Household Arts: 
Salary 
Supplies 
Cafeteria: 
Salaries 
Supplies and Equipment 
Evening Practical Arts: 
Boys Day Vocational School· 
Salaries · 
Supplies 
Adult Education: 
74.73 
197.97 
613.27 
427.68 
200.00 
7,235.62 
1,680.50 
1,081.70 
382.25 
$5,466.64 
343.70 
$9,000.00 
763.20 
$11,733.28 
6,294.18 
$15,839.72 
$5,810.34 
$9,763.20 
$562.00 
$18,027.46 
446.00 
PROVINCETOWN SCHOOL L 
Balance on hand January 1 1963 UNCH ACCOUNT 
Receipts from January 1 i963 t D b $4,522.71 
From lunchroom sales' o ecem er 31, 1963: 
Federal Reimbursements $24,031.66 
Other 9,091.40 
Total Receipts for 1963 
Total disbursements for 1963 
11.70 
$33,134.76 
$37,657.47 
$31,236.16 
Balance on hand December 31, 1963 
The following are checks which .II b . $6,421.31 
December receipts WI e received after 1963: 
Lunchroom sales 
Other $1,969.07 
5.20 
8 
\ 
\ 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Ottober, November and December 2,939.20 
$4,913.47 
PROVINCETOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
SCHOOL CALENDAR FOR 1963 - 1964 
Open September 4, 1963 
Close December 20, 1963 (Noon) 16 weeks 
Open January 2, 1964 
Close February 14, 1964 7 weeks 
(Vacation one week) 
Open February 24, 1964 
Close April 17, 1964 8 weeks 
(Vacation one week) 
Open April 27, 1964 
Close June 12, 1964 7 weeks 
38 weeks 
Holidays 
$4,913,47 
74 days 
32 days 
39 days 
35 days 
180 days 
Barnstable County Teachers' Convention, Friday, October 11, 1963 
Veterans Day, Monday, November 11, 1963 
Thanksgiving Day and day following, November 28, 29, 1963 
Good Friday, March 27, 1964 
Holidays During Vacation 
Christmas Day, Wednesday, December 25, 1963 
New Years Day, Wednesday, January 1, 1964 
Patriot's Day, Monday, April 20, 1964 
ENROLLMENT, PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
PROVINCETOWN 
Grade 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
Jr. Practical Arts 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 
XI 
October 1, 1963 
Veterans Memorial Jr. High 
65 
57 
74 
45 
55 
55 
10 
9 
69 
67 
Sr. High 
54 
61 
54 
xn 
Vocational School 46 
32 
361 136 247 
Ages 
5-7 
SCHOOL CENSUS, OCTOBER 1963 
Boys Girls Total No. not in School 
46 51 97 24 
7-14 
14-16 
Over 16 
170 198 368 3 
71 56 127 9 
48 46 94 8 
335 351 686 44 
STATISTICS FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1962. 1963 
Total Enrollment ' 
Average Membership 762 
Average Attendance 709 
Percent of Attendance 673 
Number Enrolled between 5 and 7 95 
Number Enrolled between 7 and 16 98 
541 
AGE OF ADMISSION TO SCHOOL 
Any child wh b . · 
1 of the year fo~ow~~m:es~ ~e:rs of age on or before January 
sch9ol, may be admitted into t:e fi;~ w~en he 'Yishes to enter 
years of age who have no . s gra e. Pupils under seven 
permitted to' enter later th!:~~~~Y att~~ded school, shall not be 
in September. ays a er the opening of school 
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
Arthur P. Malchman 
I am pleased to submit m f' t . 
sideration. Y Irs annual report for your con-
I assumed my duties as Super· t d 
her 16 1963 I . f . m en ent of Schools on Novem-, · n VIew o this my rep t ill 
subsequent ones. However I have ~r d w ~ot be as complete as 
have ideas that seem to b~ rt' a e a ew observations and 
but as yet are not completel:ecr:;;~~d.our educational system 
The new addition to the High s h 1 
a better ~ducational environment. c ;;e :~::stionabl! has made 
general science labs now make it poss'bl t . try, biology, and 
struction in these areas Th ~ e . 0 raiSe the level of in-
Industrial Arts rooms ~ill a/:. ~ew ocational High School and 
or more opportunities to increase 
10 \ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
' 
the offerings in these areas. The Art Department now has its own 
room instead of using the cafeteria. 
There are many other facilities that have been improved. 
Therefore I strongly suggest that during 'the official "open house" 
day you visit and ask questions. 
For more detailed information and statistics please read Prin-
cipal Leyden's report. I also refer you to Mrs. Helen Lane's re-
port for a complete summary of the -elementary program. 
RESIGNATIONS AND RETffiEMENT 
Mr. Robert Callary, General Science teacher and Assistant 
Coach in the Provincetown High School resigned to accept another 
position in Lowell. 
Mrs. Irene Silva, English teacher in the Provincetown High 
School, resigned to accept another position in Yarmouth, Mass. 
Mr. John O'Connor, teacher of Biology in the Provincetown 
High School, resigned on April 30, 1963. 
Mr. Anton Kolz, Jr. teacher in the Vocational High School 
resigned in August 1963. 
Mr. Don MacCallum, Vocal Music Supervisor in Provincetown, 
resigned to take another position. 
Mr. William J. Costa, Principal of the Veterans Memorial 
School, resigned to accept another position in Millis, Mass. 
Mr. William T. Chambers, teacher of Grade VI in the Veterans 
Memorial School, resigned to accept a position in Hamilton, Mass. 
Mrs. Delphine DeRiggs, teacher of Grade IV in the Veterans 
Memorial School, retired in June 1963. 
Miss Helen Sylvia, teacher of Grade II in the Veterans Memo-
rial School, retired in June 1963. 
Mrs. Beatrice Wager, Secretary to the High School Principal, 
resigned in March 1963. 
Mr. William L. Roche, Superintendent of Schools, resigned on 
November 15, 1963 to accept another position. Mr. Roche is now 
General Manager of an insurance agency in Pawtucket, Rhode 
Island. ' 
Mr . .James Lennox, teacher of Biology in the Provincetown 
High School, resigned to accept another position. 
Mrs. Helen Daphnis, teacher of Grade IV in the Veterans Me-
morial School, resigned. 
Mr. Arthur P. Malchman, Principal of the Veterans Memorial 
School since September 1963, resigned to become Superintendent 
of Schools. 
Mrs. Helen Lane, teacher of Grade V at the Veterans Memo-
rial School, resigned to accept the position of Principal of the 
Veterans Memorial School. 
11 
APPOINTMENTS 
Mr. Paul R. Boire, graduate of Williams College, was appointed 
to teach Biology in the Provincetown High School. 
Mr. Paul E. Seeley, Jr., a graduate of Stonehill College, was 
appointed to teach English in the Provincetown Jr. Sr. High School. 
Mr. James Lennox was appointed to teach Biology in the 
Provincetown High School. 
Mr. Bela Takacs, a ·graduate of Lebanon Valley College, was 
appointed to teach Biology in the Provincetown High School. 
Mr. Clifford Z. Silva was appointed to teach related subjects 
in the Provincetown Vocational School. 
Mr. John L. Tufts, a graduate of Drake University and Wash-
ington University, was appointed Vocal Music Supervisor in the 
Provincetown Schools. 
Mr. Arthur P. Malchman, Guidance Director, was appointed 
as Principal of the Veterans Memorial School in September 1963 
and in November 1963 was elected Superintendent of Schools in 
Union # 14, Provincetown and Truro. 
Miss Miriam Faries, a graduate of Bryn Mawr College and 
Columbia University, was appointed as teacher of Grade VI at the 
Veterans Memorial School. 
Mrs. Helen Daphnis, a graduate of Hunter College, was ap-
pointed teacher of Grade IV in the Veterans Memorial School. 
Mrs. Marjorie Couper, a graduate of Mississippi State College 
for Women, was appointed as teacher of Grade II in the Veterans 
Memorial School. 
Mrs. Helen Lane, a graduate of New Britain Teachers College, 
and teacher of Grade V in the Veterans Memorial School, was 
elected Principal of the Veterans Memorial School. 
Mrs. Ruth Cabral was appointed as teacher of Grade V in the 
Veterans Memorial School. 
Mrs. Doris Roda was appointed as Secretary to the High School 
Principal in March 1963. 
Mr. Gabriel Fratus of Provincetown, was appointed third cus-
todian on December 1, 1963. 
I wish to thank the School Committee, Principals and others 
who have been so cooperative and informative. 
HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL 
George F. Leyden 
I herewith submit my twenty-seventh annual report as Prin-
cipal of the Provincetown High School. 
ENROLLMENT 
High School Enrollment by classes as of October 1, 1963, is 
12 \ 
' \ 
\ "- - --- -
as follows: (these figures include the Vocational Automotive 
School). 
Class 
SENIOR 
JUNIOR 
SOPHOMORE 
FRESHMEN 
Boys 
21 
32 
42 
27 
Girls 
31 
30 
32 
32 
Total 
52 
62 
74 
59 
TOTAL: 247 
Junior High Enrollment by grades is as follows: 
GRADE SEVEN 34 35 69 
GRADE EIGHT 34 33 67 
. TOTAL: 136 
GRAND TOTAL: 383 
REGISTRATION BY CLASSES 
Algebra I 43 Government & Civics 28 
Algebra II 30 Home Economics 68 
Ancient History 28 Industrial Arts 68 
Applied Mathematics 38 Instrumental Music 24 
Art 179 Latin I 33 
Automotive Vocational Latin II 27 
School 31 Physical Education • Girls 183 
Biology 61 Physical Education - Boys 190 
Bookkeeping I 21 Physical Science 47 
Bookkeeping II 5 Plane Geometry 20 
Business Mathematics 15 Problems of Democracy 38 
Business Science 24 Solid & Trigonometry 6 
Chemistry 43 Stenography I 10 
Driver Education 40 Stenography II 5 
English I 54 Typing I 17 
English II 60 Typing II 8 
English III 54 Typing III 6 
English IV 45 U. S. History 54 
French I 50 Vocational Household Arts 11 
French II 22 World Geography 12 
French III 7 World History 20 
General Science 94 
13 
PUPILS ATTENDING SCHOOLS OF IDGHER EDUCATION 
Class of 1960: 
Brenda Andrews 
John Garran 
Carol Ramey 
Lawrence Souza 
David Rivard 
Class of 1961: 
Edgar Frances 
Charles Mayo 
Hollis Morris 
Nancy Kelly 
Joe Lisbon 
Judy Ormsby 
Ciro Patrick 
Janet Santos 
Fred Rich 
Christina Segura 
Joanquin Duarte 
Class of 1962: 
Manuel Duarte 
Kenneth Dutra 
Richard Felton 
David Gracie 
Francis Guertin 
Michael Kacergis 
Stephen Colley 
Robert Cordeiro 
Sharon Lopez 
Sherman Merrill 
Georgianna Motto 
Richard Perry 
Roxanne Pires 
Elvio Rodrigues 
Nelson Rodrigues 
Norman Russell 
Cheryl Santos 
Charles Souza 
Nancy Souza 
Elizabeth Thomas 
Thomas Thomas 
Gerald Carreiro 
John Vizard 
Alma Welsh 
Class of 1963: 
Lillian Emma Atwood 
Paula Jean Broderick 
Nancy Ruth Burch 
Seraphine Peter Codinha, Jr. 
Carl Cummings 
Maria Rosario Barras Duarte 
Georgianna A. Edwards 
Leonard E. Enos 
W. A. C. 
U. S. Coast Guard 
Bridgewater Teachers College 
U. S. Navy 
U.S. Navy 
Cornell University 
Dartmouth College 
Nichols Academy 
Salem Teachers College 
U. S. Marines 
Ohio State University 
University of Rhode Island 
University of Massachusets 
u.s. Army 
St. Ann's School of Nursing 
U.S. Navy 
Bentley College of Accounting 
Wentworth Institute 
University of Massachusetts 
Wentworth Institute 
U.S. Navy 
Cape Cod Community College 
Burdett College 
u. s. Army 
Shepard Gill School of Practical Nursing 
Cape Cod Community College 
Massachusetts General Hospital, School Nursing 
Agricultural School 
Airline School 
Coast Guard Academy 
Lowell Technological Institute 
General Electric 
Becker College 
Lowell Technological Institute 
Cape Cod Community College 
Framingham Teachers College 
R. C. A. Institute 
Bentley College 
U. S. Army 
Bay State Academy 
University of Rhode Island 
Cape Cod Community College 
University of New Hampshire 
Northeastern University 
Boston University 
Cape Cod Hospital, School of Nursing 
Cape Cod Hospital, School of Nursing 
Newman Prepar~tory School 
David E. Gonsalves 
Sharyn Suzanne McCarthy 
William N. Rogers 
George J. Silva 
William F. Smith 
Bonnie Gae Steele 
Gloria Jean Taves 
Joan Meridyth Patrick 
Ruth M. Watson 
Charles Welsh 
Tri-State University 
University of New Hampshire 
Cape Cod Community College 
Worcester Polytech 
Cape Cod Community College 
Wentworth Institute 
Cape Cod Community College 
Bridgewater State Teachers College 
Cape Cod Hospital, School of Nursing 
Boston University 
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BUILDING ADDITION 
The building addition, which was 'VOted at the last March 
Town Meeting is finally in the last stages of completion. In .April 
of 1963, the contractor was allowed to start making renovations 
in the old part of the building. This necessitated the elimination 
of the use of the gymnasium, the manual training room, and other 
facilities. As the work progressed slowly, some departments were 
temporarily curtailed. When we came back in September, the 
same conditi<>ns prevailed. Mter many fr\lst~ations and disap-
pointments, due to the fact that equipment, furniture and the like 
were delayed in shipment, we are now, at last, using the building 
almost one hundred percent. 
ACCREDITATION 
Provincetown High School is a member of the New England 
Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges. This organization 
is the accepted accrediting body in the northeastern states. Mem-
bership in the Association co:ri'stitutes regional accreditation. Quali-
tative standards for membership in this organization shall apply to 
all schools. The purposes of the school shall be appropriate for 
an institution of this type. The program, faculty, staff facilities 
and resources must be adequate to carry out its purposes in terms 
of the type of students it serves. 
STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
Each school shall have a clearly stated educational phUosophy 
which is designed to meet the needs of the students and the com-
munity in which the high school is located. 
The school shall have a carefully planned program of studies 
and activities consistent with its stated philosophy and objectives. 
The school shall have an organized and coordinated guidance 
service to aid students in meeting educational, vocational, health, 
moral, social, civic, and personal problems. 
The school shall have a library which is the center for resource 
material for every aspect of the school program. The least we 
should have is a part-time professionally competent librarian, an 
adequate collection of books and periodicals, auditory and visual 
aids, and other resource material. In order to have these facilities 
used effectively, at least one professionally qualified person should 
be in charge of the library facilities. 
The school should have a professional staff, well qualified 
in character, health, experience, personality, and competent in 
various educational and related services. The staff members. 
should have a sympathetic understanding of youth and a desire to 
continue professional growth. The staff should be sufficient in 
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number and adequately paid. It should be a group motivated by 
high ideals ·and working together to attain the objectives of the 
school. The school should have an adequate number of employees 
for non-professional services. 
There should be an adequate system of student records and 
permanent files. These records should be placed in a vault where 
fire and deterioration cannot affect them. A cumulative record 
of attendance, progress in school, and test results should be main-
tained. Schedule cards for students and a master schedule of each 
teacher should be maintained in the office. A system of records 
concerning the faculty and administrative staff should be main-
tained. 
The principal, or headmaster, although accountable to higher 
authorities, shall be the responsible head and professional leader 
of the school. He shall interpret to his superintendent, to his 
board of control, and to his constituency the place of the school 
in the life of the community. The school board shall be respon-
sible for the determination of policy and for the approval of ap-
pointments and expenditures. Under no circumstances, shall the 
school board perform the functions of the educational adminis-
trator. 
Plant and equipment shall be adequate for the program and 
shall be operated for -the safety and health of the students, facul-
ty, and non-professional staff. 
School and community relations are of such importance in 
the development of a good secondary school that an appropriate 
program for promoting good public relations between the school and 
the community should be maintained and constantly improved. 
Financial support of the school shall be adequate to sustain 
the educational program, including activities, consistent with the 
philosophy of the school and objectives of the school and with the 
standards of the New England Association for Public Secondary 
Schools and Colleges. 
COURSE OF STUDY 
Five different courses are offered in our high school. They 
are as follows: 
1. The General Course 
2. The Commercial Course 
3. The College Course 
4. The Vocational Household Arts Course 
5. The Vocational Automotive High School Course 
These courses are organized to fit the needs, aptitudes and 
capacities of the students we know are registered in our s~hool. 
These courses are carefully tailored to meet the wide range of 
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individual abilitis which make up our student body. These courses, 
if selected wisely, will bring to fruition the best efforts of the 
respective students. 
In order to insure this fact, parents and students should con-
sult freely with Mrs. Anita Berman, our Guidance Counselor. 
The above courses offer the opportunity for the mastering of 
fundamental processes which are necessary for everyday living. 
It is well to note that in our six-year plan we offer the following. 
1. Six years of Mathematics (through Solid Geometry 
and Trigonometry). 
2. Six years of Science (Chemistry and Physics). 
3. Six years of Social Studies. 
4. Six years of English 
At the present time, when there is so much criticism of sec-
ondary schools, I wish to focus attention on the fact that we offer 
these subjects listed above to our students. I am pleased to note 
that this school year there, is evidence of an increased interest in 
science and mathematics. 
We offer Social Study courses, such as Government and 
Civics, and Problems of Democracy, for the purpose of affording 
the pupils opportunity to develop, a feeling of patriotism, respect 
for law and order, and to acquaint them with some of the essential 
facts that make up our complicated political and social life in our 
world today. 
Once again, I urge that a teacher be employed who will have 
experience in library work and also be skilled in dealing with, 
and aiding our teachers in the solution of some of the reading 
problems which plague a substantial number of our students. 
MARKS AND ATTENDANCE 
We think that we have a most informative report card. There 
are three important marks for each student in their respective 
subjects: 
1. Scholastic Achievement 
2. Effort 
3. Citizenship 
We think that scholarship is very important. However, we 
also think that citizenship and effort should not be ignored. We 
have been disappointed that more parents have not consulted our 
teachers regarding the effort and citizenship marks. 
Students are marked with letters, and the significance of these 
letters is as follows: 
A High Honor mark indicating outstanding achievement. 
B Honor mark, indicating a quality of accomplishment which 
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is commendable, and which certifies the student to college 
without special examination. 
C Satisfactory work, indicating a quality of accomplishment 
sufficient for continuation of the subject. 
D A passing mark, but not satisfactory. 
F Not passing; no credit allowed. 
Marks are a measure of the educational growth of a student 
in any one subject, insofar as the growth of the student can be 
estimated by the teachers. In making this estimate, the teacher 
considers a number of factors including contributions to class dis-
cussions, and the result of oral and written tests. Two factors 
which commonly cause able students to receive low marks are 
poor attendance and lack of home study. Any student who wishes 
to succeed in high school and compete with able students must 
have a quiet place at home to study, and make very good use of 
that place. Parents interested in the progress of their children 
should insist on a regular attendance at school, health permitting. 
They should also make a special effort to provide a quiet place 
for study at home. 
CONCLUSION AND APPRECIATION 
I wish to thank the public for their loyal support and under-
standing patience down through the years. There were times when 
we have had to appeal to the many friends of the school to support 
our various activities. The public, in general, has responded mag-
nificiently. 
I wish to thank our splendid faculty for their loyalty and 
cooperation in helping to make our school a good school. 
I wish to convey my deepest appreciation to our former Super-
intendent of Schools, Mr. William L. Roche, our present Superin-
tendent of Schools, Mr. Arthur P. Malchman, and our School Com-
mittee for helping to make the task of administration of the school 
a most pleasant one. 
VETERANS MEMORIAL SCHOOL 
Helen M. Lane 
I herewith submit my first annual report as Principal of the 
Veterans Memorial School. 
ENROLLMENT 
Teacher Grade 
Miss Hilda Dennis I 
Mrs. Eva Dutra I 
Mrs. Francis Francis I 
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Enrollment 
21 
22 
22 
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65 
Mrs. Mary Rogers 
Mrs. Marjorie Couper 
Mrs. Catherine Cadose 
Mrs. Estelle Jenkins 
Mrs. Mary Alves 
Mrs. Ruth Cabral 
Mrs. Madeleine Perry 
Miss Miriam Faries 
Mrs. Marjorie Roza 
II 28 
II 29 
III 36 
III 39 
IV 22 
IV 23 
v 26 
v 29 
VI 27 
VI 28 
Junior Practical Arts 10 
Total Enrollment 
(October 1, 1963) 
57 
75 
45 
55 
55 
10 
362 
During the calendar year there have been many changes in 
the personnel. Miss Helen Sylvia and Mrs. Delphine DeRiggs re-
tired after many years of faithful service to the children of Prov-
incetown. Mr. William Chambers resigned to continue his work 
in the community of Hamilton, Mass. Mr. William Costa resigned 
to accept a similar position as Principal of the Millis Elementary 
School, Millis, Mass. Mr. Arthur Malchman was appointed Prin-
cipal of the Veterans Memorial School. Mter a short term as 
Principal he was appointed Superintendent of the Union due to the 
resignation of Mr. William Roche who served in our community 
for the past 10 years. Others appointed to the staff were Miss 
Miriam Faries, grade 6; Mrs. Ruth Cabral, grade 5; Mrs. Marjorie 
Couper, grade 2; Mrs. Helen Daphnis, grade 4. Mr. J. L. Tufts 
was appointed vocal supervisor of music. Mrs. Helen Daphnis re-
signed in November. I was appointed Supervising Principal effec-
tive December 15. Mrs. Delphine DeRiggs and Mrs. Anita Ber-
man have been substituting in the two vacancies. 
The staff completed the evaluation of the curriculum this past 
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year. The conclusions will help us plan for future endeavors in 
all fields of educational advancement. 
The Metropolitan Achievement tests were given in April. They 
are not necessarily standards of measurement but a means of 
finding weaknesses in certain areas of study that can help the , 
individual child. Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity and Achieve-
ment Tests have also been given in all classes. 
The Houghton-Mifflin reading system has been continued in 
the fourth grade. New texts have been purchased for grades four 
and six to supplement and to carry further the social studies in 
the intermediate grades. 
New equipment, such as an overhead projector for transpar-
encies, slides, film strips, transparencies to make individual slides, 
and a tape recorder, is being used by the staff within individual 
classrooms. 
Various and many activities have been undertaken by the 
children guided by their teachers. They have learned to express 
themselves well in many media of communication through song, 
play-drama, dance, and poetry. Programs were planned for Feb-
ruary Days, Patriot's Day, Memorial Day, Thanksgiving ·and 
Christmas. Many visual aids have been shown and used in dif-
ferent ways for various age and grade grouping. 
This has been a year of adjustment for all of us. We hope 
that the years ahead will be fruitful and of great value to all our 
children for as our Commissioner of Education, Mr. Owen B. Kier-
nan has said, "the youth of America constitute our greatest re-
source." 
PROVINCETOWN VOCATIONAL WGB SCHOOL 
Kendall M. Knowlton 
I hereby submit my ~nnual report for the Provincetown Vo-
cational High School. 
The old method of education was to impart knowledge to the 
students by performing actual work under supervision. Our pro-
gram of instruction is based on the same philosophy-supervised in-
struction to prepare them for the world of industry. 
Inasmuch as Vocational Education is the art of training people 
to master the technical knowledge and skills, students must pos-
sess abilities, aptitude, and a mature attitude. 
The Vocational program this year has been greatly improved 
as we now have a fine new modern shop and related room in the 
new addition. This not only gives our pupils the feeling of be-
longing to the high school, but also improves the instruction. 
The related instruction is under the direction of Mr. Clifford 
Silva who replaced Mr. Anton Kolz, Jr. We also have a new di-
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rector due to the resignation of Mr. William L. Roche. This posi-
tion is now filled by Mr. Arthur P. Malchman who in the past as 
our director of guidance has been guiding our students an!l gave 
fine support to our Vocational School. 
In closing I wish to extend our appreciation to the School 
Committee, Building Committee, and all others who have aided 
this Vocational program this year and in the past. 
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 
Kathleen J. Medeiros 
In September of this past year, the students enrolled in the 
commercial course entered their spacious and newly redecorated 
rooms. All twenty-one typewriters were arranged in Room 10. 
Tables have been provided for five additional machines to be 
purchased in the future. The spirit duplicator, mimeograph, add-
ing machine, dictaphone, and all office supplies were also placed 
in this room. 
Room i1 which formerly1 housed the typewriting, stenography, 
and bookkeeping classes has now been remodeled into a classroom 
devoted to only bookkeeping and stenography classes. Additional 
bookkeeping units were placed in this area. At ·the present time, 
we are considering the possibility of procuring additional business 
machines for use in these classes. 
Enrollment in the bookkeeping class has increased slightly 
this year and the class is rapidly assembling all the necessary in-
formation to handle the accounts of a business for a period of two 
months. During the past year the class kept a set of records 
complete with daily cash tapes, payrolls, tax and social security 
deductions similar to what is required in local business. 
Transcription with speed is our goal in stenography. Business 
stationery is used for all transcription work and speed in both 
dictation and ·transcription is stressed. All duplicating work is 
done by the advanced students in the course. 
Accuracy with speed continues to be our aim in typewriting. 
The advanced class prepared a holiday design on the typewriter, 
duplicated it, attached a 1964 calendar and submitted a copy to 
each teacher in our school system. 
We 'have been very fortunate in placing the majority of our 
graduates from the commercial course. A few have gone on to 
further study. 
I wish to take this opportunity to express my appreciation 
for all the cooperation and assistance received from my co-workers 
during the past year. 
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ART SUPERVISOR 
Frederick W. Shaw, Jr. 
I herewith submit my 1 in th Pr . annua report as a Supervisor of Art 
e ovmcetown Schools. · 
The art program in the h Is . f . 
fully. Despite an increase in st~ oo I~lm unctloning very success-
ering all classes and ro . . e enro. . ent the program is cov-
to all students in the ~I VIdintg superviSIO~ at least once a week 
As . h . emen ary and Junior High School IS s own m many edu t" I . bee . ca wna reports and surveys art . "fri~~m~nmore an~ more a regular subject and less and' Jess ~ 
· many mstances art is bee · . 
schools throughout the country It o~mg a maJ?r subject in 
education is self-explanatory. · s Importance m vocational 
In the Primary grades (1 2 d . . 
children gain an awareness t~ th an .3> It IS ~portant that the 
expression. During these first thre vanous media and freedom of 
f th ee years the primary f t" o. e art program is to teach b . kills . unc Ion 
rials which · ~Ic s and to mtroduce mate-
It . . • m many cases, are entirely new to the child 
IS m the Intermediate grades ( 4 5 d · nical skills should be advanced It . ' ' an 6~ ,that certain tech-
until the children inquire abo~t ce~I:_Y ~~~~g, ~owever,. that ~d approaches to problems are more im s their own Ideas 
alize that guidance, however slight . portant. You. must re-
self-discovery they can often ac ' ~s necessary at all times. By 
necessary, which lead to a gre t quire d answen:, corrected when 
tivity. As to some of the a er un erstandmg of the art ac-
areas covered during this h f 
program I give you the following list· f" . P ase o the 
lettering, paper sculpture and certain Igure dra'!mg, perspective, 
Thanks to the voters ' f . group proJects. 
Scho?l art program is nowo f~~~=to:wn. the Junior-Senior High 
workmg out of a briefcase in the caf ~ ~ I~ new quarters. Mter 
it is a pleasure to have a roo~ f e eria or the ~ast four years 
crease in student interest and o . our own .. There IS a notable in-
logical effect on the groups to/r~~- I believe there is a psycho-
sinks, storage area closets wo~ktab:Y now have an art room with 
Jetin boards and ~any other b "I . es, count_e:S, blackboard, bul-
ducive to better work. UI t-m necessities which are con-
There is more enthusiasm amon th 
before and everyone seems to b t. ~ ~.art classes than ever 
this added enthusiasm many of e th ryr;:~ IS best. To illustrate 
insisted on forming an art club t e. I school students have 
subject. 0 gam further knowledge of the 
Due to these added facilities it . . 
the program and better e . IS now possible to intensify 
career in the art field I qUip dthose students contemplating a 
. am prou to announce that several of our 
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young people are now taking advanced training in the field of art. 
Many students have applied their art training here at the 
high school to practical use, such as blockprinting their own greet-
ing cards, illustrations in the yearbook and other school publica-· 
tions, painting scenery for school productions, and the many and 
varl.ed decorations seen at school activities. 
I try to teach the students the practical side of art and its 
many functions as well as appreciation for . things of beauty, of 
which we have many here in our own community. It is my aim to 
point out these things so that they will not be taken for granted. 
We are one of a very few towns in America which can claim such 
a rich cultural background and this should not go unnoticed. 
In concluding may I say thank you to any and all persons who 
in so many ways contributed to making this past year a ~uccessful 
one. 
HOUSEHOLD ARTS DEPARTMENT 
Mary D. -Rowe 
Herewith is submitted my report for the Household Arts 
Department of the Provincetown Junior-Senior High School. 
Since all girls should be familiar with the practical subject 
of homemaking, this department is essential to all educational 
systeins. It is important that every girl be given the opportunity 
in school to learn the fundamentals of good cooking and to master 
the essentials of sewing and homemaking. 
Due to the new construction at the school, the homemaking 
room was not ready at the beginning of the school year and there-
fore we are behind schedule in our year's work. However, with 
the completion of the construction, we now have a beautiful home-
making room which should give the girls in this department an 
added incentive to do excellent work. 
In spite of the delay in the completion of the construction, 
the seventh graders have learned the basic stitches of sewing, 
plus the efficient operation of the sewing machine. They are now 
making an apron and will have made a cotton skirt before start-
ing cooking classes. 
The eighth grade students have been studying nutrition, and, 
with these principles in mind, are planning menus. The prepara-
tion of foods has been underway since the latter part of October 
and currently includes the making of cookies and candies for the · 
holiday season. These girls will have clothing construction during 
the last half of the year. 
The girls in the state-aided Vocational Household Arts pro-
gram have completed several sewing projects including jumpers, 
skirts, and blouses. A few senior girls have also made smocked 
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nightgowns and robes to be used on their senior-class trip. In 
the foods area these girls are studying food nutrients and more 
advanced cooking. 
Each girl in the Vocational Household Arts Department is 
required to complete one hundred and ninety hours of home 
projects which correlate their classroom study to the actual home 
situation. 
We are grateful to the townspeople generally, and to the 
building committee in particular for providing such an efficient 
and pleasant room in which to work and to try to achieve the ulti-
mate of good homemaking practices. 
JUNIOR PRACTICAL ARTS 
Marjorie F. Roza 
I hereby submit my third annual report as teacher of the 
Junior Practical Arts Class. 
The program is set up as a one room school with separate 
groups doing different grade reading, arithmetic, spelling and 
language according to their ability. The class, as a whole, does 
Science, Social Studies and Handcrafts together. 
Art, Music and Penmanship are being done this year as a 
group, with the respective supervisors coming to the class. This 
is working out very well. 
This year new Grade I, II and III reading books were pur-
chased. These have been of great interest to the children and 
have made them anxious to work hard in their reading so they 
can advance from one book to another. 
There are ten children in the Junior Practical Arts class this 
year. The ages range from eight years to fourteen years and the 
grade level from Grade I to Grade IV. The problem caused in the 
wide age span is not caused by the difference in academic learn-
ing but by the older ones needing a different type of Handcraft 
than the younger ones. These older children have reached about 
the highest grade level they will ever attain. Therefore, they 
need to learn a trade or some form of handcraft that will benefit 
them when they leave school at the age of sixteen. I believe there 
should be two Junior Practical Art Classes. One group taking 
chronological ages six to twelve, and the other group twelve to 
sixteen. 
The Junior Practical Art program is a very important part 
of the school system and it should be given all the consideration 
and assistance possible. 
GIRLS' PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Elizabeth De Riggs 
I herewith submit my annual report as Physicai Education 
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instructor for girls of the Provincetown Junior-Senior High School. 
During the school year 1962-1963, physical education classes 
were interrupted due to changes in the building involved with 
construction of the new addition to the building. Consequently, 
classes were held out of doors (weather permitting) from Easter 
vacation until the end of the school year. In the Fall, classes 
were suspended until mid-November, when the facilities of the new 
gymnasium became available. We are now functioning under full 
schedule. 
Mindful of the fact that physical education should be con-
sidered an important part of the whole education of our youth, I 
am working toward a goal which will find this subject systematized 
and integrated with the general curriculum of our school, · with 
the competitive sports presently offered on the Lower Cape, and, 
above all, which will develop habits of good sportsmanship, health, 
and well being. 
In order to establish standards for our program, I have this 
year introduced the R. C. A. F'. women's exercises, consisting of 
10 pattern exercises to be completed in 12 minutes. This drill 
is so designed that each student can progress at her own speed 
until the desired goal is reached. Bulletin board charts have 
been utilized to indicate the progress of each student in the above 
plan. 
The increased floor space offered in the new gym enables 
us to offer classes to both boys and girls simultaneously, thanks 
to the divided floor - This means that there is considerable need 
for additional gym apparatus, such as ring ropes, horses, boxes, 
etc., so that a varied program may be offered. 
I take this opportunity to thank the Building Committee, and 
the citizens and taxpayers <>f Provincetown for their interest and 
farsightedness in providing the excellent facilities contained in 
our new addition. It is my hope that our program can utilize these 
facilities to the extent that we at Provincetown High School may 
truly say we are building strong minds in strong bodies for the 
future citizens of our community. 
BOYS' PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
David J. Murphy 
I herewith submit my annual report as the Director of Boys' 
Physical Education in the Senior and Junior High School. 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
Our program during the past year was influenced and con-
trolled by the new addition to our school. We were compelled to 
vacate the old gymnasium in April to make way for new con-
struction. When possible we held our classes out-side at the ath-
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letic field. This policy again was effected on our return to school 
in the fall when we were unable to use the athletic field because 
of the improvements the field was underoing under the supervision 
of the Provincetown Lions Club. 
Although conditions have been difficult trying to maintain a 
regular Physical Education Program, I am certain the students 
assumed their disappointment without any complaint when they 
realized the changes being made were for their own good and 
they would be the ones to benefit. 
May I express the gratitude of this department and I am sure 
the gratitude of the student body to the citizens of the town for 
the modern facilities we are about to use and enjoy. Our thanks 
to the Lions Club and the citizens of the town for their improve-
ments at the athletic field. Through their efforts we now have 
one of the finest baseball infields on the Cape. 
We did manage to administer the Amateur Athletic Physical 
Fitness and Proficiency Test in the early spring. I am pleased 
to report results were satisfactory. Although we did not score 
as high as the previous year when we placed second in the scoring 
of the twenty high schools in Southeastern Massachusetts, we are 
satisfied with the results when compared to the expected physical 
achievements. 
We were able to offer the usual spring out-door activities 
consisting of Baseball, Softball, Track and Field Events. 
SPORTS PROGRAM 
We continue to offer Football, Basketball, Track and Field 
and Baseball at the varsity and Junior High level. 
Your approval of the Junior High program was accepted over-
whelmingly by the students. Results have been very satisfactory 
and I am sure have helped to motivate and inspire our varsity 
program. I sincerely recommend their continuance and considera-
tion givt!n to our school becoming a member of the Junior High 
League, now in the process of being formed among the schools 
on the Cape. 
The approximate number of boys participating in our athletic 
program are listed for your information. 
High School Varsity 
Juni{)r High 
High School Varsity 
Junior Varsity 
FOOTBALL 
BASKETBALL 
Saturday morning Junior High Program 
BASEBALL 
High Sch{)ol Varsity 
28 
36 
33 
18 
20 
32 
21 
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Junior High so 
TRACK 
High School and Junior High 26 
These figures when compared with our enrollment indicate 
an excellent participation by our students in our athletic program. 
I am pleased to report that from the opinions expressed by 
your athletic coaches, we can expect an increase in the enrollment 
of our Junior High and Varsity football program next fall. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. As mentioned earlier in this report, the improvements 
being done at the Motta Athletic Field made it impossible for us 
to use this field. We were compelled to move our football pro-
gram to the Admiral Evans Field. May I suggest that considerable 
thought be given to the continual use of this field for our foot-
ball program. We have improved it physically during the past 
season. With only very little financial expense I am sure it can 
be made into a fine football field. Its greatest asset however is 
that its continued use allows us the use in the fall of the Motta 
Athletic Field for enlarging our athletic program, by giving us 
the needed space to offer an outdoor Field Hockey program for 
the girls. 
2. That you consider the possibility of our Junior High Foot-
ball, Basketball and Baseball teams becoming members of the Jun-
ior High League in the process of being formed on the Cape. 
3. The installation of apparatus in our new gymnasium. 
4. That provision be made for the installation of runways 
and jumping pits for track and field events at the athletic field. 
CONCLUSION 
Your expansion of our athletic program, and our improved 
athletic facilities has unquestionably motivated and instilled a 
new school spirit within the student body. This department like-
wise is anxious to meet the challenge these new facilities confront 
us with. We will make every effort to improve and offer a pro-
gram that will meet the physical and social needs of a healthy 
growing boy. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS DEPARTMENT 
Ernest L. Carreiro, Jr. 
As instructor of industrial arts at Provincetown High School 
I respectfully submit my first annual report. 
Due to the extenuating condition that construction of the new 
school addition was carried well into the school year our program 
has been greatly limited. Installation of new equipment and tools 
is scheduled for the first of the year and should provide us with 
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facilities to present a well rounded, comprehensive program of 
industrial arts. . 
Presently industrial arts is offered to only seventh and e1ghth 
grade students. Modem philosophy in education states that ~ 
students in a comprehensive high school should have these facili-
ties made available to them in order to represent a total program 
and enrichen their general education. Future rectification of this 
situation will enable students of both sexes to elect industrial arts 
in areas of their choice beyond grades seven and eight. 
In a modem civilization man cannot divorce himself from 
knowledge of tools, materials, processes and methods of fabrica-
tion which have enabled us to reach our present state in a tech-
nologically minded world. 
Industrial arts at its best is exploratory in nature and pro-
vides an opportunity for students to investigate avenues of interest 
and simultaneously acquire certain basic skills. It also can be a 
means of integrating and applying basic principles present at every 
step of our educational ladder resulting in a totally better educated 
citizen. 
I hope that I will be able to develop a sound program and 
strengthen this area of our educational system to its fullest po-
tential. 
HANDWRITING SUPERVISOR 
W. L. Rinehart, Director 
I am pleased to report on the progress made in the handwriting 
program to date. The excellent handwriting product that has been 
forthcoming in your schools is due to a number of factors. 
1,. Your teachers and pupils have been supplied with the necessary 
instructional and motivational materials. 
2. All new teachers in your school system are carefully trained 
in the basic philosophy of teaching handwriting. 
3. The handwriting of the pupils is carefully diagnosed at regular 
intervals and a report is sent to each teacher for remedial 
purposes. 
4. Motivational devices are used as needed to indicate the median 
handwriting score in each room in order to keep the pupils 
and teachers informed of the degree of achievement that has 
been attained. 
The program as it currently operates in your schools makes it 
possible to have careful direction of the program in addition to 
the necessary instructional materials. This is provided at a frac-
tion of the cost of employing a full time handwriting supervisor 
and then purchasing the necessary instructional materials. 
At the close of the last school year our records indicate that 
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88% of the pupils scored excellent, 11% scored good, 1% were 
fair and no% were poor on the formal handwriting test. It was 
found in checking the informal handwriting that there had been 
excellent transfer in handwriting quality to spelling, arithmetic, 
English composition, etc. 
We appreciate very much the excellent cooperation that we 
have received from your administrative staff, the pupils, and the 
teachers at all times. 
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC SUPERVISOR 
James J. Santos 
I herewith submit my fourth annual report as instrumental 
music director. 
The year of 1962-63 was the most satisfying year I have had 
since my initial appointment in 1960. In the level of music played 
and in the manner of performance the High School Band was 
comparable to any good high school band. However, the Band is 
handicapped in that it has no trombone and French-hom or melo-
phone players. We have overcome this, to some extent, by cuing 
in or giving these parts to other instruments. This is a makeshift 
procedure which should not be necessary. The band has an urgent 
need for these instruments and I would recommend parents to 
consider seriously the trombone, French-hom or melophone when 
renting or buying an instrument. The school does own a few of 
these instruments and although not of the best quality they could 
be reconditioned and made playable if enough interest were shown. 
I suspect that the reason for not having more players on the larger 
brasses is that they are a bit more cumbersome to carry than the 
well known clarinet, trumpet or saxophone. 
With regard to the elementary instrumental program I was 
pleased by the performance of some twenty members as I was of 
the High School Band. Instrumental training starts in the fourth 
grade and continues through High School in Band and individual 
instruction. Since the High School Band consists of Junior High 
and High School students there necessarily exists a gap in per-
forming proficiency between the seventh grader and the High 
School student. Of course there are always exceptions to the rule. 
This gap can only be filled by a Junior High Band and would be 
possible if all pupils who played the previous year in Grades six 
and seven would continue to play. Unfortunately, under our 
present organization, pupils may play or not depending upon the 
attitude of the individual. At present the Band membership could 
be increased by eight players if these players and possibly the 
parents realized the benefit that they would get in ensemble play-
ing and instruction. Musical knowldge and proficiency in a musical 
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instrument is something that lasts throughout life. A performer 
on a musical instrument is always welcome no matter where his 
travels may take him. Lastly, there is that sense of accomplish-
ment and loyalty to the school in belonging to one of the most 
worthy activities. 
This fall I started a class of eight on piano. For the most part 
these pupils do not have pianos at home and are working on sim-
ulated keyboards which they purchased. By the end of the year 
they should be through the greater part of their books or to apply 
their knowledge to some other instrument. 
I would like to see as much interest shown for the bowed 
string instruments as shown for the winds. If we had just ten be-
ginners each year on the violin in three years the first ten, and 
possibly some of the second year, would be proficient enough to 
start a sizable orchestra with some of the players eventually 
changing to viola and cello. 
This will be a gala year for Provincetown with the coming 
of the Cape Cod Music Festival on March 21st. This Festival is 
held yearly in one of the seven participating communities and 
consists of Band, Orchestra and Chorus with a total membership 
of over three hundred. In order to participate a student must be 
a member of a high school organization and have attained the 
level of achievement to perform the music presented. In the past 
we have had from eight to ten players participating in Band and 
one student on violin. This year twelve of our Band members 
will be participating. It is hoped that the same interest will be 
shown for Chorus. There must be at least twelve students with 
good voices who are willing and serious enough to work for this 
very rewarding experience. 
In closing I wish to thank the Administration, School Com-
mittee and teaching staff for the cooperation given me in the past. 
VOCAL MUSIC SUPERVISOR 
John L. Tufts 
The following is my annual report for the vocal music program 
in the Provincetown Public Schools. 
My duties as supervisor began on December 1. My reception 
by pupils and staff of both the Veterans Memorial School and the 
High School was both encouraging and complimentary. 
A graduated program of vocal music instruction has been 
started with the object of trying to bring all classes as near as 
possible to the place where they should be for their age and 
grade by the end of the school year. 
In working toward this objective use is being made of all 
materials and equipment presently on hand. Plans are being 
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made to expand materials and equipment only enough to further 
the attainment of the above goal more fully. 
REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE 
Helen Pierce 
I hereby submit my annual report as school nurse. During 
the year there has been a few cases of mumps, measles; and chicken 
pox in both schools. 
Inspections were made weekly at the Veterans Memorial 
School, and monthly at the Junior-Senior High School, except when 
daily inspection was found necessary. 
The Dental Clinic is progressing very well and more parents 
are taking advantage of the clinic. To date there has been 190 
extractions, 195 fillings and 160 cleanings. Dr. Lucien C. Bouchard 
of Orleans is helping at the clinic. 
In January, March, April, and May, clinics were held at the 
Veterans Memorial School for Sabin Oral Vaccine. In May, 214 
doses were administered, and in June, 317 doses were given. 
In May, a Well Child Conference was held at the Veterans 
Memorial School, sponsored by the Barnstable County Health De-
partment. At that time, 57 children were examined by Dr. Gerald 
Hoeffel. Many defects found at that time were corrected before 
the child entered school. Clinics were held at the Veterans Me-
morial School for inoculation for Diphtheria, Vaccination, and 
Sabin Vaccine in May and June. 
The Massachusetts Vision test was administered to students 
in both schools, with two failures at the Veterans Memorial School, 
and twelve failures at the Junior-Senior High. In all cases, the 
parents of each child were notified. 
The Audiometer test was given to all students in both schools 
with one failure at the Veterans Memorial School. This has been 
taken care of. 
A course in American Red Cross Home Nursing was given to 
the Vocational Household Arts group. 
Dr. Thomas Perry has completed his physical examinations 
for all students who participate in athletics. 
All routine work for the year has been completed. 
In closing, may I express my sincere thanks for the coopera-
tion that I ha'Ve received from parents and teachers. 
SUPERVISOR OF ATTENDANCE 
Frank Aresta 
I herewith submit my annual report of Supervisor of Attend-
ance for the year 1963. 
Home Visits 96 
33 
Truants 
Truants Returned 
Absent from other causes 
Absent because of sickness 
Referrals to Probation Officer 
12 
8 
61 
132 
7 
GRADUATION PROGRAM 
Processional: "Pomp and Circumstance" 
Edward Elgar 
P. H. S. Band 
Invocation Reverend Thomas C. Mayhew 
"May The Good Lord Bless and Keep You" P. H. S. Chorus 
Lutkin-Jamison 
The Value of a Modern Education Carl R. Cummings 
Jules Massenet 
Arranged by H. L. Walters 
"Phedre Overture" 
The World of Youth-
Our Future Responsibilities In It 
"The Lord's Prayer" 
Albert Hay Malotte 
Education In The Future 
In God We Trust 
"God Bless America" 
Nancy Burch 
P. H. S. Chorus 
William N. Rogers 
Sharyn McCarthy 
P. H. S. Chorus 
Irving Berlin 
Presentation of Diplomas Herman R. DeSilva 
Reverend Ernest D. Vanderburgh Benediction 
Recessional: "National Emblem March" P. H. S. Band 
Carl R. Cummings 
William N. Rogers 
Nancy Burch 
Louise Patrick 
E. E. Bagley 
DIRECTORY 
Class Officers 
Miss Kathleen J. Medeiros 
National Honor Society 
Nancy Ruth Burch 
Seraphine Peter Codinha, Jr. 
Carl R. Cummings 
Sharyn Suzanne McCarthy 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Class Advisor 
William N. Rogers 
Carol Ann Salvador 
Cathryn E. Serpa 
Gloria Jean Taves 
Leadership-Scholarship-Service 
Class Colors 
Blue and White 
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Class Motto 
\ There is a past which is gone forever· 
but there is a future which is still our ~wn. 
Student Council 
Sharyn McCarthy Carol Ann Salvador 
GRADUATES 
Lillian Emma Atwood 
Elizabeth Ann Bennett 
Nancy Ruth Burch 
Seraphine Peter Codinha, Jr. 
David E. Gonsalves 
Carl R. Cummings 
Maria Rosario Barros Duarte 
Georgianna A. Edwards 
Ursula J. Engels 
Leonard E. Enos, Jr. 
Gail Elizabeth Howard 
Reginald F. Jason, Jr. 
Brenda Lee Johnson 
Sandra Jean Lemos 
Charlotte Lillian Lisbon 
Clyde J. MacCallum 
Sharyn Suzanne McCarthy 
Eileen E. McGinn 
Janice Marie Ormsby 
Carol Ann Packett 
Frances Evelyn Patrick 
Louise Rose Patrick 
Joan Meridyth Patrick 
Carol Ann Salvador 
June Leslie Phillips 
Paul Jean Roderick 
William N. Rogers 
Frank R. Roza 
Lewis E. Samuels, Jr. 
Cathryn E. Serpa 
George J. Silva, Jr. 
William Francis Smith 
Donna Lee Souza 
Bonnie Gae Steele 
Joseph Edward Stephens, Jr. 
Gloria Jean Taves 
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George A. Thomas 
Marguerite T. Vasques 
Letitia Morris Watson 
Ruth M. Watson 
Charles Welsh 
Douglas G. Wheeler 
Nolan John Williams 
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Its Titne to l'u H Toqethet ! 
